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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
1.1. Motivation
With the accumulation of gene and protein sequence data in publicly available databases
and the development of computational methods for their comparison, sequence anal-
ysis has become an extremely powerful tool to uncover functional properties of these
molecules (Ogata et al., 2000). In general, however, the biological function is a result of
many interacting molecules forming large interaction networks such as regulatory net-
works or metabolic pathways. With a growing amount of data being available not only
on the function of single genes, but also on these interaction networks, it becomes feasible
and valuable for further extending our knowledge about life and its working principles
to perform comparisons also on the level of these networks. In particular the growing
amount of publicly available data on metabolic pathways as well as of functional anno-
tation data for sequenced organisms enables the comparison of organisms based on their
metabolic reaction networks on a large scale.
For example in drug target identification, a functionally oriented comparison of or-
ganisms on the level of metabolic networks is a valuable complementation of the already
established gene-based comparison. Gene-based comparison can be used to compile a list
of all potential gene products produced by a particular organism, and the identification
of genes that are common to all organisms in a chosen group of pathogens or unique to
one particular pathogen (Galperin et al., 1998). However, besides gene-wise comparison
it is valuable to identify the cellular process potential drug targets are involved in and to
perform a comparative pathway analysis for excluding possible side effects on the host.
Sharma et al. (2008), for example, perform a manual metabolic pathway comparison to
find those pathways that are present in the pathogen while missing in the host to ensure
that potential drug targets have an effect on the pathogen, but not the host.
Comparing organisms based on their metabolic pathway variants can also be used for
deducing phylogenetic relationships between organisms as has already been shown, for
example, by Heymans and Singh (2003) and Forst and Schulten (2001). Moreover, it can
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be applied for answering questions about lifestyle and habitat of organisms. If organisms
are living in the same habitat or are following the same lifestyle (e.g. as intracellular
pathogens), it is likely that they have evolved similar metabolic functionality, which
might then be reflected in similar metabolic pathway variants of these organisms. If,
conversely, organisms with unknown habitat or lifestyle are found to have similar pathway
variants, this might indicate similarities in their habitat or lifestyle, independent of their
phylogenetic relationship.
While for deriving phylogenetic trees it is appropriate to rely on the sequences of genes
for assessing the similarity between metabolic pathways, this is not the case if the focus
lies on comparing the function of the metabolic network for elucidating lifestyle and
habitat related questions. This is because there exists a growing number of examples
where on the one hand genes with similar sequence have different functions and on the
other hand genes with identical function are not orthologous (Galperin et al., 1998).
Therefore, metabolic reactions should be the basis for this application rather than their
corresponding genes.
Clearly, this sort of analysis is very sensitive to the quality of annotation, since meta-
bolic pathway variants might appear to be similar due to missing or erroneous annotations
although they actually are not similar. However, this opens yet another application area:
if only very few enzymes are missing in a pathway variant of one organism in comparison
to a taxonomically closely related one, this might be interpreted as indicator for missing
annotations. Thus, interpreting genes in their metabolic context can assist in improving
existing annotations, as has already been shown, for example, by Green and Karp (2004)
and Ye et al. (2005).
Not much work has been published on comparing organisms based on their metabolism
with the goal to analyze their shared or mutually missing reaction content and to group
organisms according to similar pathway variants. Exceptions are the approaches by Ye
et al. (2005) and Forst et al. (2006). The drawbacks of these approaches are that the for-
mer involves manual investigation of each pathway prior to comparative analysis, whereas
the latter does not automatically group organisms according to their pathway variant.
It appears that there is a need for bioinformatics tools supporting automated detection
and classification of pathway variants in a set of organisms. This is especially true in
light of the huge amount of data: several hundred genomes are already sequenced and
annotated, and due to the growing number of ongoing sequencing projects the amount of
available data is expanding ever faster and soon expected to exceed a thousand published
genomes (http://www.genomesonline.org/).
1.2. Goal
The goal of this thesis is to provide a new comparative view on the metabolic capabilities
of a set of organisms. Therefore, an approach performing a comparative metabolic net-
work analysis resulting in a classification of organisms into groups of organisms sharing
similar pathway variants is developed. The comparative analysis can be performed for
the overall metabolic reaction networks of the organisms as well as for any choice of
smaller metabolic pathways. An approach like this enables the discovery of differences
in metabolism across a set of organisms that may help to develop new knowledge about
metabolic peculiarities of the analyzed organisms, to detect metabolic functions neces-
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sary for survival in a particular habitat, to find new candidate genes for drug design,
and to reveal missing or erroneous annotations. This approach is based on metabolic
reactions instead of on the respective genes and their sequences, and compares networks
of reactions instead of individual reactions one by one.
Several steps need to be undertaken in order to implement this comparison strategy.
Firstly, information needs to be gathered on which organisms are capable of catalyzing
which metabolic reactions. This type of information can be taken from pathway-genome
databases, which combine definitions of reaction equations and genome annotation data.
Furthermore, reactions are to be grouped together into metabolic pathways if their meta-
bolic function is involved in the same cellular process. Pathway definitions can either
be taken from pathway-genome databases or be defined manually. Secondly, distance
measures are to be developed to assess how similar the pathway variants of different
organisms are to each other. Thirdly, clustering methods are needed for automatically
finding groups of organisms with similar pathway variants, and finally the results are to
be visualized for allowing easy access and quick interpretation. The envisaged approach
should be made accessible to the research community and therefore a web server is to be
developed.
Distance measures on metabolic networks may be based on different types of infor-
mation. They may rely on the presence or absence of either reactions or metabolites
or may take both into account. Structural information on the connections between the
reactions and metabolites may be included in distance calculation as well. In this thesis
different distance measures will be defined and their performance evaluated. Therefore,
a theoretical framework is developed to define such distance measures, and proofs are
given for certain properties of these distance measures. The theoretical framework in
particular simplifies the definition of further distance measures with certain properties,
and thus makes this approach very flexible with regard to future extensions.
1.3. Structure of this Thesis
The first chapter describes the motivation of the research undertaken in this thesis,
defines the goal to be achieved and presents the structure of this thesis.
In the second chapter background information is provided. First, the concepts of
metabolism and metabolic pathway are introduced. Then databases that come into
consideration as data source in this thesis are reviewed. Subsequently data models that
can be used to model metabolic networks are described. Then different concepts for
developing distance measures are presented, followed by an introduction to methods for
clustering and cluster validation. The chapter ends with a review of existing related
approaches.
The third chapter starts with theoretical considerations on how to best assess distances
between metabolic networks. Subsequently, decisions are made as to which distance
measures are to be implemented, which database to use as data source, which model to
use for modeling metabolic networks, which theoretical framework to use for developing
the distance measures, and finally which clustering techniques to employ for classifying
organisms according to similar pathway variants.
The fourth chapter is devoted to presenting the theory. It starts with an introduction
to graph theory and edit distances on graphs. Following this, the distance measures are
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formally defined.
In the following chapter the Comparative Pathway Analyzer (CPA) web server is pre-
sented. CPA is a free to use web implementation of the developed comparative approach.
The functionality of this web server is demonstrated by means of an application example.
The next chapter documents the validation and application of the developed approach
for comparative metabolic network analysis. First, two test scenarios are defined and all
implemented distance measures and clustering techniques are evaluated for their suit-
ability to compare metabolic networks. Then the approach is applied to a set of five
Corynebacteria and the results are discussed in light of their biological relevance.
The last chapter concludes this thesis with an overall summary and discussion of the
achieved results. Furthermore, possible improvements of the developed approach are
suggested and further fields of application are outlined and discussed.
CHAPTER 2
Background
This chapter provides the background information for understanding the topic of re-
search and for following the proposed methodology. Firstly, the concepts of metabolism
and metabolic pathways are introduced, as well as the notion of functional annotation
of organisms. These data are the basis of the proposed metabolic network comparison
approach. The following section reviews the databases from which this data can be
retrieved. Since the data has to be analyzed in the computer, models are needed for
representing the relevant features of the data electronically. Therefore, different possible
models applicable to metabolic network data are described in the next section. Then an
overview is given of different concepts for developing distance measures on graphs, which
are necessary to assess how similar two metabolic networks are to each other. Subse-
quently, a brief introduction to methods for cluster analysis is given. These methods
are needed for automatically classifying the analyzed organisms according to the dis-
tances between their metabolic network variants. The chapter concludes with a review
of existing approaches that are related to the topic of this thesis.
2.1. Metabolism and Metabolic Pathways
Metabolism, from greek μτα´βoλoς (metabolos) for variable or shifting, is the biochemi-
cal modification of chemical compounds (metabolites) in living organisms and cells. This
includes the biosynthesis of complex organic molecules (anabolism) and their breakdown
(catabolism). A single step of such a biochemical modification is called a metabolic re-
action. Such a reaction is characterized by the metabolites that are consumed and those
that are produced, known as substrates and products, respectively, and the reaction
stoichiometry, which describes how much of each substrate the reaction transforms into
how much of each product. This information is given by the reaction equation. Since
a product of one reaction acts as a substrate of some other reaction, taken together the
reactions form a metabolic network. Although some reactions take place spontaneously,
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the majority of them are catalyzed by specific proteins called enzymes. Enzymes in turn
are synthesized in the cell on the basis of information coded as genes in the organism’s
genome. Enzymes can be classified according to the reaction they catalyze using the
hierarchical enzyme classification scheme published by the Nomenclature Committee of
the International Union of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology (NC-IUBMB) (1992).
For each enzyme this scheme provides a code consisting of four numbers which catego-
rize the catalyzed chemical reaction. For example, EC 1 encodes oxidoreductases, EC
1.1 encodes those oxidoreductases that act on the CH-OH group of donors, EC 1.1.1
those with NAD+ or NADP+ as acceptor and EC 1.1.1.1 those that act on an alcohol
(i.e. alcohol dehydrogenases).
Formerly, the metabolism of an organism was investigated by wet-lab experiments.
Since the advent of genome sequencing techniques the DNA sequences of genes can
be determined. In a process called genome annotation these sequences are assigned
information on their function in the cell. Metabolic genes for example are assigned
information on the enzyme they code for as well as the function this enzyme has, i.e. the
metabolic reaction it catalyzes. The development of bioinformatics methods for large
scale comparison of genome sequences has enabled the automated prediction of genes and
their function in the genome of newly sequenced organisms. This automatic annotation is
based on the paradigm that genes with similar sequence are coding for the same function.
Verification of these predictions still has to be undertaken in wet-lab experiments.
Enzymes may catalyze forward or both forward and backward direction of a reaction.
The direction of reactions is important when it comes to deciding whether the function
of a reaction or a chain of reactions is to degrade or synthesize a particular metabolite.
A well-known example is glycolysis for degrading sugars and its reverse counter-part,
gluconeogenesis, for synthesizing new sugar molecules. Most of the involved reactions
are reversible and common to both pathways, despite some irreversible key reactions. In
glycolysis, phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase catalyzes the irreversible carboxylation of
phosphoenolpyruvate (Kai et al., 2003). If no gene is present in the organism’s genome
whose respective enzyme catalyzes a reverse reaction, as for example phosphoenolpyru-
vate carboxykinase (Holyoak et al., 2006), gluconeogenesis cannot take place.
However, there is more information in metabolic networks than the mere set of consti-
tuting reactions: the structure of the network, or, in other words, the information on the
functional dependency, or how the reactions are interconnected. A particular reaction
can only take place if in addition to the catalyzing enzyme, all substrate metabolites are
available. Other reactions might have to take place before this particular one in order
to produce these substrate metabolites. This recursive phenomenon leads to the func-
tional interdependency of reactions in a metabolic network: an organism might not be
able to produce a certain metabolite if a reaction responsible for producing a precursor
metabolite is missing and this metabolite cannot be obtained in any other way like, for
example, via uptake from the environment.
The term metabolic pathway has traditionally been used to summarize a set of such
functionally dependent reactions. Biochemical experimentation has lead to the discovery
of knowledge about reaction stoichiometries, and reactions sharing common intermedi-
ates were grouped together to form metabolic pathways. Well-known examples of these
traditionally defined pathways include glycolysis or citric acid cycle. Naturally, this way
of assembling metabolic pathways implies a certain amount of arbitrariness in selecting
the reactions to be included. Nevertheless, they still represent a valid functional group-
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ing of reactions, since in each case all reactions involved in a particular cellular task
are grouped together. This sort of pathway can, for example, be found in the KEGG
database (Kanehisa and Goto, 2000).
Besides these experimentally derived pathway definitions, some mathematical ap-
proaches have been developed that can be used to deduce subnetworks composed of
functionally related reactions from the overall metabolic network of an organism. The
benefit of these is that they uniquely define metabolic pathways directly from network
topology, i.e. the structure of the metabolic network as characterized by its reactions,
metabolites, and the reactions’ stoichiometry. Some of the earlier examples are given by
Seressiotis and Bailey (1988) and Mavrovouniotis et al. (1990). They developed methods
for finding all possible reaction routes from some metabolite A to another metabolite B.
A more recent approach of this category is the tool PathFinder, published by Goesmann
et al. (2002). Other approaches involve an analysis of the stoichiometry of the reaction
network under the steady state assumption. Examples are Petri Net analysis (Heiner
and Koch, 2004), elementary flux mode (EFM) analysis (Schuster and Hilgetag, 1994),
and extreme pathway (EP) analysis (Schilling et al., 2000). However, the drawback of all
these automated approaches is that the quality of their results strongly depends on the
correctness and completeness of information on the overall metabolic reaction network.
Results have to be verified manually and computations may have to be iterated numerous
times until a satisfying result is achieved. This is a huge effort which has not yet been
undertaken on a large scale.
As can be seen, different approaches are possible to define metabolic pathways. In
particular, defining one’s own metabolic pathways and thus generating a view on the
metabolism of an organism that suits one’s own research interests best is considered to
be a perfectly valid approach.
2.2. Data Sources
Information on metabolism is traditionally published in journals and textbooks, but
meanwhile several databases exist that store this data electronically. These databases
differ in the type(s) of data stored (pathways, reactions, enzymes, regulatory inter-
actions, genes, organisms, etc.), the source of this data (wet-lab experiments, in-
silico predictions), the quality of the data (hand-curated or automatically generated),
the total amount of available data (comprehensiveness: number of pathways and
genomes/organisms), and the accessibility of the data (website or flatfile download).
In this section, databases that come into consideration as data source in this thesis for
reaction data, pathway data, and genome annotation data are described in alphabetical
order. Details on the choice of a database as source of information for the analysis in
this thesis and the reasons for this choice are given in Section 3.2.
2.2.1. BIND
The BIND (Biomolecular Interaction Network Database, http://bond.
unleashedinformatics.com/, Gilbert (2005)) is a project of the Blueprint Initia-
tive for public bio-molecular data, which was started in 1998. Today it is owned by
the media company Thomson Reuters. As its name suggests, BIND’s main focus is
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on biomolecular interaction data between RNA, DNA, molecular complexes, small
molecules, photons (light) or genes. It also archives reaction, complex and pathway
information, where molecular complexes and pathways are collections of these pairwise
interactions (Bader et al., 2003; Alfarano et al., 2005). Data comprises automatically
captured data from high-throughput projects, human-curated information from the
scientific literature, as well as data integrated from other biological databases (Gilbert,
2005). However, this database does not contain explicit pathway related data. Data
access is free for everyone, but limited to a small section of the whole database.
2.2.2. BRENDA
The BRENDA (BRaunschweig ENzyme DAtabase, http://www.brenda-enzymes.
info/, Barthelmes et al. (2007)) enzyme information system is a manually annotated
repository for enzyme data. Originally intended and published as a series of books in
1987, it was transformed into a publicly available database in 1998. BRENDA stores
information on all enzymes that have been classified into the EC classification scheme
of the NC-IUBMB. The range of data stored for each enzyme includes the catalyzed re-
action, detailed description of substrate, cofactor and inhibition specificity, kinetic data,
structure properties, information on purification and crystallization, properties of mutant
enzymes, participation in diseases and amino acid sequences. Each single entry is linked
to the enzyme source: the organism(s), tissue (if applicable), protein sequence, and to
the literature reference (Barthelmes et al., 2007; Schomburg et al., 2004). BRENDA can
be accessed via web-frontend and since 2007 the database can be downloaded as text file.
It is free for academic users, whereas non-academic users need a license.
2.2.3. EcoCyc, MetaCyc, and BioCyc
EcoCyc (http://ecocyc.org/, Keseler et al. (2009)) is a model organism database for
Escherichia coli. Launched in 1992, it stores the whole genome of the reference organism
E. coli K-12 and information on genes, proteins, chemical compounds and molecular
interactions such as enzymatic, transport and binding reactions, as well as metabolic
and signaling pathways and regulatory networks obtained by annotation and literature-
based curation (Karp et al., 2004; Keseler et al., 2005). For each enzyme, information
like substrate specificity, kinetic properties, activators, inhibitors, cofactor requirements,
and links to sequence and structure databases are available. The EcoCyc data can be
queried via a web interface or downloaded and queried locally using a software package
called Pathway Tools. While web access and data download is free for all users, the
software is freely available only to academic users and available for a fee to commercial
users.
MetaCyc (http://metacyc.org/, Caspi et al. (2008)) contains the same type of infor-
mation as EcoCyc, but is not specific to a particular organism. It serves as a repository
for information on many organisms, mainly microorganisms and plants, and is used as
reference by a software called PathoLogic for the automatic reconstruction of the meta-
bolic network of an organism based on its genome sequence. PathoLogic is part of the
Pathway Tools software package. In MetaCyc each pathway is labeled with the organ-
ism(s) in which it is known to occur, based on wet-lab experiments reported in the
literature evaluated to date. Since experimentalists have demonstrated the presence of
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most pathways in only a small fraction of the organisms in which they actually occur,
and because MetaCyc does not cover all known literature articles, the species information
in MetaCyc is incomplete (Karp et al., 2002). MetaCyc can be freely accessed via the
world wide web and is also available for download. The aforementioned software package
Pathway Tools can also be used to access MetaCyc.
BioCyc (http://www.biocyc.org/, Karp et al. (2005)) is a collection of organism spe-
cific pathway and genome databases (PGDBs), which was automatically generated using
the PathoLogic software. The BioCyc collection of databases currently comprises 369
mostly eukaryotic and prokaryotic species. Each PGDB describes the genome and the
predicted metabolic network including the respective information from MetaCyc. The
PathoLogic software also predicts operons and candidate genes that might code for en-
zymes that are presumably present in the metabolic pathways, but could not be inferred
from the genome. Each PGDB can be accessed using the Pathway Tools software pack-
age and is available for download in several formats. As of 2009, 482 of a total of 507
databases in the BioCyc collection have neither undergone manual curation nor review,
whereas the remaining 25 have been subject to at least moderate manual curation.
2.2.4. EMP/MPW
The EMP database (Selkov et al., 1996) started as an effort to curate literature in-
formation on enzymology and metabolism into graphical representations of metabolic
pathways. It was initiated in 1984 at the Russian Academy of Sciences to support in-
ternal projects in the mathematical simulation of cell metabolism by encoding as much
of the known data relating to enzymology as possible. In 1995 the pathway diagrams
covering primary and secondary metabolism, membrane transport, signal transduction
pathways, intracellular traffic, translation and transcription were made freely available
to other researchers. Later the pathways from EMP were integrated into the PUMA
system (see Section 2.2.8) and further developed into MPW, the Metabolic Pathways
Database. The original pathway diagrams of the EMP database were converted into
a standardized data format. The stoichiometry of reactions as well as substrate and
coenzyme specificity of enzymes, their sub-cellular locations, required prosthetic groups
and cofactors, and taxonomic occurrence (not organism specific) of the reactions are
presented on the respective diagrams (Selkov et al., 1998). The EMP pathways can be
downloaded from ftp://ftp.mcs.anl.gov/pub/compbio/PUMA2/EMP_DATA/. However,
this version has not been updated since 2002.
2.2.5. ERGO
The ERGO database and genome analysis system (http://ergo.integratedgenomics.
com/) has been developed at Integrated Genomics on the basis of the PUMA/WIT
(see Section 2.2.8) system. It stores genome sequence and annotation data as well as
metabolic reconstructions. Annotations can be done both automatically and manually.
The goal is to improve functional annotation by exploiting similarity between genomes.
The integrated pathway database (including pathway diagrams) is derived from the EMP
pathway database. Visualization of pathways can be done using either these diagrams or
the KEGG pathway maps. ERGO can be accessed via web frontend by registered users.
Currently, 1074 genomes (completed and gapped ones) from bacteria (792), archaea (49),
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eukaryotes (136) as well as viral genomes (241) are available in ERGO. Access to this
database is not free of charge for anyone.
2.2.6. ExPASy
ExPASy (Expert Protein Analysis System, http://expasy.ch/tools/pathways/,
Gasteiger et al. (2003)) hosts the Roche Applied Science Biochemical Pathways. This
is a collection of images depicting very detailed information on bacterial metabolism. It
is the computerized version of the well-known Boehringer wall chart called Biochemical
Pathways originally assembled by Gerhard Michal (Michal, 1999). A keyword search
for maps containing particular EC numbers and metabolites is possible. Information
on EC numbers is retrieved from ExPASy’s enzyme database. The provided informa-
tion includes reaction name, equation, cofactors, as well as cross-references to other
databases including a list of entries of the manually curated protein sequence database
UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot (UniProt Consortium, 2008). Each UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot en-
try provides additional information on the enzyme as, for example, its occurrence in a
particular organism. Enzyme and protein data are free to be downloaded as flat files, but
pathway data does not exist in any computerized format other than digitized images.
2.2.7. KEGG
Initiated in 1995 under the Human Genome Program of the then Ministry of Education,
Science and Culture of Japan, KEGG (Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes, http:
//www.kegg.com/, Kanehisa et al. (2008)) is a database system for storing, analyzing and
annotating information on genome sequences, genes, enzymes, and chemical compounds
with a special focus on the functional connection between these entities. KEGG’s goal is
to link genomic information with information on cellular processes (Kanehisa and Goto,
2000) by maintaining the gene catalog of every sequenced organism and mapping each
component in the catalog to the KEGG pathway diagrams (Kanehisa, 1997). The KEGG
pathway diagrams are based on the diagrams of the Boehringer wall chart and those of
the Japanese Biochemical Society as well as on textbooks and online databases (Goto
et al., 1997; Kanehisa, 1996). When a new genome is put into KEGG, first the orthologs
are automatically calculated, followed by manual annotation of ortholog identifiers. Then
automated pathway reconstruction is performed including the search for missing enzymes
or alternative metabolic routes followed by manual annotation of the predictions. The
pathway reconstruction is undertaken by automatically matching the enzymes in the
gene table with the enzymes on the pathway diagrams (Goto et al., 1997). The KEGG
data is daily updated (Kanehisa and Goto, 2000). Currently it contains the genomes of
102 eukaryotes, 849 bacteria, and 64 archaea. The KEGG data is freely available via
web interface. It can also be downloaded free of charge as flat files.
2.2.8. PUMA/WIT
PUMA2 (http://compbio.mcs.anl.gov/puma2/, Maltsev et al. (2006)) was developed
at Argonne National Laboratory’s Mathematics and Computer Science Devision as the
successor of the WIT2 (WIT: What Is There) system. The WIT2 system in turn is the
successor of another system called PUMA (Overbeek et al., 2000). While WIT2 cannot
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be found in the world wide web any more, PUMA2 is still online and functional. This
database was designed to store genomic information along with genome annotation and
metabolic reconstruction data. The goal behind this approach is to improve functional
annotation by exploiting similarities between different organisms. Annotation of genomes
and metabolic reconstruction is done automatically as well as manually (Maltsev et al.,
2006). Metabolic reconstruction is based on the genome annotation and the metabolic
modules from the EMP/MPW database. Since the last release it is also possible to view
the reconstructed metabolism on KEGG pathway maps. Currently, PUMA2 contains
over 1,000 prokaryotic and eukaryotic genomes. It also stores data on gene annotations,
enzymes, biochemical reactions and pathways, and provides links to further information
in many other databases. PUMA2 is free to use for everyone via the web-based user
interface. Links are provided for downloading genome sequences and annotation data as
well as EMP pathway data. However, PUMA2 is not being maintained or updated by
Argonne National Laboratory any more.
2.3. Formal Models for Metabolic Networks
Different models exist for representing metabolic networks: models relying on set theory
as well as graph models of different kinds. Which model is best suited depends on the
required precision needed for the desired analysis, or, in other words, how many details
of the metabolic networks need to be represented in the model. Models coming into
consideration are briefly introduced in the following section. In Section 3.3 the decision
for one of these models is made and the reasons for this decision are explained. Although
the notion of a graph is already used in the following sections, the provided information
can be understood without detailed knowledge of the theoretical background. A formal
introduction to graph theory is given in Section 4.
2.3.1. Set Model
The simplest model for representing a metabolic network consists of a set containing
the metabolic reactions or the metabolites or both as set elements. The elements are
neither sorted nor interconnected. For identifying individual reactions and metabolites
each set element can be labeled with a unique identifier. Based on these identifiers
an artificial ordering can be established which accelerates searching for a particular set
element. Representing networks using this model is very memory efficient. Its drawback
is that it does not capture data on the interconnections between its elements and thus
the structure of the metabolic network cannot be exploited for comparison. Figure 2.1
shows an example. Hong et al. (2004) as well as Liao et al. (2002) used this model for
representing metabolic networks.
R1 R2 R3 R4 R5
Figure 2.1.: Representation of a metabolic network as set of reactions R1 to R5.
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2.3.2. Reaction Graph
In a reaction graph reactions are modeled as nodes and metabolites as edges connecting
two reaction nodes if a metabolite is produced by one of the reactions and consumed by
the other. Edges may be directed from one reaction to another reaction if one wants
to encode that an intermediate metabolite is produced by the former and consumed
by the latter reaction. Nodes can be labeled with reaction identifiers. Figure 2.2 A
shows an example. Reaction graphs can be represented by an N × N matrix, where
N denotes the number of reactions. Storing this matrix in the computer needs more
memory space than the set model, but this comes with the advantage of capturing the
network topology. However, the structure of the metabolic network cannot be reproduced
from this model without ambiguities: from a reaction graph one cannot deduce whether
products generated by different reactions and consumed by another reaction are identical.
For example, the graph in Figure 2.2 A can be the model representation of each of the two
differing sets of reactions in Figure 2.2 B and C. Ogata et al. (2000) as well as Heymans
and Singh (2003) used this approach for modeling metabolic networks.
B CA
R3
R2
R1
R3 : M2 + M4 −> M5
R2 : M3 −> M4
R1 : M1 −> M3
R3 : M3 −> M4
R1 : M1 −> M2
R2 : M2 −> M3
Figure 2.2.: A: Reaction graph consisting of three reactions R1, R2, and R3. B, C: The reaction graph
in A can be the model representation of the set of reactions in B as well as of the differing set of reactions
in C. From the reaction graph in A one cannot deduce whether R1 and R2 produce the same metabolite
M3, which then is metabolized by R3, or whether R1 and R2 produce different metabolites which both
are substrates of R3.
2.3.3. Metabolite Graph
In a metabolite graph each metabolite is represented as a node, whereas reactions are
encoded as edges connecting substrate metabolite nodes to product metabolite nodes.
Edges may be directed to encode reaction directionality. Nodes can be labeled with
metabolite identifiers. An example is shown in Figure 2.3 A. Metabolite graphs can be
represented by an N×N matrix, where N denotes the number of metabolites. As for the
reaction graph, this model needs more memory space than the set model, but in exchange
the network structure is captured by the model. However, as for the reaction graph,
the network structure cannot be reconstructed unambiguously: one cannot distinguish
whether two metabolites are involved in the same reaction. For example, the metabolite
graph in Figure 2.3 A can be the model representation of the differing sets of reactions
in Figure 2.3 B and C. Wagner and Fell (2001) used this approach for modeling the
metabolic network of Escherichia coli.
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A B
M4M3
M1
M2
C
R3 : M3 −> M4
R2 : M2 −> M3
R1 : M1 −> M3
R2 : M3 −> M4
R1 : M1 + M2 −> M3
Figure 2.3.: A: Metabolite graph consisting of four metabolites M1, M2, M3, and M4. B, C: The
metabolite graph in A can be the model representation of the set of reactions in B as well as of the
differing set of reactions in C. From the metabolite graph in A one cannot deduce whether a single
reaction transforms both M1 and M2 into M3, or whether one reaction transforms M1 into M3 and
another one transforms M2 into M3.
2.3.4. Bipartite Graph
A bipartite graph is a graph structure that can be employed for unambiguously modeling
metabolic networks. A bipartite graph encompasses two types of nodes. Edges always
connect two nodes of different type. For modeling metabolic networks one type of nodes
resembles the reactions and the other type the metabolites. Edges connect substrate and
product metabolites to the respective reaction. If directed edges are used then edges
lead from substrate metabolites to reactions and from reactions to product metabolites.
As for the previous graphs, this data structure needs more memory space than the set
model. Bipartite graphs can be represented by an N ×M matrix, where N denotes the
number of reactions and M the number of metabolites. Two example graphs and their
reaction equations are shown in Figure 2.4. The reaction equations are the same as in
Figure 2.3 B and C, however, the differing sets of reactions lead to different bipartite
graphs. The bipartite graph model was used by Forst and Schulten (2001) for modeling
metabolic networks.
A
B
R1
R2M2
M1
M2
M1
R2 : M3 −> M4
R1 : M1 + M2 −> M3
M3 R2 M4
M4R3M3
R1
R1 : M1 −> M3
R2 : M2 −> M3
R3 : M3 −> M4
Figure 2.4.: Two bipartite graphs and their corresponding reaction equations. A: Bipartite graph
corresponding to Figure 2.3 A based on reaction set Figure 2.3 B. B: Bipartite graph corresponding
to Figure 2.3 A based on reaction set Figure 2.3 C. For the bipartite graph model the differing sets of
reactions yield different graphs.
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2.4. Concepts for Metabolic Network Comparison
When comparing metabolic networks, methods are needed for assessing how similar two
such networks are to each other. In other words, a distance between two metabolic net-
works needs to be calculated. Since in Section 3.3 the decision is made to model metabolic
networks as graphs in this thesis, formally the problem is to assess the difference between
two graphs.
Measuring the distance between graphs has been the topic of research for many years.
It is usually referred to as graph matching. Applications can be found in various areas:
in chemistry it is used for mapping chemical formulae in database searches, in medicine
diagnoses of certain diseases may be based on the results of automatic image analyses, and
in computer science methods for face recognition are developed. All have in common that
the object under study is represented as graph which has to be compared to other graphs.
Distance measures on graphs can be classified into maximum common subgraph-based,
feature-based, and edit operation-based ones. The respective concepts are introduced
in the following sections. The decision regarding which concept to use in this thesis is
discussed in Section 3.4.
2.4.1. Maximum Common Subgraph-based Approaches
Maximum common subgraph-based distance measures rely on isomorphisms between the
two graphs to be compared. Of particular interest are the maximum common subgraph
and minimum common supergraph of two graphs. The maximum common subgraph of
two graphs can be interpreted as the largest common part between the two graphs, where
both the names of the nodes are identical as well as the connections between the nodes.
The minimum common supergraph of two graphs is the smallest graph containing the
two original graphs. Bunke and Shearer (1998) defined a distance measure based on the
ratio between the size of the maximum common subgraph of two graphs and the size of
the larger of both graphs. This distance measures how much of the larger graph can also
be found in the smaller one. Fernández and Valiente (2001) introduced another distance
on graphs which is based on both maximum common subgraph and minimum common
supergraph. They subtract the size of the maximum common subgraph from the size
of the minimum common supergraph. This distance measures the amount of differences
between both graphs.
2.4.2. Feature-based Approaches
In feature-based methods, for each graph, one or more features (e.g. number of nodes,
number of edges, shortest path, etc.) are calculated and stored in a feature vector. These
feature vectors serve as representatives of the original graphs, and distances are calculated
between the feature vectors instead of the original graphs themselves. Various distance
measures can be applied like the Euclidean distance or the Tanimoto coefficient (Willett
et al., 1998), which is used, for example, in chemical database searching. It depends
on the field of application as to which properties are included in the feature vector and
which distance measure is appropriate to compare them.
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2.4.3. Edit Operation-based Approaches
These approaches are based on the concept that one of the graphs is a distorted version
of the other. A sequence of edit operations that transforms one graph into the other is
computed. Each edit operation corresponds to one error introduced in one graph during
distortion. The more errors occur, the more edit operations are needed to transform one
graph into the other and the more different become the two graphs. In general there
will be more than one possible sequence of edit operations. The edit distance is defined
as the minimum number of edit operations needed for the transformation, or, in other
words, the length of the shortest of these sequences. Furthermore, this method allows
for the assignment of specific costs to each edit operation. In this case the edit distance
is defined as the minimal cost over all possible sequences of edit operations.
2.5. Clustering Methods
In this thesis a set of organisms has to be automatically classified into previously unknown
subgroups according to their metabolic network variants, where the number of subgroups
also is not known in advance. Methods performing this task are subsumed under the
term clustering or cluster analysis. Clustering is also referred to as unsupervised learning
as opposed to supervised learning. While in supervised learning, a collection of pre-
classified or labeled items is already known and the problem is to label another, yet
unlabeled, item, in cluster analysis a collection of unlabeled items has to be grouped into
a previously unknown number of meaningful clusters without having any prior knowledge
about the labels or classes. The goal of the clustering process is to achieve a partitioning
(classification) of the set of items such that items in the same cluster are similar to each
other while different clusters are separated from each other. The distance between two
single items and between two clusters (which can be regarded as collections of items) as
well as between an item and a cluster can be defined in different ways. This strongly
influences the capabilities of the particular clustering method to detect certain structures
(e.g. different shapes) in the data set. The basic steps in clustering are:
(i) selecting a distance measure for comparing two items
(ii) choosing a clustering procedure and a clustering criterion
(iii) estimating the number of clusters and/or validating the resulting clusters.
Distance Measure
The choice of an appropriate distance measure (step (i)) depends on the field of applica-
tion and the goal of the analysis. Suitable distance measures for the approach presented
in this thesis are discussed in Section 3.1 and are formally introduced in Section 4.2.
Clustering Procedure and Criterion
Approaches for the clustering as such (step (ii)) can be classified according to the tech-
nique used to find the clusters into hierarchical, partitional and density-based approaches
(Jain et al., 1999). Hierarchical methods produce a hierarchy of clusters by either of two
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strategies. Firstly, continuously choosing and then subdividing a cluster into two new
clusters starting from a single initial cluster containing all items (divisive clustering).
Secondly, continuously merging two clusters into a single one starting from a set of sin-
gleton clusters each containing one item only (agglomerative clustering). In either case
the result is a hierarchy of clusters, called a dendrogram, as well as distance levels at
which clusters change. In order to yield a classification of the items, this dendrogram can
be cut at a certain level, based on some criteria. Possible criteria are, for example, the
number of desired clusters or the maximum distance between members of the resulting
clusters or the minimum distance between different clusters. In case none of these values
is known, some internal cluster validation measures can still be used to estimate the
number of clusters from the data.
Partitional approaches already start with a partitioning into clusters which is then
continuously refined by shuffling items between clusters depending on a criterion function
that is to be optimized. The criterion can be defined either locally on a subset of the
items or globally over all items. A possible criterion function to be minimized is the
squared error, which works well with isolated and compact clusters (Jain et al., 1999).
In density-based approaches clusters are defined depending on the local density of
items. For example, the method described by Ester et al. (1996) requires each item in a
cluster to have a minimum number of items within a particular distance. In other words:
the item density in the neighborhood of each cluster member has to exceed a certain
threshold. Clusters are formed according to the following two rules: each item belongs
to at most one cluster and two items are in the same cluster if each item is within the
minimum distance of the other.
Hastie et al. (2001) additionally describe mixture modeling approaches. Mixture mod-
eling assumes that the data is a sample from a population that can be described by a
probability density function, which in turn is a mixture of component density functions,
where each component describes one of the clusters. The parameters of this model are
fit to the data by maximum likelihood or corresponding Bayesian approaches.
Three well-known hierarchical clustering methods are now introduced:
Complete linkage agglomerative clustering. The complete linkage agglomerative
clustering is a hierarchical approach starting with each item in a separate cluster. In
each of the following steps the two clusters that are closest to each other are merged to
form a new cluster. For the cases that a cluster consists of more than one item, it is
necessary to define a distance between two clusters. In the complete linkage approach
this distance is defined as the maximum of all distances between pairs of items, one from
the first cluster and the other one from the second cluster. The algorithm finishes when
a stopping criterion is reached or when only one single cluster remains. The complete
linkage agglomerative clustering produces tightly bound or compact clusters (Eckes and
Roßbach, 1980).
Average linkage agglomerative clustering. This method differs from the previous
one in the way it measures the distance between two clusters. Here, the average of all
pairwise distances between one item in the first and another item in the second cluster
is used, instead of relying on the maximum distance. Therefore, the resulting clusters
are less compact than those resulting from the complete linkage clustering technique.
Using this approach spherically shaped clusters should be easily detectable. Whereas the
complete linkage approach can be applied to all distance measures, the average linkage
approach strictly speaking is most appropriately be applied on distance measures for
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which the mean of several distances is a sensible value (Eckes and Roßbach, 1980).
Ward clustering. The Ward clustering method (Ward Jr, 1963) uses a special ob-
jective function called error sum of squares (ESS) for measuring the loss of information
associated with the representation of a set of items in a cluster C by one item only,
namely the centroid:
ESS(C) =
∑
xj∈C
||xj − x¯||
2, (2.1)
where x¯ is the centroid of cluster C.
The ESS of a clustering is calculated as the sum of ESSs of the individual clusters
(
∑
C ESS(C)). The ESS is zero if all items are put into separate clusters, but increases
if two different items are put into the same cluster. The more distinct the different
items in each cluster are, the higher the ESS. The algorithm uses an agglomerative
strategy: it successively merges those two clusters that, when merged, cause the least
increase of the overall ESS, and stops if all items are put into a single cluster. Thus,
a hierarchy of clusters is produced. The Ward method is a clustering strategy that
keeps the intra-cluster distance small and thus produces compact clusters. Moreover, the
resulting clusters tend to be equally sized (Eckes and Roßbach, 1980). This approach was
developed under the assumption that the squared Euclidean metric is used as distance
measure between items. However, it can also be applied to other distance measures
(Eckes and Roßbach, 1980).
Cluster Validation and Estimation of Number of Clusters
It is in the nature of the clustering idea that the resulting classification of the item set
can be neither verified nor falsified. Nevertheless, it is important to assess how well the
resulting classification represents the true structure of the data. Firstly, because differ-
ent clustering algorithms have different biases due to their specific objective function.
Secondly, even if there is no structure in the data at all, each algorithm will still pro-
duce a classification which in this case is meaningless. At least to some extent a quality
assessment can be acquired using cluster validation measures.
Cluster validation measures can be classified into internal and external (Halkidi et al.,
2001; Handl et al., 2005). External validation measures rely on the correct class labels.
They are useful when evaluating clustering approaches on benchmark data, but are def-
initely not applicable if the labels are unknown. In contrast to these, internal validation
measures comprise all methods that base their quality estimate on information intrinsic
to the data.
Internal validation measures can be classified according to their criterion into measures
assessing compactness, connectedness, separation, or combinations thereof (Handl et al.,
2005). Examples are within-group sum of squares for assessing compactness (Duran
and Odell, 1974), k-nearest-neighbor consistency (Ding and He, 2004) and connectivity
(Handl and Knowles, 2005) for connectedness, or average (weighted) inter-cluster distance
and minimum separation between all pairs of individual clusters for separation (Handl
et al., 2005). If the validation measure either exceeds or undercuts a measure-dependent
threshold, the resulting clustering is considered valid, otherwise it is considered invalid.
Most of these internal validation measures can also be used to estimate the number
of clusters in a dataset. The strategy here is to compute the classifications for a range
of different numbers of clusters and plot the performance under the internal validation
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measure as a function of the number of clusters. The optimal number of clusters can
then often be identified as a knee in the resulting performance curve if both the em-
ployed clustering algorithm and the internal measure are adequate for the dataset under
consideration (Handl et al., 2005). However, this method is difficult to apply, because
often the knee is not easy to identify.
Another way to estimate the degree to which distance information in the original data is
preserved in a partitioning is to compare the cophenetic matrix of the partitioning with
the matrix holding the distance information (Romesburg, 1984; Halkidi et al., 2001).
The cophenetic matrix C is an N × N matrix, where N denotes the number of items,
and C(i, j) = the cophenetic distance between items i and j, which is the intergroup
dissimilarity at which the two items i and j are first combined into a single cluster.
The similarity between the two matrices can then be assessed, for example, using the
cophenetic correlation coefficient (cpcc), which is closely related to the Pearson product-
moment correlation coefficient (Romesburg, 1984). The clustering is considered valid if
the similarity measure exceeds some threshold.
This procedure can conveniently be used in an automated approach for determining
the number k of clusters in the data set: for a range of possible number of clusters k, the
partitioning is represented by means of its cophenetic matrix C, and the cpcc is calculated
between the cophenetic matrix and the original distance matrix. The cophenetic matrix
C of a partitioning is defined as (Handl et al., 2005; Halkidi et al., 2001):
C(i, j) =
{
0 if items i and j are in the same cluster
1 otherwise.
(2.2)
Then that value for k is chosen as number of clusters in the data set for which the cpcc
reaches its maximum value, because the higher the cpcc the more similar are the two
matrices and thus the closer is the classification to the information contained in the
original distance matrix. The cpcc can also be used to compare classifications resulting
from different clustering techniques as long as these are based on the same distance data.
The cpcc is defined as follows (Halkidi et al., 2001):
cpcc(D,C) =
1
m
∑
{(i,j)|1≤i<j≤n}(Di,jCi,j)− μDμC√[
1
m
∑
{(i,j)|1≤i<j≤n} D
2
i,j − μ
2
D
] [
1
m
∑
{(i,j)|1≤i<j≤n} C
2
i,j − μ
2
C
] , (2.3)
where D denotes the distance matrix, C the cophenetic matrix, n the number of data
points, m = n(n−1)/2, and μD, μC are the means of the matrices D and C, respectively:
μD =
1
m
∑
{(i,j)|1≤i<j≤n} Di,j, μC =
1
m
∑
{(i,j)|1≤i<j≤n}Ci,j.
Cluster validation can also be performed in a more qualitative way by comparing
clustering results calculated by different clustering approaches (Handl et al., 2005): if
clustering results are similar, this is a hint towards a good quality of the clusterings.
However, if clustering results differ, this might either indicate that there is no obvious
structure in the data or might be due to the inappropriateness of the applied clustering
approaches or criteria.
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2.6. Related Work
Several approaches already exist for comparing organisms based on their metabolic net-
works. In most cases, however, the goal is to derive a phylogenetic grouping of the
analyzed organisms. Relevant approaches are summarized in the following sections, or-
dered by the respective date of publication.
Manual Pathway Alignment for Medicine and Metabolic Engineering. One of the
first approaches for systematic pathway alignment, which involved a lot of manual work,
was presented by Dandekar et al. (1999). Using glycolysis as an example, they eluci-
date how pathway alignment across a set of organisms can be performed and prove the
usefulness of their approach by showing that the identified differences between pathway
variants in different organisms are of interest for medicine and drug design as well as for
metabolic engineering. In more detail, their approach is to refine given annotations and
manually align the metabolic networks. Then biochemical information on the catalyzed
reactions is supplemented, namely reactants and reaction stoichiometry. The drawback
of this method is the significant amount of manual work. For enabling comparison of
large metabolic networks or more than a few pathways and large sets of organisms, ma-
jor parts of the analysis would have to be automated and this, as yet, has not been
undertaken.
Alignment of Linear Pathways for Pattern Search. Tohsato et al. (2000) pre-
sented an automated approach for multiple alignment of metabolic pathways. Following
Galperin et al. (1998), who promote the opinion that reaction similarity does not neces-
sarily correlate with sequence similarity, they define a distance between enzymes based
on the position of the respective EC numbers in the hierarchy of the EC classification
scheme. The overall distance of two pathways is expressed as the information content of
the pathway alignment. Their alignment algorithm is an extension of the global align-
ment algorithm based on dynamic programming. Only linear pathways can be aligned
using this method. Branched and circular pathways need to be split beforehand. There-
fore, this method is appropriate for finding patterns in linear pathways, but less suited
for automatically comparing a set of pathways or the overall metabolic reaction network
of a set of organisms.
Pairwise Graph Comparison for Locally Similar Subgraph Search. Ogata et al.
(2000) described a graph comparison approach for detecting locally similar subgraphs.
Given two graphs, a list that defines which node in the first graph corresponds to which
node in the second graph is needed. In the case of enzyme graphs, nodes can be defined as
corresponding if they have identical EC numbers. Then a clustering algorithm is applied
that groups nodes together if in both graphs the length of the respective shortest path
to any member of the group is smaller than a user defined gap distance. The authors
use this method to compare reaction graphs with graphs representing the neighborhood
of corresponding genes in the genome in order to construct functionally related enzyme
clusters. This method could also be used to compare two reaction graphs deduced from
the pathway implementations in two organisms and would then yield conserved subpath-
ways as result. However, this method allows only pairwise comparisons and does not
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produce a classification of metabolically similar organisms.
Phylogenetic Trees based on Pathway Structure and Gene Sequence. The goal
of the method for pathway comparison published by Forst and Schulten (2001) is to de-
rive phylogenetic trees from information in metabolic networks. They define a distance
measure that combines sequence information of involved genes with structural informa-
tion about the corresponding reaction networks. Substrates of the reactions that are
encoded in the genome (e.g. if they are proteins) are also considered in the distance cal-
culation. The distance is based on sequence similarity and multiplied by a special factor
for weighting orthologs and paralogs differently. These individual distances are summed
up to form the overall distance between two pathways. If two networks with different
topology are compared, the method penalizes gaps with a special gap cost and thus takes
the structure of the network into account. A gap occurs when an enzyme or substrate in
one of the organisms has no match in the other organism. This approach strongly relies
on gene sequence information for comparing two networks. However, though sequence
similarity might be well suited for deducing phylogenies, it is not appropriate if the focus
is on comparing reaction content or functionality of metabolic pathways.
Classifying Organisms based on Pathway Profiles. Liao et al. (2002) presented an
approach for comparing and classifying organisms based on metabolic pathway informa-
tion. They construct profiles of metabolic pathways, which are essentially strings repre-
senting presence or absence of various metabolic pathways. Pathways are taken from the
WIT database. A pathway is said to be present if all involved enzymes are annotated
in the organism. Pairwise similarity is calculated based on these profiles weighting each
pathway attribute according to its position in a hierarchy of pathways. Similarities are
then transformed into distances which are used for clustering the organisms. Results of
this approach strongly depend on a proper choice of pathways and correct annotation.
If only one single reaction is not annotated in a particular organism, either because it is
truly missing or due to a missing annotation, the entire pathway is classified as missing.
Clustering based on all pathways has the disadvantage that presence or absence of a sin-
gle, but possibly significant, pathway might not be reflected in the resulting dendrogram
or classification.
Phylogenetic Trees based on Pathway Structure and EC Numbers. Heymans and
Singh (2003) presented another method for constructing phylogenetic trees by comparing
metabolic pathways. In their opinion evolutionary distance is based on the divergence of
the elements constituting the pathways as well as the divergence of the network struc-
ture. For this reason they define a distance measure that takes both aspects into account.
They model metabolic networks as enzyme graphs. Enzyme similarity is calculated as
distance in the respective EC number representation of the enzymes. Structural similar-
ity is assessed for each enzyme node in the network graph, on the basis of the differences
in adjacent nodes. The overall distance between two pathways is the sum of all individ-
ual distances. Finally, the neighbor joining clustering method from the Phylip software
package (http://evolution.genetics.washington.edu/phylip.html) is used to con-
struct phylogenetic trees. This approach is less suited for metabolic pathway comparison
if the focus lies on functional aspects because it takes sequence information into account.
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Phylogenetic Trees based on COG Classification of Enzymes. Hong et al. (2004)
published an approach for constructing phylogenetic trees based on metabolic subpath-
way reaction content. A subpathway is one of 64 subpathways derived by subdividing
the overall metabolic reaction network according to the COG classification (Tatusov
et al., 1997) of the metabolic reactions. The subpathway reaction content for a par-
ticular organism and subpathway is defined as the number of reactions annotated in
this organism for this subpathway in relation to all reactions of this subpathway. By
applying the Pearson correlation coefficient on the reaction content of all subpathways
for two organisms, a pairwise distance is calculated. Subsequently, distance data are
clustered using the complete linkage hierarchical clustering algorithm. However, for each
COG category only the relative number of present enzymes is used for comparing two
organisms. This measure does not distinguish whether the same or different reactions are
missing in both organisms and thus it is less suited for comparing metabolic networks.
For example, imagine a subpathway consisting of 4 reactions, one organism having 2
reactions annotated, another organism having the same two reactions annotated, and a
third organism having the other two reactions annotated. All three organisms would be
considered identical by this measure, although only the first two are actually identical.
Detecting Pathway Variants by Comparing Gene Function and Pathway Structure.
Ye et al. (2005) developed an approach for automated detection of subsystem variants in
a set of organisms. A subsystem is a group of related functional roles (such as enzymes or
transporters) jointly involved in a specific aspect of the cellular machinery. It is modeled
as a directed graph, where nodes represent functional roles and edges connect one such
role with another one if the latter consumes a product of the former. The definition
of a subsystem includes a list of functional roles as well as a table of genes assigned to
these roles in the genomes of a variety of different organisms. In this approach, starting
from a particular subsystem of interest, all subsystem variants (subgraphs of the original
subsystem) that are present in any of the organisms are found. This approach also yields
a grouping of organisms according to their particular subsystem variant. For finding the
variants, the quality of candidates is assessed based on their functionality and compact-
ness. A subgraph is called a functional pathway if it contains at least one connected
path from a set of source nodes to a set of sink nodes. A subgraph is called compact if
it does not include functional roles that do not contribute to functional pathways. This
approach is well suited to compare metabolic networks, because, firstly, the functional
aspect is assessed via functional roles regardless of the genome sequence coding for the
respective enzyme and, secondly, a notion of the functionality of subsystems is taken
into account. However, drawbacks are that source and sink nodes of a subsystem need to
be defined manually and that functional pathways are not necessarily stoichiometrically
feasible.
Comparing Chemical Reaction Networks using Set Theory. Forst et al. (2006)
published an algebraic method for comparing metabolic networks. They developed the
Vienna Reaction Network Library, Vienna-RNL, which implements basic set-theoretic
operations on chemical reaction networks. Using these operations one can detect all
metabolic innovations, i.e. reactions that occur in at least one organism from a pre-
defined set of organisms and are missing in all organisms from another predefined
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set. The approach can also be used to derive phylogenetic trees. Therefore, a pair-
wise distance between two networks is defined as the number of reactions occurring
only in one of the networks over the total number of reactions in the joined net-
work. For a set of organisms under study, these distances are then used to com-
pute phylogenetic trees using the Fitch algorithm implemented in the Phylip software
package (http://evolution.genetics.washington.edu/phylip.html) as well as us-
ing the splits-decomposition algorithm from the SplitsTree software package (http:
//www.splitstree.org/). A drawback of this approach, however, is that the classi-
fication of organisms for finding metabolic innovations needs to be defined in advance,
e.g. relying on taxonomic information. It would be favourable to automatically derive a
classification of organisms that reveals these metabolic innovations.
CHAPTER 3
Methodology
In this chapter decisions in relation to which methods to apply in this thesis are made.
In the first section, different strategies and their data requirements for assessing the
differences between metabolic networks are discussed, and decisions are made in relation
to which distance measures to implement. In the following sections, an appropriate data
source and data model for metabolic networks and a suitable theoretical framework for
formally defining the distance measures, as well as clustering techniques for automatically
classifying the analyzed organisms are chosen. These choices are made on the basis of the
considerations in the first section of this chapter as well as on the information provided
in the respective sections of the previous chapter, where data sources, data models,
theoretical frameworks for distance measures and clustering techniques were introduced.
3.1. Assessing the Difference between Metabolic
Networks
In this section, it is discussed which information about metabolic networks can be used
to assess how similar two organisms are in terms of their metabolic capabilities, and how
this information can be exploited to define distance measures.
As has been mentioned in Section 2.1, metabolic networks comprise information on
constituting reactions (reaction content) and metabolites (metabolite content) as well as
structural information on how reactions and metabolites are interconnected. In principle,
this enables three different approaches for comparing such networks: firstly, based on the
constituents of the network (reactions and metabolites), secondly, based on the structure
(reaction interdependencies), and thirdly, based on the function of the network. Distance
measures on metabolic networks may take one single aspect into account or may be based
on combinations of different aspects.
First of all, distance measures that are based only on the constituents of the network,
namely reactions and metabolites, are discussed. Then, distance measures additionally
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taking into account the structure of the networks are considered. Distance measures
based only on the structure are not taken into account, because a similar structure of two
metabolic networks does not imply that their metabolic function is similar. The function
is encoded in reaction and metabolite identifiers and the structure of the network. Finally,
approaches for assessing whether a network is functional or not are discussed.
Since in this thesis different distance measures will be implemented and their perfor-
mance evaluated, all distance measures will be normalized, such that the values of all
distances are within the interval [0, 1]. Normalization simplifies comparing clustering
dendrograms obtained from different distance measures.
Although in principle, distance measures do not have to be metrics if they are used
for clustering, in this thesis they are nevertheless constructed to have this property.
This is because metrics in particular fulfill the triangle inequality, which expresses the
transitivity of the distance relation: the triangle inequality implies that if item A is
close to item B and B is close to item C then A must be close to C as well. The triangle
inequality in particular demands that the distance between items A and C is smaller than
or equal to the sum of the distances between A and B and between B and C. Although
this boundary could be chosen differently, its existence is of importance. Distances for
which A and C are far apart, although A and B as well as B and C are close contradict
the intuitive notion of a distance measure.
Distance measures will be formally defined in Section 4.2. Their performance will be
evaluated in Sections 6.1.1 and 6.1.2, and the decision as to which distance measure is
most appropriate for comparing metabolic networks will be made in Section 6.1.3.
3.1.1. Reactions and Metabolites
An intuitive distance measure between two metabolic networks is the number of reactions
and metabolites that are present in one of the networks while missing in the other and
vice versa. The higher the amount of these mutually missing reactions and metabolites,
the more different are the two networks. This distance can formally be realized as
edit distance or as maximum common subgraph-based distance. However, this measure
does not take into account how many reactions and metabolites are common to both
networks. These can be considered by dividing this distance measure by the total number
of reactions and metabolites in the supernetwork constructed by joining both networks
to be compared. This procedure, at the same time, normalizes the distance measure. In
this case the resulting distance corresponds to a Soergel type distance. A normalization
can also be achieved by dividing the distance measure by twice the number of reactions
and metabolites of the largest of all networks involved in the comparison. Note that
normalizing by a value that changes for different pairs of networks, like reactions and
metabolites in their supernetwork, influences the properties of the distance measure,
which is not the case when normalizing by a constant value, like twice the number of
reactions and metabolites of the largest of all networks involved in the comparison.
Instead of focusing on the differences, distance measures can also be based on the num-
ber of common or shared reactions and metabolites. The higher this amount, the more
similar are the compared organisms. For creating a distance measure this value needs
to be subtracted from a maximum value like the amount of reactions and metabolites
in the larger of the two networks. Naturally, these distances are closely related to the
ones based on mutually missing reactions, and they can also be realized as edit distance
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or as maximum common subgraph-based distance. In particular, if the amount of re-
actions and metabolites in the supernetwork is used as maximum value, the resulting
distance is identical to the one described above that counts mutually missing reactions
and metabolites. These distances can be normalized by dividing them by the amount of
reactions and metabolites in the larger of both networks or the number of reactions and
metabolites in the supernetwork.
All distance measures considered so far take both reactions and metabolites into ac-
count. However, they can also be constructed to take into account either only reactions
or only metabolites. A distance measure based only on reactions is very similar to com-
paring organisms based on their gene content, i.e. counting the number of shared and
mutually missing orthologous genes. One difference is that, when comparing metabolic
networks, only metabolic genes are taken into account, i.e. genes coding for enzymes that
catalyze metabolic reactions. Another difference is that the relation between genes and
enzymes is not always a one-to-one relation, since several different genes may code for
the same enzyme or a particular enzyme may actually be a complex of several proteins,
each of which might be encoded by a different gene.
In this thesis, two distance measures that focus on the differences between two meta-
bolic networks will be implemented, firstly, number of reactions and metabolites that
are not common to both networks divided by number of reactions and metabolites in
the supernetwork, and secondly, number of reactions and metabolites that are not com-
mon to both networks divided by twice the number of reactions and metabolites in the
largest of all networks involved in the comparative analysis. The former distance will be
referred to as edit distance and the latter as Soergel type edit distance. Further-
more, a distance measure that focuses on the common parts of two metabolic networks
will be constructed relying on the number of reactions and metabolites that are common
to both networks divided by the number of reactions and metabolites in the larger of
the two networks. This measure will be referred to as mcs type edit distance. Each
distance measure will be implemented in three versions: firstly, based on reactions and
metabolites, secondly, based only on reactions and thirdly, based only on metabolites.
3.1.2. Reaction Neighborhood
For constructing distance measures, the structure or topology of the metabolic network
can be exploited as well. The structure provides information on which reactions produce
the metabolites that serve as substrates for another reaction. In this sense, the structure
also carries information on the network function.
The idea for developing a neighborhood sensitive distance measure is to incorporate
information on the reaction neighborhood into the edit cost for deleting and inserting
a certain reaction node. Heymans and Singh (2003) already considered incoming and
outgoing edges for comparing two reaction nodes, but they exploited only structural
similarity. In contrast to this, the goal here is to deduce the importance of a particular
reaction node in the metabolic network by analyzing the relationship between this re-
action and its neighboring reactions. One might say that reactions that are connected
to many other reactions (via some metabolite) are more important than reactions with
less connections, because they are hubs (branching points) in the metabolic network.
So the higher the number of incident edges (coming from different reactions via some
metabolite) the higher the cost should be for deleting this node. On the other hand, in
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an unbranched chain of reactions, any reaction is of profound importance for the func-
tionality of the whole chain, since the removal of any single reaction would already lead
to malfunction. However, if several reactions exist converting the same substrate(s) into
the same product(s) (e.g. differing only in the use of a co-factor), it does not matter for
the functionality of the network if one of them is missing.
For the development of this distance measure, reactions that are adjacent to a partic-
ular reaction are categorized into one of two classes: synonymous reactions and adjacent
reactions. Synonymous reactions are reactions that catalyze the same reaction, i.e. the
same substrates are transformed into the same products and the reaction directionality
is the same. Adjacent reactions comprise reactions that produce metabolites that are
consumed by the reaction under investigation, and reactions that consume metabolites
that are produced by the reaction under investigation. Based on these considerations a
distance that assigns a cost only to reaction nodes and weights each reaction according
to the number of synonymous and adjacent reactions can be constructed. The higher
the number of synonymous reactions, the smaller the weight, and the higher the amount
of adjacent reactions, the larger the weight.
In this thesis, this type of distance measure will be implemented in three versions, each
relying on its own function for combining synonymous and adjacent reactions. These
distances will be referred to as neighborhood sensitive reaction edit distances.
3.1.3. Network Function
Automatically assessing whether a metabolic network is functional based only on the
network data available in public databases is not yet possible. To answer this question,
wet-lab experiments would have to be performed for curating the data and input as
well as output metabolites of the networks would have to be defined. Ye et al. (2005)
implemented a semi-automated approach, in which input and output metabolites of the
network have to be specified manually by the user. Other approaches are EFM, EP or
Petri Net analysis. However, applying any of these approaches implies a huge amount
of manual effort for curating the data. Thus, they cannot be applied in an automated
approach.
Therefore, in the approach developed in this thesis, no automated classification into
functional or non-functional is attempted. Instead, the decision as to whether a pathway
is functional or not is left to the user to make. However, network function can, to some
extent, be taken into account by subdividing the overall network into smaller pathways
representing functional units. This can be done by relying on an existing set of path-
ways, like the ones defined in the KEGG database, or by defining one’s own pathways.
Subsequently, any of the above discussed distance measures can be applied to assess
the similarity between the organism specific implementations of these pathways. This
approach is realized in this thesis by performing the comparative analysis on the overall
reaction network, the KEGG pathways, as well as on user defined pathways.
3.2. Data Source – Decision
Databases that come into consideration as data source for metabolic reaction data as
well as functional annotation data of organisms were reviewed in Section 2.2. In this
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section the most suitable will be chosen. A suitable database needs to contain informa-
tion on metabolic reactions including reaction equation, direction and stoichiometry as
well as relevant metabolites. Moreover, annotation information about which organisms
implement the given reactions is needed. It would be beneficial if the database provided
definitions of metabolic pathways grouping reactions together that are involved in the
same functional process. The more comprehensive the database is, i.e. the more organ-
isms and pathways are represented in the database, the more substantial will the analysis
results be. In order to enable automatic processing, data access should be possible as
flat file download. Furthermore, access to the data should be free of charge at least for
academic users. For data consistency reasons, a solution relying on a single database is
preferred over a solution that involves combining data from different data sources.
Most of the databases do not meet all criteria and therefore cannot be used as data
source. At the time the data was needed, the BRENDA database was not available for
download. The BioCyc family of databases does not yet provide pathway annotation
data for a comprehensive set of organisms. The EMP database does not include any
data about which organism implements the EMP pathways. ExPASy, like BRENDA, of-
fers comprehensive data on metabolic reactions, but these reactions are not organized in
pathways. KEGG combines genome annotation data and pathways in computerized for-
mat. Also, this data is available for most of the currently sequenced organisms. However,
annotation and pathway reconstruction is mainly undertaken automatically. Therefore,
pathway annotation data might not be without errors. PUMA2 is as comprehensive as
KEGG. However, data is available only as genome annotation data, and pathway recon-
struction would have to be done by mapping EC numbers to pathways. Reactome and
UM-BBD are very specialized databases, which do not provide the required comprehen-
siveness.
Considering the above summarized benefits and drawbacks, the decision is made to
use KEGG as data source for the comparative metabolic network analysis in this thesis.
In addition to the data mandatory for the analyses, the KEGG database provides with
the KEGG pathways a segmentation of the overall metabolic network into pathways of
functionally related reactions, which can be readily used as a segmentation of the overall
metabolic network for taking functionality into account as discussed in Section 3.1.3.
3.3. Data Model – Decision
As has been described in Section 3.1, a number of different distance measures are im-
plemented and compared against each other, namely reaction-based, metabolite-based,
reaction and metabolite-based, as well as reaction neighborhood sensitive distance mea-
sures. Since for different distance measures different types of data are needed, two
strategies can be followed when it comes to modeling the data: one can either choose the
most suitable model for each single distance measure, or rely on models that are suitable
for more than one distance measure. The latter option has the advantage that the same
theory can be relied upon for constructing different distance measures.
For a distance measure that assesses presence or absence only of reactions, the set
model is appropriate (see Section 2.3 for a review on different models). The same is
true for a distance measure assessing only metabolites. Even if presence or absence of
reactions and metabolites is considered, the set model suffices. In this case the set model
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would have to comprise both reactions and metabolites. Neighborhood information is
not represented in the set model, which is why this model cannot be used for developing
neighborhood sensitive distance measures. Also the metabolite graph model cannot be
used, since it does not capture explicit information on reactions. The reaction graph
model would be suitable, because this model captures reactions as well as reaction ad-
jacency information. However, this model does not hold information on metabolites, so
it cannot be used to develop reaction and metabolite-based distance measures. On the
other hand, all envisaged distance measures can be developed based on a graph model.
Therefore, the necessary theory will be developed on graphs, namely directed node-
labeled graphs. Reaction-based distances as well as neighborhood sensitive distances
will be developed on reaction graphs, metabolite-based distances on metabolite graphs,
and reaction and metabolite-based distances on bipartite graphs comprising both re-
actions and metabolites. The graphs are directed in order to capture information on
reaction directionality and have labels assigned to their nodes in order to distinguish
different reactions and metabolites.
3.4. Concept for Metabolic Network Comparison –
Decision
Different concepts for developing distance measures were introduced in Section 2.4. The
concept of graph isomorphisms has the disadvantage that network structure, like reaction
neighborhood, cannot be explicitly taken into account. Moreover, maximum common
subgraph type distance measures can be defined based on the concept of edit distances.
The benefit of the feature-based concept is that it can be used to construct a distance
measure based on all sorts of abstract graph properties like number of nodes, number
of edges, shortest path, etc. However, special features of individual nodes in the graph,
like the number of outgoing and incoming edges, cannot be considered and thus this
approach does not allow the assessment of whether the neighborhood of two identical
nodes in two graphs is similar or not, which is important for the neighborhood sensitive
distance measures.
The concept of edit distances allows for the definition of distance measures that take
into account presence or absence of reactions and metabolites. Furthermore, distance
measures that additionally consider network structure can be developed by defining edit
costs based on the reaction neighborhood. Therefore, in this thesis the concept of edit
distances is employed as the theoretical framework for developing distance measures on
metabolic networks.
3.5. Clustering Methods – Decision
In this thesis cluster analysis is used to classify organisms based on the distances cal-
culated between the organisms’ metabolic networks. Organisms are considered similar
if the distance between their networks is small. Therefore, clustering methods detect-
ing compact clusters seem to be a good choice. Since distances will be calculated using
the distance measures described above (see Section 3.1), methods that require only the
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distance data as input rather than the original items (i.e. the metabolic networks) are
needed.
For application in this thesis, hierarchical clustering methods are chosen. They gen-
erally require only the distance data on the objects (Jain and Dubes, 1988; Day and
Edelsbrunner, 1984). In this thesis average linkage agglomerative and complete
linkage agglomerative as well as the Ward clustering technique will be used. These
established and widely-accepted approaches provide methods following different criteria
like compactness and connectedness, which presumably makes them capable of detecting
clusters of similar pathway variants.
Each of these clustering methods results in a clustering dendrogram which requires
further processing in order to obtain a classification of the analyzed items. However,
since the number of clusters is not known in advance, methods are needed to deter-
mine the most appropriate number of clusters. Preliminary studies have shown that the
cophenetic correlation coefficient cpcc (see Section 2.5) performs well for this task
and therefore it is relied upon in this thesis.
Since it is not clear from the type of data that is investigated which of the different
clustering techniques will perform best, the decision is not yet made for a single clustering
technique. As an alternative to relying on one single clustering method, classifications
can be derived from several clustering dendrograms constructed by different clustering
techniques and the cpcc between the cophenetic matrix of the partitioning and the orig-
inal distance matrix can be used to determine the best partitioning. Whether one best
clustering technique can be found or the cpcc will be used to determine the best classi-
fication will be decided in Section 6.1, where all clustering techniques will be evaluated
on two test scenarios.

CHAPTER 4
Distance Measures
This chapter first provides the theoretical background on graphs. Then the distance
measures that were informally introduced in Section 3.1 are formally defined.
4.1. Graph Theory
In this section a formal introduction to graphs, graph isomorphisms and edit distances
on graphs is given. It mainly relies on Valiente (2002), Bunke (1997, 1999) as well as
Fernández and Valiente (2001).
4.1.1. Graphs and Subgraphs
A graph is a structure consisting of vertices (or nodes) and arcs (or edges). An arc always
connects two vertices.
Definition 1. graph
A graph G = (V,E) consists of a finite set of vertices V and a finite set of edges
E ⊆ V × V . If V = ∅ then the graph G is called the empty graph. The graph is directed
if the edge e1 = (v1, v2) is to be distinguished from the edge e2 = (v2, v1), e1, e2 ∈ E,
v1, v2 ∈ V , and undirected otherwise. The order of a graph G = (V,E), denoted by n, is
the number of vertices, n = |V |, the size, denoted by m, is the number of edges, m = |E|.
In this thesis |G| stands for the order of the graph, |G| := n = |V |. An edge e = (v1, v2)
is said to be incident with vertices v1 and v2, where v1 is the source and v2 the target of
edge e, and vertices v1 and v2 are said to be adjacent. Edges (v1, v2) and (v2, v3) are said
to be adjacent, as are edges (v1, v2) and (v3, v2), and (v1, v2) and (v1, v3).
Graphs are often visualized as sets of points in the plane. Edges are drawn as lines
connecting these points. Two examples are given in Figure 4.1.
In a bipartite graph the vertex set is partitioned into two subsets in a way such that
every edge of the graph joins a vertex of one subset with a vertex of the other subset.
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Figure 4.1.: A: Graphical depiction of an undirected graph with size 8 and order 7. B: For directed
graphs the lines are substituted by arrows indicating the direction of the edge. A bidirectional edge,
such as e5, is indicated by two arrowheads, one at each end of the line representing the edge.
Definition 2. bipartite graph
A graph G = (V,E) is said to be a bipartite graph if V can be partitioned into two subsets
U,W ⊆ V , U ∩ W = ∅ such that for all (v1, v2) ∈ E, either v1 ∈ U and v2 ∈ W , or
v1 ∈ W and v2 ∈ U .
Labeled graphs have attributes or labels assigned to nodes and edges.
Definition 3. labeled graph
A labeled graph G is a quintuple G = (V,E, L, α, β), where V and E are the sets of nodes
and edges, respectively, L is a set of labels, α : V → L is the node labeling function, and
β : E → L, the edge labeling function. α(v) is called the label of vertex v ∈ V , β(e) is
called the label of edge e ∈ E.
Definition 4. node labeled graph
A node labeled graph G is a quadruple G = (V,E, L, α), where V and E are the sets of
nodes and edges, respectively, L is a set of labels, and α : V → L is the node labeling
function. α(v) is called the label of vertex v ∈ V .
For modeling metabolic networks, two different types of graphs are employed depending
on the distance measure that is to be calculated. Firstly, the concept of bipartite directed
node labeled graphs is used for distance measures that take into account both reaction and
metabolite nodes. Secondly, directed node labeled graphs are used to model a metabolic
network if distance measures based on metabolites only or based on reactions only, or
neighborhood sensitive distance measures are to be calculated. In all cases, nodes are
assigned descriptive labels, namely reaction or metabolite identifiers, while edges are not
assigned any labels.
A metabolic network can be modeled as metabolic network graph.
Definition 5. metabolic network graph
A metabolic network graph is a bipartite directed node-labeled graph and thus a quadruple
G = (V,E, L, α), where V is a finite set of vertices and E a finite set of edges. The
set of vertices V is partitioned into two subsets VR and VM constituting reactions and
metabolites, respectively. Edges are directed to indicate reaction directionality and always
connect either reactions to metabolites or vice versa. The label set L contains all reaction
and metabolite identifiers. α : V → L is the node labeling function assigning a reaction
identifier to the reaction nodes and a metabolite identifier to the metabolite nodes.
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Figure 4.2.: Metabolic network modeled as bipartite directed node-labeled graph. Reaction identifiers
start with an R followed by a unique number, whereas metabolite identifiers start with an M followed
by a unique number.
An example is given in Figure 4.2.
If the focus is on reactions, a metabolic network can be modeled as reaction graph.
Definition 6. reaction graph
A reaction graph is a directed node-labeled graph and thus a quadruple G = (V,E, L, α),
where V is a finite set of vertices representing metabolic reactions and E a finite set
of edges. Edges are directed to indicate reaction directionality and connect reactions
sharing an intermediate metabolite. The label set L contains all reaction identifiers, and
α : V → L is the node labeling function assigning a unique reaction identifier to each
node.
If the focus is on metabolites, a metabolic network can be modeled as metabolite
graph.
Definition 7. metabolite graph
A metabolite graph is a directed node-labeled graph and thus a quadruple G =
(V,E, L, α), where V is a finite set of vertices representing metabolites and E a finite
set of edges. Edges represent the conversion of one metabolite into another metabolite by
some reaction, and they are directed to indicate reaction directionality. The label set L
contains all metabolite identifiers, and α : V → L is the node labeling function assigning
a unique metabolite identifier to each node.
Remark 1.
1. Metabolic network graphs are special, because for each reaction node the stoichiom-
etry of the reaction defines to which metabolite nodes it is connected via edges.
These edges are not allowed to be altered individually, since this would correspond
to altering the reaction stoichiometry, which is not possible. The same applies to
reaction graphs.
2. Node labels are unique in metabolic network graphs, reaction graphs and metabolite
graphs (the node labeling function is injective), since labels are used to distinguish
individual reactions and metabolites.
3. Due to the above described stoichiometric constraints, edges in metabolic network
graphs only describe which metabolites are connected to which reactions and whether
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they act as substrates or products of the respective reactions or both. Therefore no
edge labels are needed for further distinguishing the edges.
4. In reaction graphs, edges could be assigned the names of the intermediate metabo-
lites. However, this is not done in this thesis, because this information is not used
for comparing reaction graphs.
5. For the metabolite graphs it has to be decided whether they are to be used in the form
they are defined originally or in a modified form, i.e. with all edges removed. The
decision to be made here is whether two metabolites in different networks should
be treated as identical if their labels are identical or only if additionally their con-
nections to neighboring metabolites are identical. In the latter case a metabolite
that is synthesized via a chain of certain intermediate metabolites in one metabo-
lite graph is not mapped to a metabolite with identical label in another metabolite
graph if that metabolite is synthesized via a chain of different metabolites. Since the
aspect of similar chains of reactions is considered already in reaction neighborhood
sensitive distance measures as well as in distance measures based on both reactions
and metabolites, the decision is made not to take this information into account in
distance measures based on metabolite alone. Therefore, from all metabolite graphs
used in this thesis the edges will be removed. In particular, due to this decision
the desired metabolite-based distance measures can be defined in the same way as
those based on reactions and those based on reactions and metabolites, and the same
proofs can be applied for showing the metric property.
4.1.2. Isomorphisms on Graphs
If there exists a graph isomorphism between two graphs then there exists a correspon-
dence between these two graphs in terms of their structure and the labels in the case the
graphs are labeled graphs.
Definition 8. graph isomorphism
Let G1 = (V1, E1, L, α1) and G2 = (V2, E2, L, α2) be two graphs.
A graph isomorphism between G1 and G2 is a bijective function f : V1 → V2 such
that α1(v) = α2(f(v)) for all v ∈ V1, and (v1, v2) ∈ E1 ⇔ (f(v1), f(v2)) ∈ E2 for all
(v1, v2) ∈ E1.
A subgraph of a graph is a graph whose node and edge sets are contained in the
respective sets of the larger graph. The subgraph of a graph induced by a subset of its
nodes has as edges the set of edges in the larger graph whose source and target belong
to the subset of nodes.
Definition 9. subgraph, supergraph
Let G = (V,E) be a graph, and let V ′ ⊆ V . A graph G′ = (V ′, E ′) is a subgraph of
G, G′ ⊆ G, if E ′ ⊆ E. In this case G is called a supergraph of G′. The subgraph of G
induced by V ′ is the graph (V ′, E ∩ (V ′ × V ′)).
Remark 2. No matter, whether the metabolic network graph, the reaction graph or
the metabolite graph without edges is used for modeling a metabolic network, metabolic
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subnetworks of a given metabolic network always are induced subgraphs of the original
graphs in the model. This is due to the special nature of metabolic networks: edges are
bound to represent reaction stoichiometry and therefore are not allowed to be altered. If
there are no edges at all, as in the metabolite graphs, the statement obviously is true as
well.
An isomorphism might not exist between two given graphs, but between a subgraph
of the one and a subgraph of the other graph. Then each subgraph is called a common
subgraph.
Definition 10. common subgraph
Let G1 and G2 be two graphs and G
′
1 ⊆ G1, G
′
2 ⊆ G2 induced subgraphs of G1 and G2,
respectively.
If there exists a graph isomorphism between G′1 and G
′
2 then G
′
1 and G
′
2 are called common
subgraphs of G1 and G2.
The largest such common subgraph is called maximum common subgraph.
Definition 11. maximum common subgraph
Let G1 and G2 be two graphs.
A graph G is called a maximum common subgraph (mcs) of G1 and G2 if G is a common
subgraph of G1 and G2 and there exists no other common subgraph G
′ of G1 and G2 such
that |G′| > |G|.
The common supergraph of two graphs is a graph that contains two subgraphs such
that the first subgraph is isomorphic to the first graph and the second subgraph is
isomorphic to the second graph. In a sense, the common supergraph comprises both
graphs. Of special interest is the smallest such supergraph, which is called minimum
common supergraph.
Definition 12. minimum common supergraph
A graph G is a common supergraph of two graphs G1 and G2 if there exist subgraphs
G′1 ⊆ G and G
′
2 ⊆ G such that G
′
1 is isomorphic to G1 and G
′
2 is isomorphic to G2.
G is a minimum common supergraph if there exists no other common supergraph G′ of
G1 and G2 such that |G
′| < |G|.
Figure 4.3 shows two example graphs and their maximum common subgraph as well
as their minimum common supergraph.
4.1.3. Graph Edit Distance
In this section the theory on graph edit distance is presented as far as needed. This
section mainly relies on the theory as published by Bunke (1997, 1999).
Definition 13. error-tolerant graph matching
Let G1 = (V1, E1, L, α1) and G2 = (V2, E2, L, α2) be two graphs.
An error-tolerant graph matching (etgm) from G1 to G2 is a bijective function f : Vˆ1 →
Vˆ2, for some Vˆ1 ⊆ V1 and Vˆ2 ⊆ V2. The graphs induced by Vˆ1 and Vˆ2 are named Gˆ1 and
Gˆ2, respectively.
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Figure 4.3.: Two example graphs in A and B. C: maximum common subgraph of the graphs in A and
B. D: minimum common supergraph of the graphs in A and B.
One says that node v ∈ Vˆ1 is substituted by node v
′ ∈ Vˆ2 if f(v) = v
′. If α1(v) =
α2(f(v)) then the substitution is called identical, otherwise non-identical. Furthermore,
one says that every node in V1 \ Vˆ1 is deleted from G1 under f , and every node in V2 \ Vˆ2
is inserted in G2 under f . Therewith every mapping f directly defines an edit operation
for each node in G1 and G2. Also, f indirectly defines an edit operation for each edge
in G1 and G2: If f(v) = v
′ and f(w) = w′ and there exist edges e = (v, w) ∈ E1 and
e′ = (v′, w′) ∈ E2 then e is substituted by e
′ under f . If there exists only an edge e ∈ E1,
but no corresponding edge e′ ∈ E2 then e is deleted under f . If there exists only an
edge e′ ∈ E2, but no corresponding edge e ∈ E1 then e
′ is inserted under f . If a node
v is deleted under f then all edges incident with v are deleted as well. Similarly, for
every node v′ inserted under f all edges incident with v′ are inserted as well. Obviously,
any etgm f can be understood as a set of edit operations (substitutions, deletions, and
insertions of both nodes and edges) transforming a given graph G1 into another graph
G2.
The cost of an etgm is defined as follows:
Definition 14. cost of an etgm
The cost of an etgm f : Vˆ1 → Vˆ2 from a graph G1 = (V1, E1, L, α1) to a graph
G2 = (V2, E2, L, α2) under a cost function c := (cns(v), cnd(v), cni(v), ces(e), ced(e), cei(e))
is given by:
γc(f) =
∑
v∈Vˆ1
cns(v) +
∑
v∈V1\Vˆ1
cnd(v) +
∑
v∈V2\Vˆ2
cni(v)
+
∑
e∈Es
ces(e) +
∑
e∈Ed
ced(e) +
∑
e∈Ei
cei(e),
(4.1)
where cnd(v), cni(v), cns(v) are the costs for deleting node v, inserting node v and substi-
tuting node v by node f(v), respectively, and ced(e), cei(e), ces(e) the costs for deleting,
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inserting and substituting an edge e. All costs are nonnegative real numbers or infinite.
The sets Es, Ed, and Ei are implicitly defined by the etgm f as follows: Let e1 = (v1, v2),
f(v1) = v
′
1, f(v2) = v
′
2, and e
′
1 = (v
′
1, v
′
2). If edge e1 ∈ E1 and e
′
1 /∈ E2 then e1 ∈ Ed, if
e1 /∈ E1, and e
′
1 ∈ E2 then e
′
1 ∈ Ei, and if e1 ∈ E1 and e
′
1 ∈ E2 then e1 ∈ Es.
Remark 3.
1. Note that in this definition the cost of each edit operation depends on the particular
node or edge it is applied to. In most distance measures in this thesis, the costs
are the same for all edit operations. However, this feature in particular allows the
definition of edit costs that depend on the neighborhood of the respective node in
the graph, which is essential for defining the neighborhood sensitive reaction edit
distance.
2. Bunke (1997, 1999) define graphs with labels on nodes as well as on edges and give
their proofs for this type of graphs. Since in this thesis the graphs have labels as-
signed only to nodes, edge substitutions cannot be discriminated into identical and
non-identical. Therefore, there exists only one type of edge substitutions. However,
the proofs given in Bunke (1997, 1999) can still be applied, because one can intro-
duce an artificial edge labeling function that assigns the same label to every edge.
Also in this case there exists only one type of edge substitutions, namely identical
edge substitutions.
Definition 15. optimal etgm
Let f be an etgm from a graph G1 to a graph G2 under a particular cost function c.
We call f an optimal etgm if there exists no other etgm f ′ from G1 to G2 with γc(f
′) <
γc(f).
Definition 16. edit distance
The cost of an optimal etgm from a graph G1 to a graph G2 under a given cost function
c is called the edit distance of G1 and G2, and is denoted by ed(G1, G2):
ed(G1, G2) = min{γc(f)|f is an etgm from G1 to G2}. (4.2)
Remark 4.
1. For a given cost function there can be several optimal etgms from G1 to G2.
2. The set of allowed edit operations is not fixed, but rather has to be adjusted to the
particular problem domain. This can be achieved by appropriately defining the cost
of edit operations. These costs considerably influence the minimal cost mapping
between the two graphs. Setting the cost for a particular edit operation to infinity
is an elegant way to prevent this operation from occurring in the minimal cost set
of edit operations if there exists at least one such set with finite cost.
In order to prove the metric properties for the distance measures to be defined and for
showing that certain edit distances correspond to mcs type distances, the following lemma
is needed. It proposes that if the cost function meets certain conditions, there exists a
correspondence between the matched (identically substituted) nodes of two graphs G1
and G2 and a maximum common subgraph of both.
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Lemma 1.
Let G1 = (V1, E1, L, α1) and G2 = (V2, E2, L, α2) be two graphs. For a cost function c
meeting the following conditions, the subgraph Gˆ1 ⊆ G1 induced by the set of identically
substituted nodes Vˆ1, defined by the optimal etgm, is a maximum common subgraph of
G1 and G2, and Gˆ1 is isomorphic to the graph Gˆ2 ⊆ G2, induced by the set of identically
substituted nodes Vˆ2. Furthermore, the resulting edit distance can be written as:
ed(G1, G2) = |V1|+ |V2| − 2|V | (4.3)
for any maximum common subgraph G = (V,E, L, α) of G1 and G2.
cns(v) =
{
0 for all identical substitutions
∞ for all non-identical substitutions
}
for any v ∈ Vˆ1,
cnd(v) = 1 for any v ∈ V1 \ Vˆ1,
cni(v) = 1 for any v ∈ V2 \ Vˆ2,
ceˆs(e) = 0 for any e ∈ Eˆ1,
ceˆd(e) = ∞ for any e ∈ Eˆ1,
ceˆi(e) = ∞ for any e ∈ Eˆ2,
ced(e) = 0 for any e ∈ E1 \ Eˆ1,
cei(e) = 0 for any e ∈ E2 \ Eˆ2,
(4.4)
where Eˆ1 = E1 ∩ (Vˆ1 × Vˆ1), Eˆ2 = E2 ∩ (Vˆ2 × Vˆ2), and ceˆs(e), ceˆd(e), ceˆi(e) are the costs
for edit operations on edges e ∈ Eˆ1 or e ∈ Eˆ2, respectively.
Proof. Introducing an artificial edge labeling function to both graphs G1 and G2 that
assigns the same label to each edge and additionally demanding ces(e) = ∞ for all non-
identical edge substitutions of any edge e ∈ Eˆ1, the conditions on the cost function
(Eqs. 4.4) resemble those demanded in Bunke (1997). Therewith the proposition follows
from Lemma 1, Lemma 2, and Theorem 1 in the same publication.
As has been motivated above, distance measures in this thesis are constructed in a
way that they satisfy the metric properties.
Definition 17. metric
A distance measure d on graphs is a metric if:
(1) d(G1, G2) ≥ 0
(2) d(G1, G2) = 0 ⇔ G1 isomorphic to G2
(3) d(G1, G2) = d(G2, G1)
(4) d(G1, G2) ≤ d(G1, G3) + d(G3, G2),
(4.5)
where G1, G2, G3 are graphs.
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4.2. Distance Measures on Metabolic Networks
In this section, the distance measures that were discussed and informally introduced
in Section 3.1 are defined formally and their metric properties are proven. Further-
more, whenever a correspondence exists between an edit distance-based measure and
another distance measure from the literature, like an mcs type distance or Soergel type
distance, this correspondence is shown as well. The section starts with summarizing
general requirements on costs for edit operations that apply for all distance measures to
be defined. Then the reaction and metabolite-based edit distances are defined followed
by the reaction-based and the metabolite-based edit distances. Then the Soergel type
edit distances and the mcs type edit distances are defined, each based on reactions only,
metabolites only, as well as based on reactions and metabolites. Finally, the neighbor-
hood sensitive reaction edit distances are defined.
4.2.1. Cost Function Requirements
Each edit distance is defined via its underlying cost function, which assigns weights to
each edit operation. Thus, for developing an edit distance an appropriate cost function
needs to be defined. Some specific aspects of metabolic networks need to be considered
when defining this cost function. Also the metric property depends on the definition of
the cost function. These considerations are equally important for all distance measures
and are therefore discussed in the following, before the distance measures are defined.
In a metabolic network, identical node substitutions refer to the case that a node in
one network is mapped to a node in the other network and that both nodes have the
same label. Thus, identical node substitutions occur between the identical parts of the
networks and are therefore assigned zero cost. Non-identical node substitutions match
a reaction or metabolite in one of the networks with a reaction or metabolite that has
a different label in the other network. This operation is undesirable, because different
reactions and metabolites have different functions. However, the goal is to match as
many reactions and metabolites with identical function as possible. Therefore the cost
of non-identical node substitutions is set to infinity.
Edge substitutions do not alter the network (in analogy to node substitutions), thus
they are assigned zero cost. Edge deletions and insertions of any edge e ∈ E1 ∩ (Vˆ1× Vˆ1)
or e ∈ E2 ∩ (Vˆ2 × Vˆ2) respectively, do not occur, because nodes in Vˆ1 match nodes in Vˆ2
and there are no non-identical node substitutions, and edges are bound to represent the
reaction stoichiometry, which cannot be altered. The respective costs are set to infinity.
Edge deletions and insertions of any edge e ∈ E1 \ (Vˆ1 × Vˆ1) or e ∈ E2 \ (Vˆ2 × Vˆ2),
respectively, are not counted in this thesis, since an edge connects two nodes due to the
respective reaction stoichiometry. Edit operations on these edges cannot be performed
without editing the connected nodes. Therefore, if at all, they are supposed to be counted
together with incident nodes, when these are deleted or inserted. Consequently, the cost
for edge deletions and insertions is set to zero. Note that deleting or inserting a reaction
node or metabolite node automatically triggers the deletion or insertion of all incident
edges. Edit operations on edges obviously do not occur in metabolite graphs without
edges. Therefore, costs for these edit operations may be assigned any value in the case
these graphs are employed.
Furthermore, the cost for deleting a particular node has to be the same as for inserting
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this node (symmetry). If this is not guaranteed, the resulting distance measure might
not be symmetric and thus cannot be a metric.
These settings ensure that nodes (and thus also the edges) will be mapped to nodes
having the same label if these exist, or otherwise be deleted or inserted, respectively.
This already determines the etgm with minimal cost so that there is no need to search
for the best mapping, which simplifies computation considerably.
4.2.2. Edit Distances on Reactions and Metabolites
For realizing the distance measures that count presence and absence of reactions and
metabolites, the metabolic network graph model is employed and all node deletions and
insertions are equally weighted by cost 1.
Definition 18. reaction and metabolite-based cost function and edit distance
The cost function crm for counting reactions and metabolites is defined as:
crm = (cnsi, cnsn, cnd, cni, ceˆs, ceˆd, ceˆi, ced, cei) := (0,∞, 1, 1, 0,∞,∞, 0, 0), (4.6)
where cnsi, cnsn are the costs for identical and non-identical node substitutions, cnd, cni
the costs for node deletions and node insertions, ceˆs, ceˆd, and ceˆi the costs for substituting,
deleting, or inserting an edge e ∈ Eˆ1 or e ∈ Eˆ2, and ced, and cei the corresponding values
for edit operations on edges e ∈ E1 \ Eˆ1 or e ∈ E2 \ Eˆ2.
Let G1 = (V1, E1, L, α1) and G2 = (V2, E2, L, α2) be two metabolic network graphs. Ac-
cording to Definitions 14 and 16, the edit distance based on crm is:
edrm(G1, G2) =
∑
v∈V1\Vˆ1
cnd(v) +
∑
v∈V2\Vˆ2
cni(v) = |V1 \ Vˆ1|+ |V2 \ Vˆ2|, (4.7)
where Vˆ1 and Vˆ2 are the sets of identically substituted nodes.
This edit distance corresponds to a particular mcs type distance, because the sets of
identically substituted nodes, Vˆ1 and Vˆ2, are isomorphic to each other and are maximum
common subgraphs of G1 and G2 (see Lemma 1).
Corollary 1.
For the cost function Equation 4.6 defined in Definition 18 the edit distance (Equa-
tion 4.7) can be written as:
edrm(G1, G2) = |V1|+ |V2| − 2|Vˆ12|, (4.8)
where Vˆ12 stands for the node set of a maximum common subgraph Gˆ12 of G1 and G2
that is isomorphic to both Gˆ1 and Gˆ2, the graphs induced by the identically substituted
nodes Vˆ1 and Vˆ2, respectively.
Proof. The proposition follows from Equation 4.6 and Lemma 1.
Lemma 2.
The reaction and metabolite-based edit distance edrm(G1, G2) introduced above (see Defi-
nition 18, Equation 4.7) is a metric.
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Proof. Fernández and Valiente (2001) introduced a distance measure based on minimum
common supergraph Gˇ12 and maximum common subgraph Gˆ12 of two graphs G1 and G2:
dFV (G1, G2) := |Gˇ12| − |Gˆ12|, and proved that it is a metric (Theorem 17 in Fernández
and Valiente (2001)). Although they define |G| as |G| := |V |+|E| for a graph G = (V,E),
their result can be shown to be valid for the alternative definition |G| = |V | using the
very same proofs. Furthermore, it holds that dFV (G1, G2) = |G1| + |G2| − 2|Gˆ1| (proof
of Theorem 17 in Fernández and Valiente (2001)) and thus it follows edrm(G1, G2) =
dFV (G1, G2) = |Gˇ12| − |Gˆ12|.
For normalizing the edit distance edrm(G1, G2) (see Definition 18) an appropriate factor
has to be found such that edrm(G1, G2) ∈ [0, 1] for any two metabolic network graphs
G1 and G2. Different choices are possible, like twice the number of nodes in the larger
graph, sum of number of nodes of both graphs or number of nodes of the supergraph of
both graphs, etc. The factor has to be chosen in a way that the metric property of the
distance is maintained.
The maximum value that edrm(G1, G2) can take for any G1 = (V1, E1) and G2 =
(V2, E2), is |V1|+ |V2|, which occurs if the maximum common subgraph of G1 and G2 is
the empty graph. Dividing the distance by its maximum value ensures that it is always
in the interval [0, 1]. The first idea for defining a normalized distance might then be:
edrmnorm1(G1, G2) := (|V1|+ |V2|−2|Vˆ12|)/(|V1|+ |V2|), and another idea might be to define:
edrmnorm2(G1, G2) := (|V1| + |V2| − 2|Vˆ12|)/2 max(|V1|, |V2|). However, both do not satisfy
the metric properties.
Proposition 1.
The two distance measures
edrmnorm1(G1, G2) :=
|V1|+ |V2| − 2|Vˆ12|
|V1|+ |V2|
, and
edrmnorm2(G1, G2) :=
|V1|+ |V2| − 2|Vˆ12|
2 max(|V1|, |V2|)
are not metric.
Proof. Both distance measures fail to satisfy the triangle inequality as can be seen with
the following counter example:
Let G1 = ({v1}, ∅), G2 = ({v2}, ∅), and G3 = ({v1, v2}, ∅). If the triangle inequality was
valid, it would follow:
1 =
|V1|+ |V2| − 2|Vˆ12|
|V1|+ |V2|
≤
|V1|+ |V3| − 2|Vˆ13|
|V1|+ |V3|
+
|V2|+ |V3| − 2|Vˆ23|
|V2|+ |V3|
=
2
3
,
1 =
|V1|+ |V2| − 2|Vˆ12|
2 max(|V1|, |V2|)
≤
|V1|+ |V3| − 2|Vˆ13|
2 max(|V1|, |V3|)
+
|V2|+ |V3| − 2|Vˆ23|
2 max(|V2|, |V3|)
=
1
2
,
which both are contradictions.
A normalized distance measure satisfying the properties of a metric can be defined as
follows:
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Definition 19. normalized reaction and metabolite-based edit distance
Let f be an etgm between two metabolic network graphs G1 = (V1, E1, L, α1) and G2 =
(V2, E2, L, α2) under the cost function c
rm (see Definition 18), and G be the set of all
graphs Gi to be compared against each other in one analysis: G := {Gi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n}.
Then the normalized reaction and metabolite-based edit distance is defined as:
edrmnorm(G1, G2) :=
|V1|+ |V2| − 2|Vˆ12|
2 maxG∈G(|G|)
. (4.9)
Lemma 3.
The normalized reaction and metabolite-based edit distance edrmnorm (see Definition 19) is
a metric.
Proof. Criteria Equation 4.5 (1) to (3) are easily verified. For criterion (4) let G1, G2,
and G3 be metabolic network graphs. It has to be shown that the following inequality
holds:
edrmnorm(G1, G2) ≤ ed
rm
norm(G1, G3) + ed
rm
norm(G3, G2).
This equation can be equivalently transformed into:
|V1|+ |V2| − 2|Vˆ12|
2 maxG∈G(|G|)
≤
|V1|+ |V3| − 2|Vˆ13|
2 maxG∈G(|G|)
+
|V3|+ |V2| − 2|Vˆ23|
2 maxG∈G(|G|)
,
which is the same as
|Vˆ13|+ |Vˆ23| ≤ |V3|+ |Vˆ12|.
The last inequality is true, because Vˆ13 is the node set of an mcs of G1 and G3, Vˆ23 the
node set of an mcs of G2 and G3, and Vˆ12 the node set of an mcs of G1 and G2. Therefore,
it holds that Vˆ13 ⊆ V3, and Vˆ23 ⊆ V3. Moreover, either the intersection between Vˆ13 and
Vˆ23 is empty, which is equivalent to |Vˆ12| being zero, or the intersection is not empty and
it holds that Vˆ13 ∩ Vˆ23 = Vˆ12.
The distance edrmnorm(G1, G2) (see Definition 19) is based on both reaction and metabo-
lite nodes of the metabolic network graphs G1 and G2. For evaluating whether this
distance measure performs better than a distance measure relying on either reactions
alone or metabolites alone, the same type of distance measure is implemented in two
further versions, which are based on reaction nodes alone and on metabolite nodes alone,
respectively.
For defining an edit distance that is based only on the reaction content the reaction
graph model (see Definition 6) is used. In principle, also here the metabolic network
model could be used, however, it would not be possible to prove the metric properties,
since Equation 4.5 (2) would not be satisfied.
Definition 20. reaction-based cost function and edit distance
The cost function cr for counting reactions is defined as:
cr = (cnsi, cnsn, cnd, cni, ceˆs, ceˆd, ceˆi, ced, cei, ) := (0,∞, 1, 1, 0,∞,∞, 0, 0). (4.10)
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Let Gr1 = (V
r
1 , E
r
1 , L, α
r
1) and G
r
2 = (V
r
2 , E
r
2, L, α
r
2) be two reaction graphs.
The edit distance based on cr is:
edr(Gr1, G
r
2) =
∑
v∈V r
1
\Vˆ r
1
crnd(v) +
∑
v∈V r
2
\Vˆ r
2
crni(v) = |V
r
1 \ Vˆ
r
1 |+ |V
r
2 \ Vˆ
r
2 |, (4.11)
where Vˆ r1 and Vˆ
r
2 are the sets of identically substituted reaction nodes.
Corollary 2.
The reaction edit distance in Definition 20 can be written as:
edr(Gr1, G
r
2) = |V
r
1 |+ |V
r
2 | − 2|Vˆ
r
12|, (4.12)
where Vˆ r12 stands for the node set of a maximum common subgraph Gˆ
r
12 between G
r
1 and
Gr2 that is isomorphic to both Gˆ
r
1 and Gˆ
r
2, the graphs induced by the identically substituted
nodes Vˆ r1 and Vˆ
r
2 , respectively.
Proof. The proposition follows from Equation 4.10 and Lemma 1.
The normalized reaction edit distance is defined as follows:
Definition 21. normalized reaction edit distance
edrnorm(G
r
1, G
r
2) :=
|V r1 |+ |V
r
2 | − 2|Vˆ
r
12|
2 maxG∈G(|Gr|)
(4.13)
Lemma 4.
The normalized reaction edit distance (see Definition 21) is a metric.
Proof. The proof is identical to the one for Lemma 3, except that the metabolic network
graphs are exchanged by reaction graphs.
The metabolite-based cost function and distance measure is defined in analogy to the
cost function and distance measure for the reaction-based case. However, this distance
measure is defined on the model of metabolite graphs (see Definition 7) without edges.
Definition 22. metabolite-based cost function and edit distance
The cost function cm for counting metabolites is defined as:
cm = (cnsi, cnsn, cnd, cni, ceˆs, ceˆd, ceˆi, ced, cei, ) := (0,∞, 1, 1, 0,∞,∞, 0, 0). (4.14)
Let Gm1 = (V
m
1 , ∅, L, α
m
1 ) and G
m
2 = (V
m
2 , ∅, L, α
m
2 ) be two metabolite graphs without
edges.
The edit distance based on cm is:
edm(Gm1 , G
m
2 ) =
∑
v∈V m
1
\Vˆ m
1
cmnd(v) +
∑
v∈V m
2
\hatV m
2
cmni(v) = |V
m
1 \ Vˆ
m
1 |+ |V
m
2 \ Vˆ
m
2 |, (4.15)
where Vˆ m1 and Vˆ
m
2 are the sets of identically substituted metabolite nodes.
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Corollary 3.
The metabolite edit distance in Definition 22 can be written as:
edm(Gm1 , G
m
2 ) = |V
m
1 |+ |V
m
2 | − 2|Vˆ
m
12 |, (4.16)
where Vˆ m12 stands for the node set of a maximum common subgraph Gˆ
m
12 between G
m
1
and Gm2 that is isomorphic to both Gˆ
m
1 and Gˆ
m
2 , the graphs induced by the identically
substituted nodes Vˆ m1 and Vˆ
m
2 , respectively.
Proof. The proposition follows from Equation 4.14 and Lemma 1.
The normalized edit distance based on metabolites is defined as follows:
Definition 23. normalized metabolite edit distance
edmnorm(G
m
1 , G
m
2 ) :=
|V m1 |+ |V
m
2 | − 2|Vˆ
m
12 |
2 maxG∈G(|Gm|)
(4.17)
Lemma 5.
The normalized metabolite edit distance (see Definition 23) is a metric.
Proof. The proof is identical to the one for Lemma 3, except that the metabolic network
graphs are exchanged by metabolite graphs without edges.
A distance measure that only differs in normalization from the ones defined above
can be defined in a way that the resulting distance measure corresponds to the Soergel
distance (Willett et al., 1998).
Definition 24. Soergel type reaction and metabolite-based edit distance
Let crm be the cost function defined in Definition 18, and let G1 = (V1, E1, L, α1) and
G2 = (V2, E2, L, α2) be two metabolic network graphs.
The Soergel type reaction and metabolite-based edit distance is defined as:
edrmS (G1, G2) :=
|V1|+ |V2| − 2|Vˆ12|
|V1|+ |V2| − |Vˆ12|
, (4.18)
where Vˆ12 is the node set of a maximum common subgraph Gˆ12 of G1 and G2 that is
isomorphic to both Gˆ1 and Gˆ2, the graphs induced by the set of identically substituted
nodes Vˆ1 and Vˆ2, respectively.
Lemma 6.
The Soergel type reaction and metabolite-based edit distance (see Definition 24) is a
metric.
Proof. It is shown that edrmS corresponds to a Soergel type distance, which is a metric.
Consider a metabolic network being a vector of reactions and metabolites X. The or-
ganism specific implementation of this pathway in organism i is denoted by the vector
Xi = (xi1, xi2, . . . , xiN), where xij = 1 if reaction or metabolite j is present in this or-
ganism and xij = 0 otherwise. The Soergel distance for dichotomous variables (which is
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equivalent to the Tanimoto (or Jaccard) coefficient transformed into a distance (Willett
et al., 1998)) is defined as
dT (Xi, Xj) := 1−
Xij
Xii + Xjj −Xij
=
Xii + Xjj − 2Xij
Xii + Xjj −Xij
, (4.19)
where Xij = XiXj is the scalar product between the two pathway vectors. Therewith
Xii is the number of reactions and metabolites present in the first organism, Xjj the
number of reactions and metabolites present in the second one, and Xij the number
of reactions and metabolites both have in common. Späth (1980) gives a proof that
the Tanimoto distance is a metric. Lipkus (1999) provides an alternative proof for the
triangle inequality. Since the Soergel type edit distance edrmS is based on the cost function
defined in Definition 18, Lemma 1 holds and thus Gˆ1 is an mcs of G1 and G2, and Gˆ1 is
isomorphic to Gˆ2, and for any mcs Gˆ12 of G1 and G2: |Vˆ1| = |Vˆ2| = |Vˆ12|. Furthermore,
|Vˆ12| is the number of reactions and metabolites both graphs have in common, |V1| and
|V2| the number of reactions and metabolites of the first and second graph, respectively,
and therefore edrmS is equivalent to dT . Thus, (1), (3), and (4) of the metric properties
(Equation 4.5) are proven.
The metric property Equation 4.5 (2) has to be shown explicitly for the graph model:
Let G1 be isomorphic to G2. Then |V1| = |V2| = |Vˆ12| and thus ed
rm
S (G1, G2) = 0. On
the other hand, edrmS (G1, G2) = 0 only if |V1|+ |V2| − 2|Vˆ12| = 0, which can be achieved
only by G1 being isomorphic to G2, since always |Vˆ12| ≤ min(|V1|, |V2|).
Thus, edrmS is a metric.
This type of distance measure can also be defined to take into account reactions only
or metabolites only:
Definition 25. Soergel type reaction edit distance
Let cr be the cost function defined in Definition 20, and let Gr1 = (V
r
1 , E
r
1, L, α
r
1) and
Gr2 = (V
r
2 , E
r
2 , L, α
r
2) be two reaction graphs.
The Soergel type reaction edit distance is defined as:
edrS(G
r
1, G
r
2) :=
|V r1 |+ |V
r
2 | − 2|Vˆ
r
12|
|V r1 |+ |V
r
2 | − |Vˆ
r
12|
, (4.20)
where Vˆ r12 is the node set of a maximum common subgraph Gˆ
r
12 of G
r
1 and G
r
2 that is
isomorphic to both Gˆr1 and Gˆ
r
2, the graphs induced by the set of identically substituted
nodes Vˆ r1 and Vˆ
r
2 , respectively.
Definition 26. Soergel type metabolite edit distance
Let cm be the cost function defined in Definition 22, and let Gm1 = (V
m
1 , E
m
1 , L, α
m
1 ) and
Gm2 = (V
m
2 , E
m
2 , L, α
m
2 ) be two metabolite graphs.
The Soergel type metabolite edit distance is defined as:
edmS (G1, G2) :=
|V m1 |+ |V
m
2 | − 2|Vˆ
m
12 |
|V m1 |+ |V
m
2 | − |Vˆ
m
12 |
, (4.21)
where Vˆ m12 is the node set of a maximum common subgraph Gˆ
m
12 of G
m
1 and G
m
2 that is
isomorphic to both Gˆm1 and Gˆ
m
2 , the graphs induced by the set of identically substituted
nodes Vˆ m1 and Vˆ
m
2 , respectively.
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Lemma 7.
The Soergel type reaction edit distance as well as the Soergel type metabolite edit distance
(see Definitions 25 and 26) are metrics.
Proof. The proof follows the same line as the one for the reaction and metabolite-based
version of this distance (see Lemma 6). The only difference is that here the graphs are
either reaction graphs or metabolite graphs without edges and therefore the vector X
describing the metabolic network denotes a vector of reactions or metabolites, respec-
tively.
Remark 5. The difference between the above defined (standard) edit distances and the
Soergel type edit distances is the normalization factor. Whereas for the latter only the
order of the two graphs to be compared is taken into account, for the former the nor-
malization factor is based on the order of all graphs that are to be compared in a given
analysis. Therefore, the Soergel type edit distances weight deletions and insertions of
nodes relative to the order of the two graphs being compared, whereas the (standard) edit
distances weight all operations equally.
Whereas the above defined distance measures are based on the differences between the
two networks to be compared, the following distances are based on what is common to
both metabolic networks.
Definition 27. mcs type reaction and metabolite-based edit distance
Let crm be the cost function defined in Definition 18, and let G1 and G2 be two metabolic
network graphs.
The mcs type reaction and metabolite-based edit distance is defined as:
edrmmcs(G1, G2) := 1−
|Vˆ1|
max(|G1|, |G2|)
, (4.22)
where Vˆ1 ⊆ V1 is the set of identically substituted nodes.
Remark 6. Although this distance is based on the same cost function and thus the same
optimal etgm as, for example, the reaction and metabolite-based edit distance, there are no
costs involved in the definition of this distance, since only those reactions and metabolites
are considered that are identically substituted and the cost for any identical substitution
is zero.
Lemma 8.
The mcs type reaction and metabolite-based edit distance (see Definition 27) is a metric
and can be written as:
edrmmcs(G1, G2) := 1−
|Gˆ12|
max(|G1|, |G2|)
, (4.23)
where Gˆ12 is a maximum common subgraph of G1 and G2.
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Proof. From Lemma 1 it follows that the subgraphs Gˆ1 and Gˆ2 induced by the sets
of identically substituted nodes Vˆ1 and Vˆ2, respectively, are isomorphic to each other
and that each is an mcs of G1 and G2. Therefore, for any mcs Gˆ12 of G1 and G2:
|Gˆ12| = |Gˆ1| = |Gˆ2|. Thus, this distance corresponds to the mcs type distance measure
discussed in Bunke and Shearer (1998):
dBS(G1, G2) := 1−
|mcs(G1, G2)|
max(|G1|, |G2|)
(4.24)
Bunke and Shearer (1998) give a proof that this distance is a metric. In particular they
show that 0 ≤ dBS(G1, G2) ≤ 1, for any graphs G1, G2, and thus this distance is already
normalized.
This distance measure can also be defined to take into account either reactions or
metabolites only:
Definition 28. mcs type reaction edit distance
Let cr be the cost function defined in Definition 20, and let Gr1 and G
r
2 be two reaction
graphs.
The mcs type reaction edit distance is defined as:
edrmcs(G
r
1, G
r
2) := 1−
|Vˆ r1 |
max(|Gr1|, |G
r
2|)
, (4.25)
where Vˆ r1 ⊆ V
r
1 is the set of identically substituted reaction nodes.
Definition 29. mcs type metabolite edit distance
Let cm be the cost function defined in Definition 22, and let Gm1 and G
m
2 be two metabolite
graphs.
The mcs type metabolite edit distance is defined as:
edmmcs(G
m
1 , G
m
2 ) := 1−
|Vˆ m1 |
max(|Gm1 |, |G
m
2 |)
, (4.26)
where Vˆ m1 ⊆ V
m
1 is the set of identically substituted metabolite nodes.
Lemma 9.
The mcs type reaction edit distance and the mcs type metabolite edit distance (see Defi-
nitions 28 and 29) are metrics and can be written as:
edrmcs(G
r
1, G
r
2) := 1−
|Gˆr12|
max(|Gr1|, |G
r
2|)
, (4.27)
where Gr12 is an mcs of G
r
1 and G
r
2, and
edmmcs(G
m
1 , G
m
2 ) := 1−
|Gˆm12|
max(|Gm1 |, |G
m
2 |)
, (4.28)
respectively, where Gm12 is an mcs of G
m
1 and G
m
2 .
Proof. The proofs are identical to the one given above for Lemma 8 with the only differ-
ence that the metabolic network graphs are exchanged by reaction graphs and metabolite
graphs without edges, respectively.
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4.2.3. Neighborhood Sensitive Reaction Edit Distances
Based on the considerations in Section 3.1, the neighborhood sensitive reaction edit
distance is defined to assign a non-zero, finite cost to edit operations only on reaction
nodes, and the costs for each node are calculated based on its neighborhood in the
network. The graph model employed for this distance is the reaction graph.
Definition 30. reaction-based neighborhood sensitive cost function and edit distance
crns = (cnsi, cnsn, cnd, cni, ceˆs, ceˆd, ceˆi, ced, cei, ) := (0,∞, score, score, 0,∞,∞, 0, 0),
(4.29)
where score : V → R denotes a function that assigns the individual edit cost to a reaction
based on the amount of its synonymous and adjacent reactions. Three different scoring
functions are evaluated against each other in this thesis:
score1(v) = exp(−syn(v) +
1
2
∗ adj(v)), (4.30)
score2(v) =
1
2syn(v)
+
1
2
∗ adj(v), (4.31)
score3(v) = max(1− syn(v) +
1
2
∗ adj(v), ), (4.32)
where syn(v) denotes the number of synonymous reactions, adj(v) the number of adjacent
reactions for a reaction node v, and  > 0 is a suitable small value, e.g. 10−6.
The resulting edit distance based on crns is defined as:
edrns(Gr1, G
r
2) =
∑
v∈V r
1
\Vˆ r
1
score(v) +
∑
v∈V r
2
\Vˆ r
2
score(v), (4.33)
where Gr1 and G
r
2 are the two graphs to be compared, V
r
1 and V
r
2 are the node sets of the
two graphs, Vˆ r1 , Vˆ
r
2 are the sets of identical nodes, and score is one of score1, score2,
score3.
Remark 7.
• The scoring functions are defined in a way that the higher the number of synony-
mous reactions, the smaller is the resulting weight, and the higher the amount of
adjacent reactions, the larger is the weight. The scoring functions differ in the way
they weight synonymous and adjacent reactions relative to each other as well as in
their gradient.
• The number of synonymous and adjacent reactions for a particular reaction is de-
termined by analyzing the supergraph of all reaction graphs to be compared in a
particular analysis.
The neighborhood sensitive reaction edit distance is a metric.
Lemma 10.
The neighborhood sensitive reaction edit distance edrns (see Definition 30) is a metric.
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Proof. The four metric properties (see Definition 17, Equation 4.5) need to be shown for
edrns. Equation 4.5 (1) and (3) are obvious. (2) is true because an edit distance of zero
implies that all nodes are identically substituted. Since edges are bound to represent
reaction stoichiometry, both graphs are isomorphic. Clearly, the edit distance equals
zero if G1 is isomorphic to G2.
Now the triangle inequality is proven (Equation 4.5 (4)). Let G1 = (V1, E1, L, α1),
G2 = (V2, E2, L, α2), and G3 = (V3, E3, L, α3) be reaction graphs. ed
rns(G1, G2) is the
cost of an optimal etgm from G1 to G2. Due to the cost function (Equation 4.29) a node
v1 ∈ V1 or v2 ∈ V2, respectively will be either identically substituted, deleted or inserted
under the optimal etgm. Since edges are bound to represent reaction stoichiometry,
v1 ∈ V1 is identically substituted by v2 ∈ V2 if α1(v1) = α2(v2). If either such a node
v1 ∈ V1 or v2 ∈ V2 does not exist, v1 has to be deleted or v2 inserted, respectively.
Now it is shown that the edit cost between G1 and G2 is always less than the sum of edit
costs between G1 and G3 and between G3 and G2. Consider the following three cases:
(1) v1 ∈ Vˆ1 and therefore v2 ∈ Vˆ2 with α1(v1) = α2(v2) and thus zero edit cost. (1.1) If
there exists v3 ∈ V3 with α1(v1) = α3(v3), it follows that α2(v2) = α3(v3) and thus there
is zero edit cost. (1.2) If there exists no such v3 ∈ V3, v1 is deleted and v2 inserted with
costs greater than zero.
(2) v1 ∈ V1 \ Vˆ1 and therefore no v2 ∈ Vˆ2 with α1(v1) = α2(v2), so that v1 is deleted with
some cost greater than zero. (2.1) If there exists v3 ∈ V3 with α1(v1) = α3(v3), there are
no costs involved so far, but then v3 needs to be deleted, which involves the same costs
as deleting v1. (2.2) If there exists no such v3 ∈ V3 then v1 is deleted which involves the
same costs as above.
(3) v2 ∈ V2 \ Vˆ2 and therefore no v1 ∈ Vˆ1 with α1(v1) = α2(v2). (3.1) If there exists
v3 ∈ V3 with α2(v2) = α3(v3), the edit cost here is zero, but then v1 needs to be inserted
which involves an edit cost greater than zero. (3.2) If there exists no such v3 ∈ V3 then
v2 is inserted involving the same cost as above.
A normalized version of this distance measure can be defined as follows:
Definition 31. normalized neighborhood sensitive reaction edit distance
edrnsnorm(G
r
1, G
r
2) :=
edrns(Gr1, G
r
2)
2 maxG∈G(|G|)maxv∈Gsuper score(v)
=
∑
v∈V r
1
\Vˆ r
1
score(v) +
∑
v∈V r
2
\Vˆ r
2
score(v)
2 maxG∈G(|G|)maxv∈Gsuper score(v)
,
(4.34)
where Gsuper is the supergraph of all graphs G ∈ G that are involved in the analysis.
Lemma 11.
The normalized neighborhood sensitive reaction edit distance edrnsnorm (see Definition 31)
is a metric.
Proof. Multiplying a metric by a scalar preserves the metric properties. Since
maxG∈G(|G|)maxv∈Gsuper score(v) does not change once the set of graphs G to be com-
pared is chosen, the proposition holds.

CHAPTER 5
Implementation: the CPA Web Server
The developed approach for comparative metabolic network analysis is implemented as
perl scripts and accessible via a web frontend called CPA: Comparative Pathway Analyzer
(Oehm et al., 2008). In this chapter the functionality of the web server is demonstrated
by means of a usecase.
5.1. Clustering Metabolic Pathway Data
From CPA’s homepage the user can choose to follow three links. One leads to the
clustering start page shown in Figure 5.1. The remaining two links can be followed to
directly access the visualization facilities provided by CPA without prior comparative
analysis of pathway variants in a set of organisms.
On the clustering start page the user can choose organisms and pathways to be ana-
lyzed. In addition to organism’s annotation data from the KEGG database, users can up-
load their own reaction annotation data and submit it to the analysis. Currently, two file
formats are supported: text files containing one KEGG reaction identifier (e.g. R00001)
per line, and files in EMBL format (Kulikova et al., 2007) containing EC number annota-
tions. Users need to specify the format of the data they want to upload. EC numbers are
translated into KEGG reactions numbers. Note that this transformation is ambiguous.
In order to not miss any reaction possibly catalyzed by the respective enzyme specified
by an EC number, all possible translations into KEGG reaction numbers are kept. The
drawback is that the organism might be assigned more reactions than it is actually able
to catalyze.
The comparative analysis can be performed for any pathway defined in the KEGG
database and for the overall metabolic network constructed by merging reactions from
all KEGG pathways into one single network. Moreover, users can define their own
pathway by uploading a file containing a list of KEGG reaction identifiers. A pathway
name as well as a pathway number have to be provided for internal reference. A generic
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Figure 5.1.: CPA clustering start page. On top of this web page organisms and pathways can be chosen
for analysis. On the bottom of the page users can upload their own organism annotation data and define
their own pathways to include them in the analysis.
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pathway name and a generic pathway number are automatically generated and provided
as default values.
As an example usecase for describing CPA’s functionality five Corynebacteria are cho-
sen to be analyzed, namely C. diphtheriae (KEGG abbreviation: cdi), C. efficiens (cef),
C. glutamicum (cgl), C. jeikeium (cjk), and C. urealyticum (cur). These organisms have
to be added to the list of selected organisms by selecting them from the list of organisms
and confirming this choice with the add button. Then pathways have to be added that
are to be analyzed. In the example usecase, the analyses are to be performed for all
pathways except the overall reaction network, so these pathways are added to the list
of selected pathways in the same way as explained for the organisms. If users want to
analyze their own organisms or want to use their own pathway definition they have to
upload the respective data before selecting organisms and pathways for analysis, since
prior selections will not be kept. Uploaded organisms and pathways appear in the re-
spective lists above the KEGG organisms and pathways and can be selected for analysis
as explained above.
Once organisms and pathways are chosen, the user starts the analyses by invoking the
start clustering button. A new page appears that informs the user about the progress.
This page is automatically reloaded every 10 seconds until the analyses are finished.
5.2. Results Overview
When all calculations are done the user is directed to a new page that gives an overview
of the results for all analyzed pathways (see Figure 5.2). For each pathway the results
for each clustering method are summarized in a table. If results for several clustering
methods are identical, only one table is displayed. Each cluster analysis results in a
subdivision of the set of all analyzed organisms into subsets of organisms with similar
pathway variants. For all possible pairs of these subgroups the differential reaction
content (drc) is calculated and displayed. The drc can be subdivided into several classes:
• reactions occurring in all organisms of the first group and none of the second
• reactions occurring in some organisms of the first group and none of the second
• reactions occurring in all organisms of the first group and some of the second
• reactions occurring in all organisms of the second group and none of the first
• reactions occurring in some organisms of the second group and none of the first
• reactions occurring in all organisms of the second group and some of the first
Each row in the table contains from left to right the organisms in the first group of the
pair, those in the second group, the total number of reactions in the analyzed pathway,
the number of reactions all organisms in both groups have in common, as well as the
values for the different classes of the drc. In the last column two links are provided
that lead to a more detailed presentation of the drc in tabular format and a graphical
visualization of the drc on pathway maps, respectively.
By default, the list of pathways is sorted according to the amount of mutually missing
reactions (ammr) resulting from the analysis of each pathway, which is based on the drc
as explained in the following. For each clustering technique and each pair of groups of
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Figure 5.2.: The clustering results overview page lists all pathways that were analyzed and for each
of them provides a summary of the clustering results for each clustering method. The groups resulting
from the automatic classification of organisms are compared pairwise. Each line in the presented table
displays the drc of the organisms in group1 versus those in group2. Columns: all reactions: total number
of reactions in the pathway, all 1 all 2: number of reactions all organisms in both groups have in common,
all 1 no 2: number of reactions annotated for all organisms in group1 and for none in group2, some 1 no
2: number of reactions annotated for some, but not all, organisms in group1 and for none in group2, all
2 no 1 and some 2 no 1 are defined analogously. The last column provides two links leading to a tabular
view of the drc and a graphical visualization of the drc on KEGG pathway maps, respectively.
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organisms for a particular pathway the number of reactions occurring in all organisms
of the first group while missing in all organisms of the second group and the number of
reactions occurring in all organisms of the second group while missing in all organisms
of the first group are summed up. If there exists only one group, the value for ammr
is set to zero. The maximum of these values over all pairs and all clustering techniques
is the maximum ammr for this pathway. By sorting according to the maximum ammr
pathways with a large number of differences in reaction content appear on top of the list.
Pathways in Figure 5.2 are sorted according to this strategy. The pathway with highest
maximum ammr for the organisms in the usecase is fatty acid metabolism (KEGG path-
way number 00071). The maximum ammr for this pathway and the analyzed Corynebac-
teria is realized for the first group consisting of organisms cdi and cgl and the second
group consisting of cjk (see Figure 5.2, second row). The list also depicts the composition
of the automatically detected groups: only cdi and cgl are grouped together, cef, cjk,
and cur are put into singleton groups. The next pathway in the list is porphyrin and
chlorophyll metabolism (KEGG pathway number 00860).
The list of pathways can also be sorted according to the relative maximum ammr,
which is the maximum ammr divided by the size of the respective pathway, where the
size of a pathway is the number of constituting reactions. This means that it does not
matter for the position of a pathway in the sorted result list whether half of the reactions
of a huge pathway are missing or half of the reactions of a small pathway, both will
appear close to each other in the list.
The list of pathways can also be filtered. The web page allows the user to specify a set
of organisms and to update the list, so that only pathways are displayed for which these
organisms were classified into the same group. This simplifies, for example, searching
for pathways for which all pathogens or all organisms with the same habitat are put
together. Additionally, the user can specify whether other than the specified organisms
are allowed to be in the group or not. The filtered list can be sorted either according to
the absolute ammr or according to the relative ammr as explained above.
5.3. Single Pathway Clustering Results
For each pathway in the results overview list a web link called show clustering dendro-
grams leads to another web page providing more detailed information on the clustering
results (see Figure 5.3). On this page, the clustering dendrograms are displayed for each
clustering method. A red line in the dendrogram indicates where the automated method
suggested to cut the dendrogram for obtaining the classification.
Below each dendrogram a group of checkboxes allows the user to manually select
organisms and thus define two groups to be compared. Buttons are provided to invoke
displaying the drc of these two groups either on KEGG pathway maps (visualize on
pathway map) or in tabular format (view differential reaction content). Additionally,
all possible pairings of the automatically derived groups are displayed, and buttons are
provided for invoking visualizations.
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Figure 5.3.: For one pathway at a time, detailed results can be displayed on a separate web page.
For each clustering method the clustering dendrogram is provided. Groups of checkboxes for manual
selection as well as predefined groups are provided for invoking visualizations of the respective drc. The
red line in the dendrogram indicates where it was cut for deducing the classification. The value in red
next to this line depicts the respective value of the cpcc.
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5.4. Displaying Differential Reaction Content
Two visualization options exist for displaying the drc. The first is a tabular view, which
provides a table for each class of the drc that for all organisms lists the presence or
absence of all reactions. For completeness sake two additional tables are provided: the
first lists all reactions occurring in all analyzed organisms, while the second lists all
reactions that are not annotated for any of the analyzed organisms.
The second option is a visualization of the drc for a particular pathway and two sets
of organisms on the respective KEGG pathway map. Each class of the drc is assigned a
unique color, and each reaction on the map is colored according to which class it belongs
to (see Figure 5.4).
Figure 5.4.: Visualization of the drc on the KEGG biotin metabolism for the five Corynebacteria
C. diphtheriae (cdi), C. efficiens (cef), and C. glutamicum (cgl) in the first set compared against
C. jeikeium (cjk) and C. urealyticum (cur) in the second set. For each box containing an EC number,
a tooltip lists all KEGG reactions associated with the respective EC number, and all organisms this
reaction is annotated for. Red organisms belong to set one, blue organisms to set two (tooltip). See the
legend attached to the image for the color code of the enzyme boxes. If more than one reaction corre-
sponds to a particular EC number the respective box is subdivided into several parts, each representing
one reaction and colored accordingly. Boxes whose lower half is colored in grey indicate that none of
the corresponding reactions are annotated in any of the analyzed organisms.
If a user-defined pathway was subjected to analysis there does not exist a KEGG
pathway on which the drc could be displayed. In this case, a pathway layout is automat-
ically generated using the software graphviz (Gansner and North, 2000), and the drc is
visualized on this pathway layout.
In the case this page is invoked from one of the clustering results pages (results overview
or single pathway clustering results), a pathway and a set of organisms are already
selected and the respective pathway map is displayed automatically. In the case a user
came to this page via the link on the CPA start page, lists of organisms and pathways
are provided for selection.
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5.5. Simultaneously Displaying Reaction Content of
Several Organisms
In addition to the visualizations that focus on displaying the drc, CPA provides yet
another visualization for the reaction content of several organisms. The respective web
page can be reached via the third link on the CPA start page. Very much like the
visualizations of the KEGG web interface, it permits the display of the reaction content
of organisms on KEGG’s metabolic pathway maps by coloring the respective enzyme
boxes. However, in difference to the KEGG website, here the user can choose up to six
organisms, for which the CPA web server simultaneously displays their reaction content
using a user-specified color for each organism (see Figure 5.5). This visualization also
allows to easily assess the drc. However, in contrast to the visualization of the drc on
pathway maps, the number of organisms that can be displayed simultaneously is limited.
Figure 5.5.: Reaction content visualization on the KEGG biotin metabolism for five Corynebacteria
simultaneously. The Corynebacteria are C. diphtheriae (cdi), C. efficiens (cef), C. glutamicum (cgl),
C. jeikeium (cjk), and C. urealyticum. EC boxes are subdivided vertically into several parts, each
representing one organism. These parts are colored if the respective reaction is annotated for the
respective organism or left blank otherwise.
CHAPTER 6
Results
This chapter is subdivided into two parts. In the first part, the suitability of the developed
methodology for comparing metabolic networks is evaluated. Different combinations of
a distance measure on the one hand and a clustering technique on the other hand are
compared to each other on two test scenarios in order to find the best suited combination.
In the second part, the chosen distance measure and clustering techniques are applied
for the comparative analysis of five members of the genus Corynebacterium.
6.1. Comparison of Different Distance Measures and
Clustering Techniques
Several different distance measures were defined in Section 4.2 (see Table 6.1 for a com-
plete list). Here, clustering dendrograms and automatic classifications of organisms based
on their metabolic pathway variants are compared to each other. Each dendrogram re-
sults from a combination of a distance measure and a clustering technique. The clustering
techniques are average and complete linkage agglomerative clustering as well as Ward
clustering, which in the following will be referred to as average, complete, and ward,
respectively. The two goals are on the one hand to validate the developed metabolic
pathway comparison approach, and on the other hand to find those distance measures
and clustering techniques that are best suited for comparing these networks.
Validation is usually done by comparing the results with a standard of truth. For the
approach introduced in this thesis, the standard of truth would be selected pathways and
sets of organisms and a verified grouping of these organisms according to their pathway
variants. Since such data does not exist, it has to be created artificially. In the following,
two test scenarios, comprising a pathway and a set of organisms each, are manually
analyzed in order to derive a classification of the organisms.
The first test case consists of a set of manually designed pseudo-organisms and an
artificial pathway, whereas the second test case consists of a set of existing organisms
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Table 6.1.: Distance measures being evaluated. The table lists for each distance measure the abbre-
viation used as reference in the text, a brief description of the distance measure, and a reference to
the mathematical definition in Section 4.2. s: number of synonymous reactions, a: number of adjacent
reactions, mcs: maximum common subgraph, nsred: neighborhood sensitive reaction edit distance.
abbreviation distance measure description reference
m1 normalized reaction edit distance Eq. 4.13
m2 mcs type edit distance based on reactions Eq. 4.27
m3 Soergel type edit distance based on reactions Eq. 4.20
m4 normalized reaction and metabolite edit distance Eq. 4.9
m5 mcs type edit distance based on reactions and metabolites Eq. 4.23
m6 Soergel type edit distance based on reactions and metabolites Eq. 4.18
m7 normalized metabolite edit distance Eq. 4.17
m8 mcs type edit distance based on metabolites Eq. 4.28
m9 Soergel type edit distance based on metabolites Eq. 4.21
m10 nsred, reaction edit cost = e−s+
a
2 Eqs. 4.34 and 4.30
m11 nsred, reaction edit cost = 12s +
a
2 Eqs. 4.34 and 4.31
m12 nsred, reaction edit cost = max(1 − s + a2 , 10
−6) Eqs. 4.34 and 4.32
and a subpathway of the lysine biosynthesis pathway defined in the KEGG database.
The first test case is constructed in order to test whether distance measures and clus-
tering techniques in principle work as expected on metabolic networks, whereas in the
second test case the performance on real world data is assessed. Each test case will be
analyzed and discussed on its own, before, based on both test cases, the choice is made
which combination of distance measure and clustering technique to use for subsequent
applications.
6.1.1. Artificial Test Scenario
This test scenario is constructed in order to test whether distance measures and clustering
techniques work in a way that would theoretically be expected from their design. The
artificial pathway is constructed to contain on the one hand a set of synonymous reactions
(reactions converting the same substrates into the same products) and on the other hand a
reaction with many adjacent reactions, i.e. a reaction that is connected (via metabolites)
to many other reactions. Organisms are designed to implement various parts of the
pathway. Some organisms only implement one of the synonymous reactions and two
organisms are missing the highly connected reaction. The principles for designing the
pathway and the organisms are as follows: Firstly, it should be possible to unambiguously
group the organisms manually for the pathway with respect to the following criteria:
reaction content, reaction and metabolite content, metabolite content, and functionality.
Secondly, the resulting groupings should be distinct for the different distance measures.
For example, E is close to C, and D is close to G if the reaction content is the criterion,
but E is close to D if the focus is on functionality.
A diagram of the constructed test pathway is shown in Figure 6.1. The reaction content
of the pseudo-organisms is shown in Table 6.2 and the metabolite content in Table 6.3.
Note that the metabolite content of an organism depends on the reaction content as
follows: a particular metabolite is said to be present in an organism, if a reaction is
present that either consumes or produces this metabolite. Thus, it is possible that, like
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in this example, the metabolite content is almost identical for all organisms, although
the reaction content is not. Moreover, if one reaction is missing in an organism, reactions
that directly or indirectly (via other intermediate reactions) depend on the metabolites
produced by the missing reaction and thus theoretically cannot be active, because their
substrate metabolites are missing, are not removed from the network of this organism.
This is handled in this way in order to be more error-tolerant: if the lack of the reaction
in some organism is due to a missing or erroneous annotation, the effect of this error
would be increased if other reactions would be removed from the network, which is not
desired.
Figure 6.1.: Graphical representation of the artificial test pathway comprising reactions R00001 to
R00008 and metabolites C00001 to C00010. Reactions R00001, R00002, and R00003 are synonymous
reactions. R00006 is a highly connected reaction, i.e. it has many adjacent reactions connected via
substrate and product metabolites.
Table 6.2.: Presence (x) and absence (-) of reac-
tions in analyzed pseudo-organisms for the arti-
ficial test pathway. Pseudo-organisms are named
A, B, C, D, E, F, G.
reaction
pseudo-organisms
A B C D E F G
R00001 x - - x - x x
R00002 - x - x - x x
R00003 - - x x x x x
R00004 x x x x x - x
R00005 x x x x x x x
R00006 x x x - - x x
R00007 x x x x x x x
R00008 x x x x x x x
Table 6.3.: Presence (x) and absence (-) of
metabolites in analyzed pseudo-organisms for the
artificial test pathway. Pseudo-organisms are
named A, B, C, D, E, F, G.
metabolite
pseudo-organisms
A B C D E F G
C00001 x x x x x x x
C00002 x x x x x - x
C00003 x x x x x x x
C00004 x x x x x x x
C00005 x x x x x x x
C00006 x x x x x x x
C00007 x x x x x x x
C00008 x x x x x x x
C00009 x x x x x x x
C00010 x x x x x x x
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Table 6.4.: Manually derived classifications of the artificial organisms for the artificial test pathway
according to different criteria.
classification criteria manual classification
reaction content-based CE DFG A B
reaction and metabolite content-based CE DG F A B
metabolite content-based ABCDEG F
functionality-based ABCG DE F
6.1.1.1. Manual Classification of Organisms
As indicated above, the manual classification of organisms is done according to four
different criteria: based on the reaction content of the organisms, based on both reac-
tion and metabolite content, based on the metabolite content, as well as according to
functional aspects.
If the reaction content is taken as a basis, the pseudo-organisms can be classified into
three groups. E and C differ by only a single reaction and each of them by two or more
reactions from all other pseudo-organisms. Therefore, these two make up one group. D
differs from G by a single reaction and by two or more from all others. F also differs
from G by only one reaction and by more than one from all others. D differs from F
by two reactions. G differs from all pseudo-organisms except D and F by at least two
reactions. Therefore D, G, and F make up the second group. The closest neighbor for
both A and B is G with a difference of two reactions. However, they differ from D and
F by three reactions and D and F are in a group together with G. A and B differ from
each other by three reactions. A and B both differ from C and E by three and four
reactions, respectively. Thus A and B can be put into each of the existing groups or left
as singletons.
Although the reaction content differs across the pseudo-organisms, the metabolite con-
tent is identical, except for pseudo-organism F, which is lacking metabolite C00002. The
reason is that almost all metabolites adjacent to any missing reaction are also involved
in other reactions which are still present. Hence, the absence of one or two of the three
reactions R00001, R00002, and R00003 does not change the metabolite content in the
pseudo-organisms and neither does the absence of reaction R00006, since the neighboring
reactions are still present. Only the lack of reaction R00004 in F makes a difference,
since in this case metabolite C00002 is not part of any reaction any longer and therefore
removed from the network. Thus, A, B, C, D, E, and G make up one group and F
another.
When taking into account reactions and metabolites, there is almost no change to the
reaction-based grouping, since only the distance from F to all other pseudo-organisms
is increased by one. Thus, F is still closest to D and G. However, due to a difference of
three reactions and metabolites to D, F is put into a singleton group.
Functionally, the pseudo-organisms can be grouped as follows. A, B, C, and G have the
same functionality, because reactions R00001, R00002, and R00003 all convert C00001
into C00004. They make up one group. Organisms D and E make up another group,
because they both lack reaction R00006, and the difference in R00001 and R00002 does
not matter functionally. F is put into a singleton group, since it is the only pseudo-
organism lacking reaction R00004.
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Table 6.5.: Automatically derived classifications of the artificial organisms for the artificial test pathway
and different distance measures (abbreviations as defined in Table 6.1) and clustering techniques (av-
erage, complete: average, respectively complete linkage agglomerative clustering method; ward : Ward
clustering method). Classification results are identical for all three clustering techniques, if no clustering
method is specified. For each classification the respective cpcc is listed. Organisms are colored according
to the group they were manually classified into (see Table 6.4).
distance measure distance measure and
cpcc automatic classification
type clustering technique
m1 average, ward 0.83 C,E D,G,F A B
reaction-based
m1 complete 0.82 C,E D,G F A B
m2 0.81 A,B,C D,G,F E
m3 0.83 C,E D,G,F A B
reaction and
metabolite-based
m4 0.80 C,E D,G F A B
m5 0.82 C E D,G F A B
m6 0.80 C,E D,G F A B
metabolite-based m7, m8, m9 0.81 A,B,C,D,E,G F
neighborhood
sensitive
m10 0.92 A,B,C,F,G D,E
m11 0.86 A,B,C,F,G D,E
m12 0.72 A,B,C,F,G D,E
6.1.1.2. Automatic Classification of Organisms
In this section, for each distance measure the automatically derived classifications are
described. The respective dendrograms can be found in the Appendix (see Figures A.1,
A.2, A.3, A.4, A.5, and A.6 on pages 96 ff.), whereas Table 6.5 summarizes the automatic
classification results. Distance measures are sorted by the type of information they are
based upon. Firstly, reaction-based distance measures are described, then reaction and
metabolite-based ones, followed by metabolite-based distance measures and the reaction
neighborhood sensitive distance measures.
Reaction-based Distance Measures (m1, m2, m3 ). For distance measure m1, the
automatic grouping yields the same four groups for average and ward : D, G and F are
put together into one group, C and E into another group, while A and B are singletons.
This grouping resembles the reaction-based manual classification. For the complete ap-
proach, the first group is split into two subgroups, one containing D and G and the other
containing only F. This grouping resembles the reaction and metabolite-based manual
classification. The cpcc for the classification based on average and ward is higher than the
one for the complete grouping indicating that the former classification better resembles
the underlying distance data. For m2, the automatically derived grouping is identical
for all three clustering techniques: A, B, and C are grouped together, as are D, G, and
F, while E is put into a singleton group. This grouping does not resemble any of the
manually derived classifications. For m3, the automatically derived grouping is the same
for all three clustering techniques. It groups C together with E, as well as D together
with H and F, and leaves A as well as B as singletons. This grouping resembles the
reaction-based manual classification. With the exception of m1 complete, the automati-
cally derived groupings for m1 and m3 are the same for all clustering techniques.
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Reaction and Metabolite-based Distance Measures (m4, m5, m6 ). For distance
measures m4 and m6 and all clustering techniques, the automatic grouping procedure
yields the following: D and G are put together as are C and E, while A, B, and F
are put into singleton groups each. This classification is identical to the one for m1
complete and resembles the reaction and metabolite-based manual classification. For
m5, the automatically derived grouping is the same for all three clustering techniques:
D and G are grouped together, while all other pseudo-organisms are put into singleton
groups. There is no similarity to any of the manually derived classifications.
Metabolite-based Distance Measures (m7, m8, m9 ). The three metabolite-based
distance measures m7, m8, and m9 show identical groupings for all clustering techniques:
F is put into a singleton group, while the other pseudo-organisms are put into another
group. This grouping exactly resembles the manually derived grouping based on the
metabolite content.
Neighborhood Sensitive Distance Measures (m10, m11, m12 ). For m10, m11, and
m12 average, complete, and ward, the automatic grouping procedure puts D and E
together into a first group, and all other pseudo-organisms into a second group. This
classification is similar to the functionality-based manual classification, even though F is
not put into a singleton group here.
6.1.1.3. Discussion & Conclusion
For a good combination of distance measure and clustering technique one would expect
the automatically derived grouping (see Table 6.5) to resemble the manually derived one
(see Table 6.4). However, this is not the case for all such combinations. These differences
are discussed in this section.
Of the reaction-based distance measures, the manual and automatic classifications for
m1 and complete differ in F not joining a group with D and G, but being put into
a singleton group. This difference results from the way the clusters are joined in the
complete linkage agglomerative clustering method: the height at which two clusters are
joined resembles the maximum distance between any two items, one item from one cluster
and the second item from the other cluster. For the analyzed pathway and organisms
this leads to F joining the cluster containing D and G at the same height as A joins
B (see Figure A.1 B on page 96). Thus, it is not possible to deduce a classification of
organisms into four groups from the resulting dendrogram. However, it is possible to
deduce such a classification from both average and ward dendrograms (see Figure A.1
A and C on page 96), which for m1 is the best classification. This grouping also better
resembles the underlying distance data as can be deduced from the cpcc for both average
and ward, which is greater than the one for complete. This suggests to always apply
different clustering techniques in order to generate more dendrograms and thus having
a higher chance to generate the best classification. In the case all classifications are
identical this can be rated as hint towards a good quality of the result. In the case that
classifications differ, the one yielding the highest value for the cpcc can be selected.
For distance measure m2, the manual and automatic groupings differ. The group
consisting of A, B, and C as well as the singleton group containing E do not occur in
the manual grouping. The different grouping for m2 as compared to m1 and m3 is
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partly due to the construction of the distance measure and the implementation of the
clustering algorithm. The distance measure only counts what both metabolic networks
being compared have in common and does not take into account the differences. This
results in C having the same distance from A and B as from E. When differences between
reaction networks are taken into account, E is closer to C than to each of A and B. In
general, if distances are equal, the joins in the dendrogram only depend on the order the
clustering algorithm processes the items to be clustered. Exchanging names of pseudo-
organisms A and E and rerunning the analysis yields dendrograms that indeed resemble
the ones from m1 and m3 insofar as A and B now form a subgroup as do C and E (see
Figure A.7 A, B, and C on page 102). However, the automatically derived classification
is still different from the one for m1 and m3 and thus from the manual classification,
since for m2 pseudo-organisms A and B are grouped together.
For the reaction and metabolite-based distance measures m4 and m6, all respective
classifications match perfectly. Here, F is put into a singleton group, which is the effect
from additionally taking metabolite content into account. In terms of metabolite content
all organisms are identical, despite F, which is missing one metabolite as compared to all
others. The differences for m5 are due to the same reasons as explained above for m2.
Again, this results in C having the same distance from A and B as from E. Exchanging
names for A and E and doing the clustering again results in grouping the former E next
to C in the dendrogram as well as B next to the former A (see Figure A.7 D, E, and
F on page 102). The classifications automatically derived from all new dendrograms are
identical, but not similar to any of the manually derived ones. They are similar to the
ones for m4 and m6, but differ in that A and B are grouped together. All automatically
derived groupings for m4, m6, and m5 show the effect of the metabolite content, which
is that F is a clear outsider.
All automatically derived classifications for the metabolite-based distance measures
m7, m8, and m9 match perfectly. This is not surprising, since with respect to the
metabolite content all organisms are identical, despite pseudo-organism F, which is lack-
ing one metabolite. The reason is that if one reaction is missing, but the neighboring
reactions are present, none of the intermediate metabolites is missing in the network. In
this case, distance measures based on metabolites only by design cannot measure that the
network is altered, because already their basis, the metabolite content, does not properly
capture differences in the metabolic networks.
All three neighborhood sensitive distance measures m10, m11, and m12 yield the
same classification, which does not match any of the manually derived classifications.
However, the classification is close to the functionality-based manual classification with
the difference that in the automatic classification F is not a singleton, but grouped
together with A, B, C, and G.
These groupings can be explained with the edit costs listed in Table 6.6. Organisms
D and E differ by reactions R00001 and R00002, and both lack reaction R00006, while
R00006 is present in all other organisms (see Table 6.2). Since the edit costs for deleting
or inserting each of the first two reactions are very low and the edit cost for deleting or
inserting reaction R00006 is very high, these two organisms are grouped together for all
three distance measures. The remaining organisms are put together into another group
by the automatic procedure. Analyzing the clustering dendrograms (see Figures A.5 C,
D, and E on page 100 and A.6 C, D, and E on page 101) yields that F is separated from
A, B, C, and G for distance measures m10 and m12, although this is not reflected in the
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Table 6.6.: Costs of edit operations for reactions of the artificial test pathway for all neighborhood
sensitive distance measures. s: number of synonymous reactions for a particular reaction, a: number of
adjacent reactions for a particular reaction, reaction edit cost formulae for m10 : e−s+
1
2
(a), m11 : 12s +
a
2 ,
m12 : max(1− s + a2 , 10
−6).
reaction s a
reaction edit cost
m10 m11 m12
R00001 3 1 0.082 0.625 0.000
R00002 3 1 0.082 0.625 0.000
R00003 3 1 0.082 0.625 0.000
R00004 1 1 0.607 1.000 0.500
R00005 1 1 0.607 1.000 0.500
R00006 1 7 12.182 4.000 3.500
R00007 1 1 0.607 1.000 0.500
R00008 1 1 0.607 1.000 0.500
automatically derived grouping. For m11, F forms a subgroup with G in all clustering
dendrograms. The reason is that for m11 the edit cost for R00004 is higher than that
for any two of R00001, R00002, or R00003, while for m10 and m12 it is vice versa.
Regarding different clustering techniques, one can say that for some distance measures,
namely m2, m3, m4, and m6, average and complete dendrograms are qualitatively iden-
tical, while ward differs from them (see Figures A.1, A.2, and A.3 on pages 96 ff.), and
that for one distance measure, namely m5, average and ward are qualitatively identical,
while complete differs from them (see Figure A.3 on page 98). A specialty of the Ward
clustering method is that it has a tendency to avoid outsiders, as has already been re-
ported in the literature, e.g. in Eckes and Roßbach (1980). In the current test scenario
this effect can, for example, be found for distance measure m2 : pseudo-organism E is
much closer to the subgroup containing A, B, and C in the ward dendrogram than in the
average and complete dendrograms (see Figure A.1 D, E, F on page 96). A similar effect
can be found for pseudo-organism F in the respective dendrograms of distance measures
m4 (see Figure A.2 D, E, F on page 97) and m6 (see Figure A.3 D, E, F on page 98).
However, there does not seem to be the one best clustering technique, especially since
the resulting groupings are the same despite for m1 complete. In principle, it is good
to have dendrograms originating from different clustering techniques for the case that a
particular clustering dendrogram cannot be cut to yield a certain number of groups (as
described above for m1 and complete). If classifications differ, the respective value of the
cpcc can be used to choose the classification that best resembles the underlying distance
data.
Summarizing the analysis for this test scenario one can state the following. Edit dis-
tances and Soergel type edit distances based on reactions as well as based upon both
reactions and metabolites perform well for almost all clustering techniques. All neigh-
borhood sensitive reaction edit distances yield the same result, but are not perfect.
Maximum common subgraph type edit distances generally perform less well than edit
distances and Soergel type edit distances. Moreover, all metabolite-based edit distances
perform poorly. There does not seem to exist the one best clustering technique. On the
contrary, it seems beneficial to keep all clustering techniques and choose as best classifi-
cation the one maximizing the cpcc. This would also enable a user to manually compare
possibly different automatically derived classifications of organisms.
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6.1.2. Lysine Subpathway Test Scenario
In this test scenario the goal is to evaluate how well the distance measures perform
on real world data by assessing how well organisms can be classified according to their
individual pathway variants. Classifying real world data may be more difficult, because
pathway variants in different organisms may differ significantly in their length (number
of associated reactions) or may be affected by misannotations, which both hampers the
comparison.
The pathway relied upon in this test case is a subpathway of the KEGG lysine biosyn-
thesis. Figure 6.2 highlights the associated reactions on the KEGG map of lysine biosyn-
thesis. This pathway is chosen, because there exist three different routes from L-aspartate
to L-lysine, which moreover have different lengths (in terms of number of associated re-
actions). This pathway can be used to evaluate whether the automated approach is able
to classify organisms according to which metabolic route they implement. Furthermore,
it can be assessed how different distance measures cope with the differing lengths of the
different routes. A subpathway is used instead of the entire pathway for simplifying
manual analysis and thus enabling a more reliable manual classification.
Figure 6.2.: KEGG lysine biosynthesis pathway map. Reactions associated with the chosen subpath-
way are highlighted in magenta. The biosynthesis in this subpathway starts at L-aspartate and ends at
L-lysine. It starts with a single reaction chain, splits up into three alternative routes, and merges again
into a last reaction that is common to all routes.
For this test scenario organisms that implement different routes of the lysine subpath-
way are chosen from the KEGG database. Some implement more than one route, and
some implement only parts of one or more routes, which might be due to missing or erro-
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neous annotations or might reflect an intermediate state of evolution (the organism has
lost or aquired, for example by lateral gene transfer, the respective genes). This choice
is made in order to assess how the classification results are influenced by imperfect data.
The resulting list of organisms comprises (abbreviations in brackets): Acinetobacter sp.
ADP1 (aci), Bifidobacterium longum (blo), Clostridium acetobutylicum ATCC 824 (cac),
Clostridium tetani E88 (ctc), Corynebacterium glutamicum (cgl), Enterococcus faecalis
V583 (efa), Lactobacillus plantarum WCFS1 (lpl), Listeria welshimeri SLCC5334 (lwe),
Staphylococcus aureus subsp. aureus COL (sac), and Staphylococcus epidermidis ATCC
12228 (sep). For all reactions in the subpathway Table 6.7 shows whether they are im-
plemented in the respective organism, while Table 6.8 shows the metabolite content of
these organisms.
Table 6.7.: Presence (x) and absence (-) of reactions in analyzed organisms for the lysine biosynthesis
subpathway. Bars between columns indicate the manually derived grouping. Organisms’ abbreviations
are given in the text.
description reaction EC number
organisms (KEGG abbreviation)
sac sep lwe efa lpl cac aci blo cgl ctc
first steps R00480 2.7.2.4 x x x x x x x x x x
R02291 1.2.1.11 x x x x x x x x x x
R02292 4.2.1.52 x x x x x x x x x x
R04198 1.3.1.26 x x x x x x x x x x
R04199 1.3.1.26 x x x x x x x x x x
succinyl R04365 2.3.1.117 x - - x x x x x x -
R04475 2.6.1.17 - - - - - x x - - -
R02734 3.5.1.18 x x - - x x x x x -
R02735 5.1.1.7 - - x x x x x x x -
acetyl R04364 2.3.1.89 - x x - - - - - - -
R04467 2.6.1.- x x x x x x - - - -
R02733 3.5.1.47 - - x x x - - - - -
R02735 5.1.1.7 - - x x x x x x x -
ddh R02755 1.4.1.16 - - - - - - - - x x
last step R00451 4.1.1.20 x x x x x x x x x x
6.1.2.1. Manual Classification of Organisms
Since the goal is to assess how well the organisms can be grouped according to their
pathway variants, the reaction content of the organisms is compared manually in order
to group organisms together according to the different routes of the pathway they imple-
ment. Organisms with incomplete pathway variants are grouped together with organisms
that fully implement them, unless only very few reactions are present. Metabolite content
is not explicitly considered, since it depends on the reaction content.
The manual analysis yields the following. There is no difference in the first part of
this pathway, consisting of reactions R00480, R02291, R02292, R04198, R04199 (EC
2.7.2.4, 1.2.1.11, 4.2.1.52, and 1.3.1.26). All organisms also implement the last reac-
tion of the pathway, R00451 (EC 4.1.1.20). Inbetween, the pathway is split into three
different routes, the succinyl route consisting of R04365, R04475, R02734, and R02735
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Table 6.8.: Presence (x) and absence (-) of metabolites in analyzed organisms for the lysine biosynthesis
subpathway. Metabolites are represented by their KEGG identifier, the abbreviations of the organisms
are given in the text.
metabolite sac sep lwe efa lpl cac aci blo cgl ctc
C00001 x x x x x x x x x x
C00002 x x x x x x x x x x
C00003 x x x x x x x x x x
C00004 x x x x x x x x x x
C00005 x x x x x x x x x x
C00006 x x x x x x x x x x
C00008 x x x x x x x x x x
C00009 x x x x x x x x x x
C00010 x x x x x x x x x -
C00011 x x x x x x x x x x
C00014 - - - - - - - - x x
C00022 x x x x x x x x x x
C00024 - x x - - - - - - -
C00025 x x x x x x x - - -
C00026 x x x x x x x - - -
C00033 - - x x x - - - - -
C00042 x x - - x x x x x -
C00047 x x x x x x x x x x
C00049 x x x x x x x x x x
C00080 x x x x x x x x x x
C00091 x - - x x x x x x -
C00441 x x x x x x x x x x
C00666 x x x x x x x x x -
C00680 x x x x x x x x x x
C03082 x x x x x x x x x x
C03340 x x x x x x x x x x
C03871 - - - - - - - - x x
C03972 x x x x x x x x x x
C04390 x x x x x x - - - -
C04421 x x - - x x x x x -
C04462 x - - x x x x x x -
C05539 x x x x x x - - - -
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(EC 2.3.1.117, 2.6.1.17, 3.5.1.18, and 5.1.1.7), the acetyl route consisting of R04364,
R04467, R02733, and R02735 (EC 2.3.1.89, 2.6.1.-, 3.5.1.47, and 5.1.1.7), as well as the
ddh route, consisting of reaction R02755 (EC 1.4.1.16) catalyzed by the enzyme ddh. The
succinyl and acetyl routes share one reaction, namely R02735 (EC 5.1.1.7). Organisms
implementing the complete succinyl route are Acinetobacter (aci), and C. acetobutylicum
(cac). C. acetobutylicum, however, also implements one reaction of the acetyl route,
whereas Acinetobacter lacks all reactions of this route (except the one reaction common
to both routes). B. longum (blo) implements almost the same reactions as Acinetobac-
ter, both differ in the absence of only one reaction in the succinyl route. Acinetobacter,
B. longum and C. glutamicum (cgl) have in common that all reactions of the acetyl
route are missing, except for reaction R02735, which is part of both routes. However,
C. glutamicum additionally implements reaction R02755, which is the only reaction of
the ddh route. C. tetani (ctc) implements no reaction of both the succinyl and acetyl
route, but is the only organism, besides C. glutamicum, that implements the single reac-
tion of the ddh route. E. faecalis (efa) implements three of four reactions of the acetyl
route and only one additional reaction in the succinyl route. L. plantarum (lpl) differs
by one reaction from E. faecalis, implementing three out of four reactions of the succinyl
route. L. welshimeri (lwe) implements all reactions of the acetyl route and no additional
reactions of the succinyl route. Nevertheless, it is still similar to the two aforementioned
organisms. The remaining organisms, S. aureus (sac) and S. epidermidis (sep), share
one reaction of the succinyl and one reaction of the acetyl route. S. aureus additionally
implements a reaction in the succinyl route and S. epidermidis another reaction in the
acetyl route. Both lack reaction R02735, which is common to both routes.
The organisms C. acetobutylicum, Acinetobacter, B. longum, and C. glutamicum could
be put into a first group of organisms. These organisms either entirely or at least al-
most completely implement the succinyl route, while lacking the acetyl route. C. aceto-
butylicum and Acinetobacter differ by one reaction, Acinetobacter and B. longum by an-
other reaction, and B. longum and C. glutamicum by yet another one. This group might
be split into C. acetobutylicum and Acinetobacter on the one hand and C. glutamicum
and B. longum on the other hand due to the larger distance of three reactions between
C. acetobutylicum and C. glutamicum. E. faecalis, L. plantarum, and L. welshimeri can
be put into another group. These organisms completely, respectively almost completely,
implement the acetyl route, and only some reactions of the first route. S. aureus and
S. epidermidis have either one or two reactions annotated for each route and therefore
can be put together into a group. Both routes seem to be unfunctional for these organ-
isms. C. tetani is the only organism lacking all reactions from both the succinyl route
and the acetyl route. However, C. tetani and C. glutamicum have the presence of the
ddh route in common, and these two organisms are the only ones with this trait. But as
for the remaining reaction content, C. glutamicum is identical to B. longum.
6.1.2.2. Automatic Classification of Organisms
All combinations of distance measures and clustering techniques were applied to the
lysine subpathway and the above defined set of organisms. The resulting dendrograms
can be found in the Appendix (see Figures A.8, A.9, A.10, A.11, A.12, and A.13 on pages
103 ff.), whereas the automatically derived groupings are listed in Table 6.9.
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Table 6.9.: Classification results for the lysine biosynthesis subpathway: for all distance measures and
clustering methods the automatically derived classification of organisms is shown. The first column (DM)
holds the distance measure identifier (abbreviations as defined in Table 6.1), the second column (CM)
the clustering method (A: average linkage agglomerative clustering, C: complete linkage agglomerative
clustering, W: Ward clustering). The next column depicts the cpcc of the classification. The remaining
columns hold the groups of organisms in the automatically derived classification. Organisms are colored
according to the manual grouping: dark blue for existence of succinyl route, light blue for succinyl and
ddh route, green for ddh route, red for acetyl route, pink for succinyl and acetyl route, and orange for
organisms that are difficult to classify, because only few reactions of any route are present. Abbreviations
of organisms are given in the text.
DM CM cpcc automatic classification
m1 A C W 0.73 aci,blo,cac,cgl ctc efa,lpl,lwe sac,sep
m2 A C W 0.70 aci,blo,cac,cgl ctc efa,lpl,lwe sac,sep
m3 A C W 0.74 aci,blo,cac,cgl ctc efa,lpl,lwe sac,sep
m4 A W 0.68 aci,blo,cgl cac,efa,lpl,sac ctc lwe,sep
m4 C 0.67 aci,blo,cgl cac,lpl,sac ctc efa,lwe sep
m5 A C W 0.64 aci,blo,cgl cac,lpl,sac ctc efa,lwe sep
m6 A W 0.69 aci,blo,cgl cac,efa,lpl,sac ctc lwe,sep
m6 C 0.68 aci,blo,cgl cac,lpl,sac ctc efa,lwe sep
m7 A C 0.66 aci,blo,cgl cac,efa,lpl,sac ctc lwe,sep
m7 W 0.65 aci,blo,cgl cac,efa,lpl,lwe,sac,sep ctc
m8 A C W 0.66 aci,blo,cgl cac,efa,lpl,lwe,sac,sep ctc
m9 A C 0.67 aci,blo,cgl cac,efa,lpl,sac ctc lwe,sep
m9 W 0.66 aci,blo,cgl cac,efa,lpl,lwe,sac,sep ctc
m10 A C W 0.85 aci,blo,cac,efa,lpl,lwe,sac,sep cgl,ctc
m11 A 0.73 aci,blo,cac,sac cgl,ctc efa,lpl,lwe sep
m11 C W 0.72 aci,blo,cac cgl,ctc efa,lpl,lwe sac,sep
m12 A 0.71 aci,blo,cac,sac cgl ctc efa lpl lwe sep
m12 C W 0.72 aci,blo,cac,sac cgl,ctc efa lpl lwe sep
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Reaction-based Distance Measures (m1, m2, m3 ). For all three reaction-based dis-
tance measures m1, m2, and m3, and all three clustering techniques the classification
result is identical, namely C. tetani in a singleton group, S. aureus and S. epidermidis
in another group, E. faecalis and L. plantarum, and L. welshimeri in yet another group,
and Acinetobacter, B. longum, C. acetobutylicum, and C. glutamicum in the last group.
This grouping is in accordance with the manual grouping: all organisms implementing
the succinyl route are grouped together including C. glutamicum, which additionally im-
plements the ddh route. C. tetani, the other organism implementing the ddh route is
put into a group on its own. The two organisms S. aureus and S. epidermidis, which are
not easy to classify, are grouped together, and L. plantarum is grouped together with
E. faecalis and L. welshimeri.
Reaction and Metabolite-based Distance Measures (m4, m5, m6 ). For the reaction
and metabolite-based distance measures, the classifications of m4 and m6 are identical.
The four resulting groups for average and ward clustering are C. tetani in a singleton
group, L. welshimeri and S. epidermidis in the second group, Acinetobacter, B. longum,
and C. glutamicum in the third group, and C. acetobutylicum, E. faecalis, L. plantarum,
and S. aureus in the fourth group. In contrast to this, for both m4 and m6 complete,
S. epidermidis forms a singleton group, and E. faecalis is not grouped together with
C. acetobutylicum, L. plantarum, and S. aureus, but with L. welshimeri. The grouping
for m5 and all clustering techniques is identical to that for m4 and m6 complete. For
both m4 and m6 the cpcc is higher for the respective classifications based on average
and ward than for complete indicating that the former better resemble the respective
distance data.
Metabolite-based Distance Measures (m7, m8, m9 ). For the metabolite-based dis-
tance measures m7 and m9 average and complete the grouping is identical to that
for m4 and m6 average and ward. C. tetani in a singleton group, L. welshimeri and
S. epidermidis in the second group, Acinetobacter, B. longum, and C. glutamicum in the
third group, and C. acetobutylicum, E. faecalis, L. plantarum, and S. aureus in the fourth
group. Both m7 and m9 ward are identical to m8 and all clustering techniques: C. tetani
is put into a singleton group, Acinetobacter, B. longum, and C. glutamicum make up the
second group, and the remaining organisms form the third group. For both m7 and m9
the cpcc is higher for the respective classifications based on average and complete than
for ward indicating that the former better resemble the respective distance data.
Neighborhood Sensitive Distance Measures (m10, m11, m12 ). The neighborhood
sensitive distance measure m10 shows the same grouping for all clustering techniques:
C. glutamicum and C. tetani are grouped together, while all other organisms are put
into the second group. For m11 and the average approach S. epidermidis is put into a
singleton group, C. glutamicum and C. tetani form another group, E. faecalis, L. plan-
tarum, and L. welshimeri are put together and so are Acinetobacter, B. longum, C. ace-
tobutylicum, and S. aureus, while for complete and ward, S. aureus does not join Acineto-
bacter, B. longum, and C. acetobutylicum, but S. epidermidis. For distance measure m12
average, Acinetobacter, B. longum, C. acetobutylicum, and S. aureus are put together
into one group, while all other organisms form singleton groups. For complete and ward
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the same classification is deduced besides that C. glutamicum and C. tetani are grouped
together. For m11 the cpcc for the classification based on the average dendrogram is
higher than the cpcc for the complete and ward -based classification indicating that the
former better resembles the respective distance data. For m12, however, the average
classification yields a lower cpcc than the classification deduced from the complete and
ward dendrograms.
6.1.2.3. Discussion & Conclusion
As in the first test scenario, for a good combination of distance measure and clustering
technique one would expect the automatically derived grouping (see Table 6.9) to re-
semble the manually derived one (see Table 6.7). However, this is not the case for some
distance measures and clustering techniques.
All reaction-based distance measures combined with any clustering technique show
identical results. The deduced classification perfectly resembles the manual classifica-
tion. L. plantarum, which was not easy to classify manually, is put together with E. fae-
calis and L. welshimeri. C. tetani is always put into a group on its own. Analyzing
the respective dendrograms (see Figures A.8 and A.9 A, B, C on pages 103 ff.) yields
that C. tetani is not even close to C. glutamicum, although both are the only organisms
implementing the ddh route. This results from the higher number of differences in re-
action content for both the succinyl and the acetyl route between these two organisms.
However, when analyzing the dendrograms, one recognizes a slight difference: whereas
for m3 and m2 Acinetobacter joins C. acetobutylicum and B. longum joins C. glutam-
icum and then these groups join, for m1 Acinetobacter joins B. longum, then these are
joined by C. acetobutylicum, and then joined by C. glutamicum. This is another case
for which the order of joinings depends on the names of the organisms to cluster. For
distance measure m1, C. acetobutylicum and Acinetobacter as well as Acinetobacter and
B. longum have the same distance, whereas for m2 and m3 C. acetobutylicum is closer to
Acinetobacter than Acinetobacter to B. longum. Exchanging names of C. acetobutylicum
and B. longum and rerunning the analysis yields new dendrograms that now resemble
the ones from m3 and m2 (results not shown).
For all reaction and metabolite-based distance measures and all clustering techniques,
Acinetobacter, B. longum, and C. glutamicum group together as for the manual classi-
fication and the reaction-based distance measures. However, C. acetobutylicum is not
put into this group here, but instead is grouped together with S. aureus and L. plan-
tarum. For m4 average and ward and m6 average and ward, E. faecalis also joins this
group. Analyzing the metabolite content (see Table 6.8) explains this difference to the
reaction-based distance measures: C. acetobutylicum and S. aureus have all metabolites
in common, and L. plantarum differs only by one metabolite, whereas all other discrepan-
cies are larger. Another difference to the manual classification is the group consisting of
L. welshimeri and S. epidermidis, which occurs whenever E. faecalis is grouped together
with C. acetobutylicum, L. plantarum, and S. aureus. Altogether, these combinations
of distance measures and clustering techniques are not suitable for grouping organisms
according to their pathway variants.
All metabolite-based distance measures result in groupings that do not resemble the
manually derived grouping. C. acetobutylicum is grouped together with S. aureus, in-
stead of with the very close organism Acinetobacter. Analyzing the metabolite content
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yields that C. acetobutylicum and S. aureus share all metabolites, which explains this
grouping. Instead, C. acetobutylicum and L. plantarum are always grouped together, be-
cause they only differ by one metabolite. Also these combinations of distance measures
and clustering techniques are not considered well suited.
The neighborhood sensitive distance measures m10 and m11 have in common that
for all clustering techniques C. glutamicum is grouped together with C. tetani. This
correlates with these two organisms being the only ones implementing the ddh route.
However, C. glutamicum also implements the succinyl route, which C. tetani does not.
Analyzing the costs for edit operations on the reactions (see Table 6.10) reveals that
reaction R02755 (EC 1.4.1.16), which is catalyzed by ddh, has a large number of adja-
cent reactions, which makes deleting this reaction having a huge impact on the distances
calculated by any of the neighborhood sensitive distance measures. For m10 and all clus-
tering techniques the other organisms are put together into a second group, which is not
even close to the manually derived classification of the organisms. However, analyzing
the dendrograms shows that E. faecalis, L. plantarum, and L. welshimeri are always put
closely together as in the manually derived grouping. But even if the dendrogram would
be cut at another height, still S. aureus and S. epidermidis would be grouped together
with Acinetobacter, B. longum, and C. acetobutylicum. For m11 complete and ward
besides C. glutamicum and C. tetani, Acinetobacter, B. longum, and C. acetobutylicum
form one group, S. aureus and S. epidermidis another, and E. faecalis, L. plantarum, and
L. welshimeri the last. This grouping is in accordance with the manually derived one.
For the average approach, S. epidermidis is put into a singleton group, while S. aureus
joins the group that also contains Acinetobacter, B. longum, and C. acetobutylicum. This
grouping still is considered as conform with the manual classification, because S. aureus
and S. epidermidis are organisms that are not easy to classify. For the neighborhood sen-
sitive distance measure m12 and average, Acinetobacter, B. longum, C. acetobutylicum,
and S. aureus are put into one group, while all remaining organisms are classified into
singleton groups. For complete and ward the only difference is that here C. glutamicum
and C. tetani make up another group, as for distance measures m10 and m11. So far
the grouping is in agreement with the manual classification. However, E. faecalis does
not join L. welshimeri, and neither L. plantarum is grouped together with E. faecalis
nor L. welshimeri with Acinetobacter, B. longum, and C. acetobutylicum. Thus, no
classification based on m12 resembles the manually derived grouping.
Summarizing this test case, one can say that distance measures based on reactions as
well as the neighborhood sensitive distance measure m11 perform well and much better
than those based on both reactions and metabolites and those based on metabolites
alone. There is no clear preference for any of the clustering techniques.
6.1.3. Choice of Distance Measure and Clustering Technique
In this section the analysis results of both test scenarios are summarized and a conclu-
sion is drawn as to which distance measure and clustering technique to use for further
applications.
Of all analyzed distance measures, the reaction-based edit distance m1 as well as
the Soergel type reaction edit distance m3 perform best. The neighborhood sensitive
reaction edit distance m11 also performs well, but not as well as the former two (see
the conclusion of the first test scenario, in Section 6.1.1.3 on page 64). The difference
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Table 6.10.: Costs of edit operations for reactions of the lysine biosynthesis subpathway for all neigh-
borhood sensitive distance measures. s: number of synonymous reactions for a particular reaction, a:
number of adjacent reactions for a particular reaction, reaction edit cost formulae for m10 : e−s+
1
2
(a),
m11 : 12s +
a
2 , m12 : max(1 − s +
a
2 , 10
−6).
reaction s a
reaction edit cost
m10 m11 m12
R00451 1 2 1.000 1.500 1.000
R00480 1 1 0.607 1.000 0.500
R02291 1 9 33.115 5.000 4.500
R02292 1 8 20.086 4.500 4.000
R02733 1 8 20.086 4.500 4.000
R02734 1 6 7.389 3.500 3.000
R02735 1 4 2.718 2.500 2.000
R02755 1 14 403.429 7.500 7.000
R04198 1 8 20.086 4.500 4.000
R04199 1 12 148.413 6.500 6.000
R04364 1 6 7.389 3.500 3.000
R04365 1 6 7.389 3.500 3.000
R04467 1 4 2.718 2.500 2.000
R04475 1 4 2.718 2.500 2.000
between the reaction edit distance and the Soergel type reaction edit distance is the
normalization factor. Normalizing can be understood as additionally weighting the cost
for an edit operation. The first option is to weight all edit operations in each comparison
relative to the size of the two organisms being compared, which results in different weights
for different pairs of organisms (Soergel type reaction edit distance). The second option is
to weight all edit operations equally over all pairs of organisms to be compared (reaction
edit distance). In order to avoid distortion, the decision is made in favor of the reaction
edit distance.
In both test scenarios no single best clustering technique could be determined. On the
contrary, it seems beneficial to keep all clustering techniques, namely average , com-
plete , and ward for being able to manually compare the automatically derived clas-
sification of organisms. This increases the chance to find the best classification for a
given pathway and set of organisms. If all classifications are identical this indicates a
good quality of the grouping. In the case classifications differ, the best classification is
determined as the one yielding the highest value for the cpcc.
6.2. Comparative Metabolic Pathway Analysis of Five
Corynebacteria
Five species from the Corynebacterium genus are analyzed using the newly developed
approach for metabolic network comparison. The comparative analysis is performed
for all KEGG pathways as well as for the overall metabolic network of these organisms
based on the normalized reaction edit distance m1. The five analyzed organisms comprise
all Corynebacteria currently available in the KEGG database, namely Corynebacterium
diphtheriae NCTC 13129 (KEGG abbreviation: cdi) Corynebacterium efficiens YS-314
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(cef) Corynebacterium glutamicum ATCC 13032 in the KEGG variant from Kyowa
Hakko (cgl), Corynebacterium jeikeium K411 (cjk), and Corynebacterium urealyticum
DSM 7109 (cur). These organisms were chosen because they are taxonomically closely
related to each other, but nevertheless occur in different environments or habitats and
comprise pathogenic as well as non-pathogenic species. This makes them an interesting
set of organisms to compare, since one may find hints concerning pathogenicity factors,
clues for lifestyle prerequisites, habitat related adaptations, or pathways containing reac-
tions for which the existing annotation of corresponding genes in the analyzed organisms
can be improved. The phylogenetic relationship of Corynebacteria has been analyzed
by Khamis et al. (2005) using the neighbor-joining method based on concatenated 16S
rRNA and rpoB gene sequences. In the resulting dendrogram, C. glutamicum can be
found close to C. efficiens, and C. jeikeium close to C. urealyticum, while C. diphtheriae
is in the same branch as the first two, but at some distance. While C. glutamicum and
C. efficiens are non-pathogenic (Kalinowski et al., 2003; Nishio et al., 2003), C. diph-
theriae, C. jeikeium and C. urealyticum are human pathogens (Cerdeño-Tárraga et al.,
2003; Tauch et al., 2005, 2008).
6.2.1. Classification Results
In case the comparative analysis of a set of organisms is performed for a large number of
pathways, the resulting list of pathways with corresponding classifications of organisms
is very long and thus very time-consuming to inspect and to interpret. In order to
ease this procedure, it is possible to sort the list of pathways using different strategies.
One strategy is to sort the list according to the maximum amount of mutually missing
reactions (see Section 5.2). This strategy is called absolute sorting strategy. If this
sorting strategy is applied, for the listed pathways the set of analyzed organisms for at
least one clustering technique is split into groups in a way such that for at least one pair
of groups there exist many reactions in all organisms of one group that are missing from
the other group or vice versa. If the number of these reactions is reasonably high, the two
groups can be regarded well-separated. Well-separatedness of clusters can be interpreted
as an indicator for a good clustering result (Handl et al., 2005).
The automatically derived classifications of the five Corynebacteria for the top five
pathways according to this sorting strategy are shown in Table 6.11, while Table 6.12
shows the drc for each pair of groups of Corynebacteria for the same pathways. A
selection of these pathways will be discussed below in more detail.
However, one may argue that this sorting is not appropriate, because it only accounts
for the absolute number of mutually missing reactions. This means that a large pathway
(comprising many reactions) might be on top of the list, because half of its reactions
make up the difference between two groups of organisms, while a small pathway for
which also half of the reactions belong to the differential reaction content might not even
be close to the top. In order to address this problem, it is also possible to sort according
to the maximum amount of mutually missing reactions relative to the total number of
reactions in the respective pathway. Note that in this sorting, the top listed pathway is
not necessarily the one with best separated clusters. The top five pathways according
to this relative sorting strategy are listed in Table 6.13, and a selection of these will
be discussed below. The automatically derived classifications of the Corynebacteria into
groups are not explicitly listed, since they can be deduced from the same table.
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Table 6.11.: Automatically derived classification of organisms for top five pathways resulting from
comparative pathway analysis of the Corynebacteria C. diphtheriae (KEGG abbreviation cdi), C. ef-
ficiens (cef), C. glutamicum ATCC 13032 (cgl), C. jeikeium (cjk), and C. urealyticum (cur). Results
are sorted according to the absolute sorting strategy. The columns provide the pathway name, KEGG
pathway number (NO), clustering method (CM, A: average linkage agglomerative, C: complete linkage
agglomerative, W: Ward method), and the groups of organisms.
pathway name NO CM groups
Fatty acid metabolism 00071 A C W cdi cgl cef cjk cur
Porphyrin and chlorophyll metabolism 00860 A C W cdi cef cgl cjk cur
Purine metabolism 00230 A C W cdi cur cef cgl cjk
1- and 2-Methylnaphthalene degradation 00624 A C W cdi cef cur cgl cjk
Fatty acid biosynthesis 00061 A C W cdi cef cgl cjk cur
Table 6.12.: Top five pathways resulting from comparative pathway analysis of the Corynebacte-
ria C. diphtheriae (KEGG abbreviation cdi), C. efficiens (cef), C. glutamicum ATCC 13032 (cgl),
C. jeikeium (cjk), and C. urealyticum (cur). Results are sorted according to the absolute sorting strat-
egy. The columns provide the pathway name, KEGG pathway number (NO), clustering method (CM;
A: average linkage agglomerative, C: complete linkage agglomerative, W: Ward method), two groups of
organisms, as well as the differential reaction content for these two groups. The latter is subdivided
into the number of all reations in the respective pathway (pw), number of reactions implemented by
all organisms (all), number of reactions occurring in all organisms of group 1, but in no organism from
group 2 (1a), number of reactions occurring in some, but not all organisms of group 1, and in no organ-
ism from group 2 (1s), number of reactions occurring in all organisms of group 2, but in no organism
from group 1 (2a), number of reactions occurring in some, but not all organisms of group 2, and in no
organism from group 1 (2s).
reaction content
pathway name NO CM group1 group2
pw all g1a g1s g2a g2s
Fatty acid metabo- 00071 A C W cdi cgl cef 47 10 0 0 12 0
lism cdi cgl cjk 47 9 1 0 23 0
cdi cgl cur 47 10 0 1 13 0
cef cjk 47 24 1 0 11 0
cef cur 47 17 8 0 8 0
cjk cur 47 24 11 0 1 0
Porphyrin and chloro- 00860 A C W cdi cef cgl 96 20 15 0 1 1
phyll metabolism cdi cjk cur 96 16 23 0 0 0
cef cgl cjk cur 96 15 6 4 0 0
Purine metabolism 00230 A C W cdi cur cef 145 49 7 5 1 0
cdi cur cgl 145 47 9 2 8 0
cdi cur cjk 145 54 2 1 6 0
cef cgl 145 51 2 0 10 0
cef cjk 145 49 4 0 18 0
cgl cjk 145 58 3 0 9 0
1- and 2-Methylnaph- 00624 A C W cdi cef cur cgl 43 4 0 1 13 0
thalene degradation cdi cef cur cjk 43 0 4 4 4 0
cgl cjk 43 4 17 0 1 0
Fatty acid biosyn- 00061 A C W cdi cef cgl 53 34 7 0 1 0
thesis cdi cjk cur 53 31 10 0 1 0
cef cgl cjk cur 53 25 10 0 7 0
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Table 6.13.: Top five pathways resulting from comparative pathway analysis of the Corynebacte-
ria C. diphtheriae (KEGG abbreviation cdi), C. efficiens (cef), C. glutamicum ATCC 13032 (cgl),
C. jeikeium (cjk), and C. urealyticum (cur). Results are sorted according to the relative sorting strat-
egy. Columns and abbreviations are as in Table 6.12.
reaction content
pathway name NO CM group1 group2
pw all g1a g1s g2a g2s
Inositol
metabolism
00031 A C W cdi cef cjk cur cgl 8 0 0 0 6 0
Biosynthesis of
siderophore group
nonribosomal
peptides
01053 A C W cdi cef cgl cur cjk 5 0 0 0 3 0
Fatty acid metabo- 00071 A C W cdi cgl cef 47 10 0 0 12 0
lism cdi cgl cjk 47 9 1 0 23 0
cdi cgl cur 47 10 0 1 13 0
cef cjk 47 24 1 0 11 0
cef cur 47 17 8 0 8 0
cjk cur 47 24 11 0 1 0
1- and 2-Methyl- 00624 A C W cdi cef cur cgl 43 4 0 1 13 0
naphthalene degra- cdi cef cur cjk 43 0 4 4 4 0
dation cgl cjk 43 4 17 0 1 0
Fluorobenzoate
degradation
00364 A C W cdi cjk cur cef cgl 22 0 0 0 8 2
Sorting the lists of results as described above is appropriate if not much is known
about the organisms under investigation. However, if there exists additional knowledge
about which grouping of organisms might be of special interest, this can be used to filter
the list of pathways. If, for example, the taxonomic relationship between the analyzed
organisms is known, it might be of interest to list only those pathways that exhibit a
grouping differing from the taxonomic classification. Similarly, if the pathogenicity of
the analyzed organisms is known, groupings of interest might be those that either group
pathogenic or non-pathogenic species together. This helps to find pathways and reactions
that are unique for pathogens and therefore possibly important for their pathogenic
lifestyle. Thus, the respective enzymes and genes might be of interest for drug design.
Furthermore, filtering pathways for which some organism is put into a singleton group
helps to find metabolic specialties or to reveal missing or erroneous annotations.
It can be specified whether the filtering is strict or whether the groups may contain
other organisms in addition to the ones defined in the filter. Filtering and sorting can
be applied to the same data set. Filters can be inclusive or exclusive. As an example,
Table 6.14 shows the top 8 pathways for which C. urealyticum is clustered into a singleton
group sorted according to the absolute sorting strategy. The results for one of these will
be discussed below. The automatically derived classifications of the Corynebacteria into
groups are not explicitly listed, since they can be deduced from the same table.
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Table 6.14.: Top eight filtered pathways resulting from comparative pathway analysis of the Corynebac-
teria C. diphtheriae (KEGG abbreviation cdi), C. efficiens (cef), C. glutamicum ATCC 13032 (cgl),
C. jeikeium (cjk), and C. urealyticum (cur). Only pathways for which C. urealyticum is grouped into a
singleton cluster are displayed. The list is sorted according to the absolute sorting strategy. Columns
and abbreviations are as in Table 6.12.
reaction content
pathway name NO CM group1 group2
pw all 1a 1s 2a 2s
Fatty acid metabo- 00071 A C W cdi cgl cef 47 10 0 0 12 0
lism cdi cgl cjk 47 9 1 0 23 0
cdi cgl cur 47 10 0 1 13 0
cef cjk 47 24 1 0 11 0
cef cur 47 17 8 0 8 0
cjk cur 47 24 11 0 1 0
Biosynthesis of unsa- 01040 A C W cdi cef cgl cjk cur 41 0 3 0 10 0
turated fatty acids
Starch and sucrose 00500 A C W cdi cjk cef 84 17 0 2 2 0
metabolism cdi cjk cgl 84 17 0 1 3 0
cdi cjk cur 84 12 5 2 0 0
cef cgl 84 18 1 0 3 0
cef cur 84 12 7 0 0 0
cgl cur 84 12 9 0 0 0
Nitrogen metabolism 00910 A C W cdi cef cgl 71 8 0 0 5 1
cdi cjk 71 9 1 0 3 0
cdi cur 71 8 2 0 6 0
cef cgl cjk 71 9 4 1 1 0
cef cgl cur 71 11 2 1 1 0
cjk cur 71 11 1 0 3 0
Glycolysis/ 00010 A C W cdi cef cgl cjk 47 23 2 0 2 0
Gluconeogenesis cdi cef, cgl cur 47 23 2 2 1 0
cjk cur 47 22 5 0 2 0
Glutamate metabo- 00251 A C W cdi cef 35 13 0 0 6 0
lism cdi cgl cjk 35 13 0 0 4 2
cdi cur 35 13 0 0 4 0
cef cgl cjk 35 16 2 0 1 1
cef cur 35 16 3 0 1 0
cgl cjk cur 35 15 2 1 1 0
Galactose metabo- 00052 A C W cdi cef cgl cjk 51 11 2 0 0 0
lism cdi cur 51 9 5 0 0 0
cef cgl cjk cur 51 9 2 1 0 0
Citrate cycle 00020 A C W cdi cef cgl 29 16 1 0 0 0
(TCA cycle) cdi cef cjk 29 15 2 1 0 0
cdi cef cur 29 15 2 1 0 0
cgl cjk 29 15 2 0 0 0
cgl cur 29 14 3 0 1 0
cjk cur 29 14 1 0 1 0
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6.2.2. Biological Interpretation
As has already been mentioned, it is not only the amount of differences, but also the
distribution of organisms into groups that is of interest for interpreting the results for
a particular pathway. Especially if groupings are unexpected, this might indicate previ-
ously unknown findings.
If for some pathway organisms are grouped according to their habitat or lifestyle,
this might indicate the presence of reactions in this pathway that are associated with
the organisms’ adaptation to their habitat or their particular lifestyle. If, for example,
pathogens are grouped together or pathogens are at least not grouped together with non-
pathogenic species, this might be due to reactions in this pathway that are associated
with the pathogenic lifestyle of the respective organisms.
If the classification is similar to the taxonomic relationship of the organisms, this may
reflect alterations in the set of reactions of the respective organisms that are associated
with their evolution. These differences might have implications on the lifestyle of the
organisms or might reflect the loss of genes in the course of evolution or both.
If the classification reflects none of the two cases above, this might be due to metabolic
peculiarities of the organism or might reflect missing or erroneous annotations. In both
cases, the respective pathways are of special interest: in the first case, because some
special trait of the organism might be the reason for this grouping, and in the second case,
because a further analysis of the pathway might lead to an improvement of the existing
annotation. Note that incorrect annotations can always influence clustering results and
thus any of the above mentioned classifications might be influenced by misannotations.
In the following sections, the classification results are discussed for a selection of the
top-ranked pathways from the sorted lists presented above. It is not possible to discuss
the results for all pathways, since the amount of analyzed pathways is too large. Path-
ways are categorized into the above described classes of possible interpretations. Since
this classification is not exclusive, pathways might belong to more than one class. Pub-
lished research results will be used to explain the automatically generated classification
of organisms for particular pathways.
6.2.2.1. Pathway Analysis in Light of Habitat and Lifestyle
The classifications of organisms for some pathways in the sorted lists can be explained
with the habitat or lifestyle of the respective organisms or with metabolic specialties
of some of the organisms. In the application case at hand, this might arise due to
differences between pathogenic and non-pathogenic Corynebacteria and thus be useful for
revealing pathogenicity factors. More generally, any metabolic prerequisite for survival
in a particular habitat that expresses itself as a number of reactions in a particular
metabolic pathway may lead to classifications in which the organisms that implement the
respective reactions hold a prominent position. If such pathways are known, classifying
organisms with unknown habitat on these pathways may be used as indicator whether
they occur in this habitat: on the one hand, if they implement all or almost all necessary
reactions, they might be able to survive in the particular habitat, and on the other hand,
if too many reactions are missing, they presumably cannot. The KEGG pathways fatty
acid metabolism, porphyrin and chlorophyll metabolism, fatty acid biosynthesis, inositol
metabolism, and biosynthesis of siderophore group nonribosomal peptides are cases for
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which the classification can be explained with the habitat and lifestyle of the organisms.
Fatty Acid Metabolism (KEGG pathway number 00071). The top-ranked pathway
in the list sorted according to the absolute sorting strategy (see Table 6.12) is fatty acid
metabolism. It is not only the amount of mutually missing reactions that makes this
pathway an interesting one, but also C. jeikeium and C. urealyticum not being clustered
together, but into a singleton group each, although both are human pathogens. The
remaining groups are C. efficiens as another singleton group and C. glutamicum and
C. diphtheriae in the last group, which correlates with C. glutamicum and C. diphthe-
riae not being capable of degrading fatty acids. In contrast to this, both C. jeikeium
and C. urealyticum are able to metabolize fatty acids. They belong to the lipophilic
Corynebacteria (Tauch et al., 2005, 2008). However, on the basis of the KEGG anno-
tation they are not grouped together. Analyzing the differential reaction content (data
not shown) in more detail reveals that this is mainly due to the lack of an enzyme
with EC number 1.1.1.35 catalyzing KEGG reactions R01975, R04737, R04739, R04741,
R04743, R04745, and R04748 in C. urealyticum. However, this gene is not truly missing
in C. urealyticum, as is reported below (see Section 6.2.2.2).
C. jeikeium and C. urealyticum are known to occur on the human skin, so the ability
to metabolize fatty acids seems to be an adaptation to their habitat or, from a different
point of view, might once has been an advantage and thus has enabled these organisms
to colonize this special habitat.
Porphyrin and Chlorophyll Metabolism (KEGG pathway number 00860). For the
porphyrin and chlorophyll metabolism, C. diphtheriae is put into a singleton group.
Furthermore, C. glutamicum and C. efficiens are put together, as are C. jeikeium and
C. urealyticum (see Table 6.12). This classification is similar to the taxonomic relation-
ship of these organisms, and at the same time separates pathogens from non-pathogens.
The reason for listing this pathway at second position in the list sorted by the absolute
sorting strategy is that for C. diphtheriae many reactions are annotated that none of the
other analyzed Corynebacteria has. KEGG’s porphyrin and chlorophyll metabolism is a
huge pathway combining many different chains of metabolic conversions required for dif-
ferent cellular needs in different types of organisms. The connection between the different
pathway routes is the structural similarity between the respective end products: they all
involve porphyrin ring structures. For better understanding the clustering results, it is
necessary to examine the individual parts of this pathway. The chlorophyll biosynthe-
sis part obviously is not relevant for the analyzed Corynebacteria. However, porphyrin
rings are constituents not only of chlorophyll, but also of heme groups whose syntheses
make up the second part of this pathway. Heme groups constitute an important part
of the cytochromes involved in the respiratory chain. For this reason this part of the
pathway is annotated for all analyzed Corynebacteria. The third part of this pathway is
the synthesis of cobalamin and vitamin B12, both of which also contain porphyrin ring
structures. Most reactions involved in this part are only annotated for C. diphtheriae,
which is the reason for the observed grouping of organisms for this pathway. A reaction
chain leads from precorrin 2 to vitamin B12 coenzyme. Only a few prokaryotes are capa-
ble of synthesizing cobalamin and vitamin B12, among those C. diphtheriae (Rodionov
et al., 2003). It is also known that C. glutamicum lacks the necessary cob genes. Nothing
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has been reported so far about C. efficiens, C. jeikeium, and C. urealyticum. Also, a
sequence-based homolgy search using the annotated cob genes in those Corynebacteria
that lack the respective genes did not return any significant results. Thus, according
to current knowledge it seems valid to say that only C. diphtheriae is able to de-novo
synthesize cobalamin and vitamin B12, and the automatically derived grouping perfectly
resembles this distinctive feature.
Fatty Acid Biosynthesis (KEGG pathway number 00061). The automated classifica-
tion groups C. glutamicum together with C. efficiens, as well as C. jeikeium together
with C. urealyticum, while C. diphtheriae is put into a singleton group (see Table 6.12).
This perfectly resembles the pathway annotation: C. glutamicum and C. efficiens have
the same annotated reactions, as have C. jeikeium and C. urealyticum, while both groups
differ by some reactions. Every reaction present in any other organism is also annotated
for C. diphtheriae, despite reaction R07763, which is annotated for all organisms except
C. diphtheriae. Both C. glutamicum and C. efficiens have a gene coding for a fatty acid
synthase (Radmacher et al., 2005). In contrast to this, C. jeikeium is auxotroph for fatty
acids (Tauch et al., 2005), and C. urealyticum as well (Tauch et al., 2008) due to the
absence of a fatty acid synthase gene. Thus, the classification reflects current knowl-
edge about fatty acid biosynthesis capabilities of the organisms, since C. jeikeium and
C. urealyticum are grouped together. Both are known to occur on the human skin, and
are able to metabolize fatty acids. Since therefore the ability to de-novo synthesize fatty
acids might not be essential, this ability might have been lost in the course of evolution.
Interpreting the results for the fatty acid metabolism together with the results for this
pathway completes the story: both C. jeikeium and C. urealyticum are auxotroph for
fatty acids in contrast to the other Corynebacteria, while both are able to metabolize
fatty acids, which the other Corynebacteria are not.
Inositol Metabolism (KEGG pathway number 00031). In the list sorted according to
the relative sorting strategy (see Table 6.13), inositol metabolism holds the top position.
The automatic classification puts C. glutamicum into a singleton group and all other
organisms into another group. This grouping is in perfect agreement with the annotation
data for this pathway: only for C. glutamicum reactions are annotated, and only one
reaction is missing. According to Krings et al. (2006), myo-inositol can be utilized by
C. glutamicum as a carbon and energy source, but not by the other Corynebacteria
being investigated. Nothing has been reported for C. urealyticum yet, but a sequence-
based homology search for corresponding genes did not return any significant results.
Thus, current knowledge is perfectly represented in the organisms’ annotations for this
pathway and in the results of the automatic classification. This example in particular
proves the usefulness of the relative sorting strategy. Using the absolute sorting strategy,
this pathway appears at position 23 of the list (results not shown).
Biosynthesis of Siderophore Group Nonribosomal Peptides (KEGG pathway num-
ber 01053). The second pathway in the relatively sorted list (see Table 6.13) is the
biosynthesis of siderophore group nonribosomal peptides, for which only C. jeikeium is
classified into a group on its own. This perfectly resembles the current pathway annota-
tion in KEGG: for C. jeikeium three reactions are annotated, while none are annotated
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for any of the other analyzed Corynebacteria. According to KEGG, the genes annotated
for C. jeikeium in this pathway are jk1285 (EC:5.4.4.2), jk1821 (EC 3.3.2.1), jk1819
(EC 1.3.1.28), jk1820 (EC 2.7.7.58), and jk1814 (EC 1.14.13.59). Tauch et al. (2005)
reported that despite jk1285, all these genes are organized in a single gene cluster (jk1805
to jk1821 ), which is involved in siderophore synthesis and iron acquisition. Siderophores
are used by many bacteria for iron uptake. The uptake of iron is essential for almost
all organisms and growth-limiting in many ecological niches. In particular this is the
case for pathogens, because the host specifically limits iron availability as part of its in-
nate defense against invading cellular microorganisms. By using siderophores, pathogens
are able to counter the iron restriction imposed by their hosts (Andrews et al., 2003).
Therefore, this pathway is of interest also for drug target identification.
A sequence-based homology search for corresponding genes in the remaining
Corynebacteria did not return any relevant results. Nevertheless, a similar type of iron
uptake system can be found in C. urealyticum (pstX genes, personal communication with
PD Dr. Andreas Tauch) as well as in C. diphtheriae (Qian et al., 2002). That it does
not appear on the KEGG pathway map might either be due to missing annotations in
KEGG or due to the lack of an appropriate pathway map.
This example shows how the developed comparative approach can help finding path-
ways representing metabolic functions that are essential for an organism’s survival in a
particular habitat.
6.2.2.2. Assisting in Annotation
If the classifications of organisms for some pathway cannot be explained otherwise, they
might be caused by missing or erroneous annotations. In this case, searching for genes
coding for reactions that are missing in some organism using a sequence-based homology
search might help to improve the existing annotation. Two pathways for which candi-
date genes could be found using this method are the citrate cycle as well as fatty acid
metabolism.
Citrate Cycle (KEGG pathway number 00020). The citrate cycle appears at position
eight of the absolutely sorted filtered list (see Table 6.14). This is an unexpected result,
since this pathway is part of the central metabolism, which is not expected to vary much
between taxonomically closely related organisms, such as the five analyzed Corynebac-
teria. An expected result would have been that all organisms are grouped together or
are grouped in a way similar to their taxonomic relationship.
Analyzing the drc for this pathway reveals that the five Corynebacteria differ in the
annotation of the following four reactions: R00344 (EC 6.4.1.1), R00405, (EC 6.2.1.5),
R02570 (EC 2.3.1.61), and R00362 (EC 4.1.3.6). Both C. jeikeium and C. urealyticum
are lacking genes for an enzyme accomplishing the function of a pyruvate carboxylase
(Tauch et al., 2005, 2008), which corresponds to reaction R00344 (EC 6.4.1.1). This gene
loss may be related to the utilization of exogenous fatty acids as sources for carbon and
energy (Tauch et al., 2008). C. jeikeium, C. urealyticum, and C. diphtheriae are more-
over missing the sucCD genes encoding the alpha and beta subunits of a succinyl-CoA
synthetase (R00405, EC 6.2.1.5), which indicates that there exists a variant of the cit-
rate cycle in cutaneous Corynebacteria (Tauch et al., 2005, 2008; Cerdeño-Tárraga et al.,
2003). The third difference is the apparent lack of a gene coding for a dihydrolipoamide
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succinyltransferase (R02570, EC 2.3.1.61) in C. glutamicum and C. jeikeium. However,
results of a sequence-based homology search against these two genomes for genes similar
to the ones annotated for the other three analyzed Corynebacteria leads to the assump-
tion that genes coding for this function are present in these species. At last, according
to the KEGG data, C. urealyticum is missing a gene for the citrate lyase beta subunit
(R00362, EC 4.1.3.6). For this case, neither literature could be found confirming this
finding, nor did the sequence-based homology search yield any significant results.
This example underlines on the one hand how much the developed pathway comparison
approach depends on the quality of the existing annotation, and on the other hand that
due to this feature it can lead the track to improve the existing annotation. In particular,
the developed approach can be very useful to detect unexpected differences across a set
of organisms that otherwise could easily be missed.
Fatty Acid Metabolism (KEGG pathway number 00071). As has already been re-
ported above, both C. jeikeium and C. urealyticum are able to metabolize fatty acids
as they belong to the lipophilic Corynebacteria (Tauch et al., 2005, 2008). That they
are nevertheless not grouped together for this pathway is mainly due to the lack of a
gene in C. urealyticum coding for a 3-hydroxyacyl-CoA dehydrogenase catalyzing reac-
tions R01975, R04737, R04739, R04741, R04743, R04745, and R04748 (all EC 1.1.1.35).
It has not been reported in the literature that C. urealyticum lacks this function, so a
sequence-based homology search was conducted using the corresponding gene from the
close relative C. jeikeium, named jk0159. The best hit is a CDS called cu0178 which is
already annotated with the very same function, suggesting that this function is present
in C. urealyticum. Searching the KEGG database for this gene reveals that it actually
is present in the KEGG annotation, but no EC number has been assigned. This might
be the reason that this enzyme is not mapped to the respective reaction in the KEGG
pathway. Meanwhile the KEGG database has been updated, and as has been predicted
here, in the current version this gene is annotated with the respective function. This
example again underlines the capability of the developed comparative approach to assist
in improving existing annotation.
6.2.2.3. Finding Targets for Drug Design
Finding new targets for drug design is an important goal in medicine. The developed
approach for metabolic network comparison can be useful in this process in the following
way. When comparing pathogenic versus non-pathogenic organisms, in every analyzed
pathway for which the grouping separates pathogens from non-pathogens, some reaction
might be present in the pathogens only that is obligatory for their pathogenic lifestyle.
The analyzed set of Corynebacteria comprises the pathogenic species C. diphtheriae,
C. jeikeium, and C. urealyticum. For these species the existence of multidrug resistant
strains has been reported (Pereira et al., 2008; Tauch et al., 2005, 2008). Due to their
prevalence in clinical settings it is an urgent goal to find new methods to fight these
bacteria.
Fatty Acid Biosynthesis and Fatty Acid Metabolism (KEGG pathway numbers
00061 and 00071). Pathways of interest here are the fatty acid biosynthesis, for which
the two pathogenic species C. jeikeium and C. urealyticum are clustered together (see
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Table 6.12), and the fatty acid metabolism, for which C. jeikeium and C. urealyticum
are clustered into groups on their own. C. jeikeium is auxotroph for fatty acids (Tauch
et al., 2005), and C. urealyticum possibly as well, while both are able to metabolize fatty
acids. Thus, inhibiting fatty acid catabolism might be a potent approach to fight these
Corynebacteria. Cox et al. (2004) reported that fatty acid catabolism of Corynebacteria
that are otherwise able to catabolize fatty acids can actually be inhibited by 4-hydroxy-
3-methoxybenzyl alcohol at sub-lethal concentrations. The authors suggest to use this
chemical compound as ingredient of deodorants for fighting these bacteria on the sur-
face of the skin for reducing malodor formation. This example shows that metabolic
differences relevant for drug design can be detected using the developed comparative
approach.
6.2.2.4. Overall metabolic network analysis
Besides analyzing the Corynebacteria on each of the KEGG pathways separately, the
same analysis was performed on the overall metabolic network of these organisms. The
overall metabolic network was constructed by merging all KEGG pathways into a single
metabolic network. The dendrograms resulting from this analysis are depicted in the
Appendix (see Figure A.14 on page 109). The automatically derived classification of
organisms is the same for all three clustering techniques and groups C. jeikeium and
C. urealyticum together, while C. glutamicum, C. efficiens, and C. diphtheriae are put
into singleton groups. Also, all three dendrograms are qualitatively identical: in each
of them C. jeikeium is grouped together with C. urealyticum. At some distance, this
group is joined by C. diphtheriae. C. glutamicum is grouped together with C. efficiens.
These dendrograms closely resemble the phylogenetic relationship as deduced by Khamis
et al. (2005). Thus, there is not much to be learned from the results of the overall meta-
bolic network comparison. In particular, this analysis fails to detect pathway specific
differences, which was possible by comparing smaller pathways. This underlines the
appropriateness of a comparative approach based on smaller pathways, like the one de-
veloped in this thesis, for revealing interesting details on similarities and differences in
metabolism across a set of organisms.
Altogether, this application case shows that the developed approach for metabolic net-
work comparison can assist in finding metabolic peculiarities of the analyzed organisms,
detecting metabolic functions necessary for survival in a particular habitat, finding new
candidate genes for drug design, and revealing missing or erroneous annotations. In
particular, it is beneficial to base the comparisons on smaller pathways instead of on
the overall metabolic network. Automatically grouping the analyzed organisms saves a
lot of time and effort, since significant metabolic differences for particular organisms,
e.g. pathogens, can be detected easily by sorting and filtering the pathways based on the
automatic classification for individual pathways and the respective differential reaction
content.

CHAPTER 7
Conclusion
7.1. Summary
In this thesis a fully automated approach for comparative analysis of organisms on the
functional level of metabolism yielding a classification of the analyzed organisms accord-
ing to their individual metabolic pathway variants was developed. In contrast to gene
sequence-based comparison techniques, the approach developed herein is based on the
functional annotation of genes, namely metabolic reactions. Moreover, instead of com-
paring individual reactions one at a time, sets of reactions that are jointly involved in
the same cellular process, also known as metabolic pathways, are compared.
Data on metabolic pathways were taken from the KEGG database. This includes
definitions of metabolic reactions, reaction annotation data for individual organisms as
well as data on organization of reactions into metabolic pathways. Metabolic pathways
were modeled as directed node labeled graphs. Distance measures were developed based
on the theory of edit distances on graphs. It was proven that the distance measures
are metrics, and, where appropriate, correspondences between the implemented edit
distance-based distance measures and already published distance measures were shown.
The developed comparative analysis approach comprises the following steps. Firstly,
pairwise distances are calculated between the pathway variants of a set of organisms to be
analyzed. Then, organisms are clustered based on these distances using various clustering
approaches which results in a dendrogram for each clustering method. Subsequently,
these dendrograms are cut at a certain height and thus a classification (partitioning) of
the analyzed organisms into groups is achieved. The number of groups is determined as
the value for which the cophenetic correlation coefficient between the cophenetic matrix
of the partitioning and the distance matrix is maximized. Finally, the differential reaction
content is calculated for each pair of groups and can either be presented in a table or
visualized on KEGG’s metabolic pathway maps. The entire functionality is implemented
as a web-based application called Comparative Pathway Analyzer, which is publicly
accessible.
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Several distance measures were implemented, namely reaction-based distance mea-
sures, metabolite-based distance measures, reaction and metabolite-based distance mea-
sures, as well as distance measures that, when calculating the edit cost for the deletion or
insertion of a reaction, take into account the neighboring reactions. All distance measures
were evaluated against each other in order to find the one that is most adequate for the
given data. The evaluation was performed on two manually designed test scenarios, since
a standard of truth did not exist. Three different clustering techniques, namely average
and complete linkage agglomerative clustering as well as Ward clustering, were evalu-
ated for their suitability to group organisms based on distance data on the organisms’
pathway variants.
Furthermore, as an application example, five Corynebacteria were compared against
each other using the newly developed approach and the results were discussed in light of
their biological relevance.
7.2. Discussion
Evaluating distance measures and clustering techniques
For evaluating the performance of distance measures and clustering techniques two test
scenarios were constructed. Each scenario consists of a pathway, a set of organisms, and
a manually derived classification of the organisms according to their particular pathway
variants. The first test scenario was artificially created for testing the correct functioning
of the distance measures, whereas the second one is derived from the KEGG lysine
biosynthesis pathway for evaluating the performance on a real world example. A distance
measure and a clustering technique are considered well suited if the automatically derived
classification of organisms resembles the manually derived one.
In the first test scenario most distance measures performed well. Exceptions are
the neighborhood sensitive reaction edit distances and the maximum common subgraph
(mcs) type edit distances. This presumably is due to their design: since mcs type edit
distances are based on the maximum common subgraph, they count what is common to
the two reaction networks being compared and do not take into account the differences.
Even the normalization relative to the larger of the two networks cannot compensate for
that, although in a sense this takes into account the differences at least for the larger
of both networks. For the neighborhood sensitive reaction edit distances the automated
classification almost perfectly matches the manual one. The difference is that one or-
ganism could not be separated from its closest neighbors by the automated procedure,
although it functionally differs from them.
In the second test scenario the performance of the distance measures is quite different.
The best resemblance between automatic and manual classification was achieved by
all reaction-based distance measures (reaction edit distance m1, mcs type reaction edit
distance m2, and Soergel type reaction edit distance m3 ). Their classification perfectly
resembles the manual classification.
Metabolite-based distance measures did not perform well. They suffer from the fact
that the metabolite content does not properly reflect differences in the metabolic net-
works, which is due to the derivation of the metabolite content: reactions are set to be
present if some gene in the organism’s genome has the respective function. Via reac-
tion stoichiometry metabolites are associated with one or more reactions as substrates
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or products and a metabolite is set to be present in the network if at least one reaction
it is associated with is present. If, for example, one reaction is removed from a network,
while all neighboring reactions remain present, none of the intermediate metabolites is
removed from the network. In this case metabolite-based distance measures cannot cap-
ture that the network is altered. Once there exist good measurements of the metabolite
content of an organism, this information could be used to deduce the metabolite content
independently from the reaction content. Then, distance measures based on metabolite
content alone, or based on both reaction and metabolite content, might become more
powerful.
The distance measures based on both reactions and metabolites performed better
than those based on metabolites alone. However, they suffer from similar effects. This
is probably due to the influence of the metabolite content and the associated problems
discussed above.
For the neighborhood sensitive reaction edit distances m10 and m12, the grouping
of organisms is not even close to the manually derived classification of the organisms.
This indicates that either the concept for weighting edit operations on reactions based
on their network neighborhood (synonymous and adjacent reactions) or the choice of
the scoring function is not appropriate. Only the neighborhood sensitive reaction edit
distance m11 shows an acceptable result as the automatic classification is close to the
manually derived one. The difference between both is the classification of one organism.
An analysis of the edit costs suggested that the relation between edit costs of different
reactions is not well-balanced. Like for the first test scenario, this underlines that for this
type of distance measure the choice of a proper scoring function is essential. The scoring
functions tested so far are not fully satisfying and thus leave room for improvements,
which could be the subject of further research.
Summarizing both test scenarios one can say the following: of all analyzed distance
measures, the reaction edit distance m1 as well as the Soergel type reaction edit distance
m3 perform well. Third best is the neighborhood sensitive reaction edit distance m11.
However, the scoring function of the latter for calculating the reaction edit cost needs to
be improved.
The difference between the reaction edit distance and the Soergel type reaction edit
distance is the normalization factor. Normalizing can be understood as weighting the
cost for an edit operation. In the Soergel type reaction edit distance all edit operations
in a single pairwise comparison are weighted relative to the size of the two organisms
being compared, which results in different weights for a particular reaction when different
pairs of organisms are compared. In the reaction edit distance all edit operations are
weighted equally over all pairs of organisms to be compared. In order to avoid a possible
distortion, the decision was made to weight all edit operations equally and therefore to
rely on the reaction edit distance for further analyses.
In both test scenarios, and for most distance measures, all clustering techniques showed
qualitatively identical clustering dendrograms. For some distance measures average and
complete dendrograms are qualitatively identical, while ward differs from them, and for
some distance measures average and ward are qualitatively identical, while complete
differs. The automatically derived classification in some cases differs across different
clustering techniques. Altogether, no best clustering technique could be identified. On
the contrary, it seems beneficial to keep all clustering techniques for being able to man-
ually compare the automatically derived classifications of organisms. This increases the
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chance to find the best classification for a given pathway and set of organisms. This is
especially the case since it can occur that a particular clustering dendrogram cannot be
cut to yield a certain number of groups due to several group joins at the same distance
level. If classifications derived from different clustering techniques differ, the best clas-
sification is selected as the one for that the cpcc between the cophenetic matrix of the
partitioning and the original distance matrix is maximized. The higher the value of the
cpcc the better is the correspondence of the classification with the original distance data.
In the case that all three clustering methods yield the same classification of organisms
this can be rated as supporting the adequateness of the classification results.
Application to Five Corynebacteria on all KEGG Pathways
The developed approach was applied to five members of the Corynebacterium genus on
all KEGG pathways as well as the organisms’ overall reaction network. For selected
pathways the resulting classifications were discussed in more detail in light of their bio-
logical relevance. In the following paragraphs, different types of classifications and their
biological implication are summarized. Results from the comparative analysis of five
Corynebacteria are assigned to these types, where appropriate. Note that a particu-
lar pathway may be interpreted in more than one way and thus might belong to more
than one of these types. Furthermore, incorrect annotations can always influence the
calculated distances and thus any of the automatically derived classifications might be
influenced by these misannotations.
Habitat and Lifestyle. If, for some pathway, the classification is in accordance with
the habitat of the organisms, e.g. organisms living in the same environment are grouped
together or at least are not grouped together with organisms occurring in other habitats,
the difference in reaction content might lead to findings about special adaptations asso-
ciated with occupation of, and survival in, this habitat. Adaptations include acquisition
of new functions as well as loss of functions. A particular habitat is often associated
with a certain lifestyle. If, for example, pathogenic species form a group on their own,
this might indicate the presence of reactions in this pathway that are associated with
the pathogenic lifestyle of the respective organisms. These pathways could be of special
interest in medical applications because every reaction, or the corresponding gene, that
is unique to any or all of the pathogens in comparison to all non-pathogens is a potential
candidate for drug design. Pathways in the application example belonging to this class
are fatty acid biosynthesis (KEGG pathway number 00061), and fatty acid metabolism
(00071).
Metabolic Specialty. The classification of organisms might be due to some metabolic
specialty of one or more of the organisms. These pathways are of special interest because
some rather specific, and possibly rare, metabolic traits might be discovered. Examples
from the analyzed data set are porphyrin and chlorophyll metabolism (00860), as well as
inositol metabolism (00031).
Taxonomic Relationship. If the classification is similar to the taxonomic rela-
tionship of the organisms, this may reflect alterations in the set of reactions that are
associated with speciation. However, these differences are often also related to lifestyle
and habitat of the organisms. The classifications of the five Corynebacteria for fatty
acid metabolism (00071) and porphyrin and chlorophyll metabolism (00860), which have
already been described above, also resemble the taxonomic relationship of the organisms.
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Another example resembling the taxonomic relationship is fluorobenzoate degradation
(00364), which has not been further discussed.
Missing Annotations. If the classification does not belong to any of the types above,
this might be due to missing or erroneous annotations. In this case, the respective
pathways are of interest because a further analysis might lead to an improvement of
the existing annotation. Examples for this case are citrate cycle (00020) and fatty acid
metabolism (00071). For both pathways candidate genes could be found for not yet
annotated genes using a sequence-based homology search approach.
The application of the developed approach for comparative metabolic network analysis
to five Corynebacteria showed impressively that the classifications for most of the top-
ranked pathways can already be explained using accepted knowledge from literature.
Given the outcome of the current research, it appears probable that for the classifications
of the remaining pathways suitable explanations can also be found. This could be the
topic of interesting and promising further research projects.
Altogether, this research project has shown that comparative metabolic network anal-
ysis, and in particular the developed approach, is valuable for finding differences in
metabolism across a set of organisms that may help to broaden the knowledge about
metabolic specialties of the analyzed organisms, to detect metabolic functions neces-
sary for survival in a particular habitat or for following a certain lifestyle, to find new
candidate genes for drug design, and to reveal missing or erroneous annotations.
The developed approach in particular allows to perform comparative metabolic net-
work analysis in a fully automated fashion. Furthermore, the analysis can be performed
on the overall metabolic network, the KEGG pathways as well as on user-defined path-
ways. Results can be sorted according to the amount of differences between the detected
groups and filtered for quickly finding relevant results. What is more, results can be
visualized on KEGG pathway maps or on automatically generated pathway diagrams.
7.3. Outlook
This section comprises ideas for both further technical developments of the proposed
metabolic network comparison approach and for further application areas.
Technical Improvements
The evaluation of the neighborhood sensitive edit distances showed that the scoring
function for calculating the particular cost for each reaction edit operation needs to be
improved. It seemed that reactions which are highly connected to other reactions are
weighted too strongly. Therefore, an improvement could be achieved by utilizing a scoring
function that grows less fast for increasing values of the number of adjacent reactions.
Presumably, the clustering procedure can also be improved. In the current imple-
mentation, standard hierarchical techniques are used for clustering the distance data.
However, a comprehensive evaluation of other existing clustering approaches might lead
to the discovery of a technique that is better suited for clustering distance data on meta-
bolic networks. Alternatively, developing a new clustering technique that is specifically
tailored to clustering distance data on metabolic networks could also refine classification
results.
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Another feature to be improved is the set of available pathways on which the compar-
ative analysis is based. Analyzing the Corynebacteria on KEGG pathways as well as on
the overall metabolic network has shown that the classification results strongly depend
on the particular pathway, i.e. on the specific assembly of reactions. The available KEGG
pathways might not provide the combination of reactions best suited for the analysis of
special metabolic processes. A software called CARMEN that enables the generation
of new pathways has recently been developed in the Computational Genomics group
at Bielefeld University. Pathways are generated automatically for individual organisms
based on KEGG reaction data and the functional annotation of the organism. Pathways
can be edited manually in order to satisfy individual research needs. Thus, reactions
can be regrouped into new pathways providing a different view on metabolic processes,
which might be more appropriate for comparative analysis.
Comparative Analysis of Metagenomics Data
In metagenomics, environmental samples of natural microbial communities are sequenced
and subsequently analyzed. The term metagenome subsumes the genomes of all individ-
ual members of the community. Metagenome approaches allow the analysis of microbes
which have so far eluded genomic studies because they cannot be cultivated. Moreover,
analyzing the gene content of an entire community has the potential to reveal compre-
hensive information on the evolution (Hansen et al., 2007), lifestyle (Tyson et al., 2004),
diversity (Venter et al., 2004; Krause et al., 2008) as well as metabolism (Gill et al., 2006)
of coexisting free-living microbes. Existing metagenome studies on metabolism mostly
focus on reconstructing the metabolic network and mapping for visual inspection as,
for example, in Tyson et al. (2004) or Kalyuzhnaya et al. (2008). However, comparing
the metabolic capabilities of entire microbial communities from different habitats is a
valuable approach for elucidating metabolic adaptations for particular environments.
The developed approach for metabolic network comparison across a set of organisms
can be readily applied for comparing metabolic pathways across different metagenome
data sets. Firstly, this facilitates visual functional analysis, since the metabolic reactions
are mapped onto pathway diagrams and thus arranged into their functional context in
cellular metabolism. Secondly, the automated clustering procedure groups microbial
communities from different sample sites together if their reconstructed pathway variants
are similar to each other. This allows for easy detection of pathways for which the individ-
ual metabolic capabilities of the communities differ as well as which of the communities
are different. Finally, sorting the list of analyzed pathways according to the amount
of differences in reaction content and filtering for particular groups enables the quick
detection of the most profound metabolic differences across the analyzed communities,
as well as the discovery of metabolic peculiarities of particular communities.
One challenging question in such an approach is how to perform the gene calling and
annotation based on genome fragments, because these cannot always be assembled into
larger contigs or complete genomes, and in this case could be rather short (e.g. contigs
of length 826 bp – 2.1 Mbp for an environmental sample after assembly in Venter et al.
(2004)). Many gene prediction strategies rely on a training step that is based on a longer
sequence of the respective genome prior to the gene calling step. Moreover, it might
be that a genome fragment does not contain the entire gene, which makes it difficult to
assign a function via sequence homology.
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Another challenge is to deal with the different abundances of genome sequences of
different species. Due to the sequencing strategy, which produces random shotgun reads,
genome sequences of abundant species can be expected to be well represented in the data
set in contrast to those of rare species, which may be represented by a small number
of sequences only (Gill et al., 2006). From the abundance of the genome sequences
one can infer the abundance of genes and encoded metabolic reactions in the microbial
community. This information can be used as a measure for the importance of a metabolic
reaction or a metabolic pathway in the community. By applying suitable thresholds for
distinguishing more relevant reactions and pathways from less relevant ones, and only
mapping reactions of either class onto the metabolic pathways to be compared, one might
be able to distinguish between more and less relevant pathways for the adaptation of the
community to its environment.
Clearly, newly detected proteins cannot be included in the comparative metabolic
network analysis, as long as their function remains unknown. Even once their function
is elucidated, they might not belong to any existing pathway, so new pathways properly
representing their functional context might have to be designed.
Comparative Analysis of Gene Expression Data
Another possible field of application is a comparison of data sets from gene expression
analyses. In gene expression analysis the goal is to measure the amount as to which genes
are transcribed (expressed) under different conditions, in different tissues or at different
points in time. Here, the idea is to map all genes onto pathway maps that correspond to
metabolic reactions and are active according to the expression analysis. An individual
gene would be said to be active if its expression exceeds a specified significance threshold.
The resulting metabolic networks represent the active metabolic network variants under
certain conditions, in different tissues or at different points in time. The developed
approach has so far only been used to compare the theoretically active (or annotated)
metabolic networks. However, it can be readily applied to the new type of metabolic
networks. The result is a classification of conditions, tissues, or points in time according
to similar active pathway variants.
Questions that can be answered with such an analysis depend on the type of input
data. Expression data could, for example, be measured for an uninfected host cell and
for the same cell type at different states of infection or on states of infection by differ-
ent pathogens. The automated metabolic network comparison and sorting can be used
for detecting those metabolic pathways that differ in the active reaction content across
different conditions. Results from this type of analysis could be helpful in diagnostics.
Another example is to compare the metabolism of a pathogen living in the blood versus
that of the same pathogen living in a host cell. The goal here is to detect metabolic
mechanisms that are active or need to be activated in order to enable the pathogen
to invade and survive in the host cell, or, more generally, to discover habitat specific
metabolic adaptations. Even if only two data sets are compared against each other and
thus the clustering procedure is of no use, the sorting strategy might still be helpful for
quickly finding pathways that differ significantly. When time series expression data are
analyzed in this way, pathways for which the active pathway variant changes over time
can easily be detected.
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Developing a Library of Habitat Specific Pathway Implementations for Classifying
Organisms According to their Habitats
During the analysis of five species of the Corynebacterium genus it became apparent that
the developed approach for comparative metabolite network analysis has the potential to
detect pathways that are important for the survival of the respective organisms in their
particular habitat. These are pathways for which the automatically derived classification
groups organisms according to their habitat. By systematically comparing organisms
living in the same or similar habitats, pathway variants or sets of pathway variants that
are essential for the survival of the organisms could be determined. These can be used
to build a library of pathway variants with special relevance for particular habitats. Us-
ing pathway variants from this library as indicators, organisms can be tested for their
ability to survive in particular environments. A related approach has been published
recently by Borenstein et al. (2008). The authors analyzed metabolic networks of organ-
isms for deducing the seed set of metabolites which they define as the set of metabolites
that, based on the network topology, are exogenously acquired. They showed that the
composition of the seed sets significantly correlates with several basic properties char-
acterizing the species’ environments and agrees with biological observations concerning
major adaptations.
Systematically Improving Existing Annotation
In the application to five Corynebacteria, the developed approach for metabolic network
comparison proved to be helpful for detecting missing or erroneous annotations. Com-
bining the comparative metabolic pathway analysis and a homology search for sequence-
similar genes into an automated method could be a reasonable approach for designing
a new software for systematically searching for genes coding for the enzymes catalyzing
missing reactions in a set of organisms. For each metabolic pathway the organisms would
be clustered and the resulting clustering dendrograms compared to a tree representing
their taxonomic relationship. Whenever the position in the clustering dendrogram for
some organism does not match the one in the taxonomic tree, among other reasons, this
could be due to missing or erroneous annotations. A homology search for missing genes
using gene sequences from the closest taxonomic relatives can be performed for detect-
ing candidate genes in the particular organism. Gene sequences from close relatives are
good candidates for a homology search since, according to the theory of evolution, the
genome of close relatives is likely to be very similar. On the other hand, gene sequences
from organisms implementing similar pathway variants might be good candidates for a
homology search as well, since via lateral gene transfer entire operons can be transferred
from one organism to another resulting in genes with similar sequence being present
in organisms that are not closely related taxonomically. These candidate genes can be
found in organisms that are classified into the same group by the automatic clustering
procedure. Applying this approach would result in a list of candidate genes that can
serve as starting point for wet-lab verifications with the final goal to improve the existing
annotation.
APPENDIX A
Clustering Dendrograms
For evaluating the developed approach for metabolic network comparison two test sce-
narios were analyzed, namely a set of artificial organisms on an artificial pathway (see
Section 6.1.1 on page 60) as well as a set of real organisms on a subpathway of KEGG’s
lysine biosynthesis pathway (see Section 6.1.2 on page 67). The analyses resulted in
a clustering dendrogram for each combination of a distance measure and a clustering
technique. Since these clustering dendrograms are the basis for the automatic classifi-
cation and thus for the decision as to which distance measure and clustering technique
are the best suited ones, these clustering dendrograms are presented here. Furthermore,
the developed approach was applied to five Corynebacteria on all KEGG pathways as
well as on the overall metabolic network of these organisms. Due to the large number of
analyzed pathways it is not possible to include the clustering dendrograms of all analyzed
pathways. However, since the clustering dendrograms for the overall metabolic network
analysis are explicitly discussed (see Section 6.2.2.4 on page 85), they are presented here
as well.
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Distance measure m1 Distance measure m2
Figure A.1.: Clustering dendrograms of seven artificial organisms (A to G) based on the artificial test
pathway for distance measure m1 and average (A) and complete (B) linkage agglomerative clustering,
as well as the Ward clustering method (C), and distance measure m2 and average (D) and complete
(E) linkage agglomerative clustering, as well as the Ward clustering method (F). The red line indicates
where the dendrogram is cut in order to yield the classification.
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Distance measure m3 Distance measure m4
Figure A.2.: Clustering dendrograms of seven artificial organisms (A to G) based on the artificial test
pathway for distance measure m3 and average (A) and complete (B) linkage agglomerative clustering,
as well as the Ward clustering method (C), and distance measure m4 and average (D) and complete
(E) linkage agglomerative clustering, as well as the Ward clustering method (F). The red line indicates
where the dendrogram is cut in order to yield the classification.
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Distance measure m5 Distance measure m6
Figure A.3.: Clustering dendrograms of seven artificial organisms (A to G) based on the artificial test
pathway for distance measure m5 and average (A) and complete (B) linkage agglomerative clustering,
as well as the Ward clustering method (C), and distance measure m6 and average (D) and complete
(E) linkage agglomerative clustering, as well as the Ward clustering method (F). The red line indicates
where the dendrogram is cut in order to yield the classification.
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Figure A.4.: Clustering dendrograms of seven artificial organisms (A to G) based on the artificial test
pathway for distance measure m7 and average (A) and complete (B) linkage agglomerative clustering,
as well as the Ward clustering method (C), and distance measure m8 and average (D) and complete
(E) linkage agglomerative clustering, as well as the Ward clustering method (F). The red line indicates
where the dendrogram is cut in order to yield the classification.
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Distance measure m9 Distance measure m10
Figure A.5.: Clustering dendrograms of seven artificial organisms (A to G) based on the artificial test
pathway for distance measure m9 and average (A) and complete (B) linkage agglomerative clustering,
as well as the Ward clustering method (C), and distance measure m10 and average (D) and complete
(E) linkage agglomerative clustering, as well as the Ward clustering method (F). The red line indicates
where the dendrogram is cut in order to yield the classification.
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Figure A.6.: Clustering dendrograms of seven artificial organisms (A to G) based on the artificial test
pathway for distance measure m11 and average (A) and complete (B) linkage agglomerative clustering,
as well as the Ward clustering method (C), and distance measure m12 and average (D) and complete
(E) linkage agglomerative clustering, as well as the Ward clustering method (F). The red line indicates
where the dendrogram is cut in order to yield the classification.
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Distance measure m2 Distance measure m5
Figure A.7.: Clustering dendrograms of seven artificial organisms (A to G) based on the artificial test
pathway for distance measure m2 and average (A) and complete (B) linkage agglomerative clustering,
as well as the Ward clustering method (C), and distance measure m5 and average (D) and complete
(E) linkage agglomerative clustering, as well as the Ward clustering method (F). Names of pseudo-
organisms A and E are exchanged. The red line indicates where the dendrogram is cut in order to yield
the classification.
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Figure A.8.: Clustering dendrograms of various organisms based on a subpathway of the KEGG lysine
biosynthesis for distance measure m1 and average (A) and complete (B) linkage agglomerative clustering,
as well as the Ward clustering method (C), and distance measure m2 and average (D) and complete
(E) linkage agglomerative clustering, as well as the Ward clustering method (F). The red line indicates
where the dendrogram is cut in order to yield the classification. aci: Acinetobacter, blo: Bifidobacterium
longum, cac: Clostridium acetobutylicum, ctc: Clostridium tetani, cgl: Corynebacterium glutamicum,
efa: Enterococcus faecalis, lpl: Lactobacillus plantarum, lwe: Listeria welshimeri, sac: Staphylococcus
aureus, sep: Staphylococcus epidermidis.
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Figure A.9.: Clustering dendrograms of various organisms based on a subpathway of the KEGG lysine
biosynthesis for distance measure m3 and average (A) and complete (B) linkage agglomerative clustering,
as well as the Ward clustering method (C), and distance measure m4 and average (D) and complete
(E) linkage agglomerative clustering, as well as the Ward clustering method (F). The red line indicates
where the dendrogram is cut in order to yield the classification. aci: Acinetobacter, blo: Bifidobacterium
longum, cac: Clostridium acetobutylicum, ctc: Clostridium tetani, cgl: Corynebacterium glutamicum,
efa: Enterococcus faecalis, lpl: Lactobacillus plantarum, lwe: Listeria welshimeri, sac: Staphylococcus
aureus, sep: Staphylococcus epidermidis.
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Figure A.10.: Clustering dendrograms of various organisms based on a subpathway of the KEGG lysine
biosynthesis for distance measure m5 and average (A) and complete (B) linkage agglomerative clustering,
as well as the Ward clustering method (C), and distance measure m6 and average (D) and complete
(E) linkage agglomerative clustering, as well as the Ward clustering method (F). The red line indicates
where the dendrogram is cut in order to yield the classification. aci: Acinetobacter, blo: Bifidobacterium
longum, cac: Clostridium acetobutylicum, ctc: Clostridium tetani, cgl: Corynebacterium glutamicum,
efa: Enterococcus faecalis, lpl: Lactobacillus plantarum, lwe: Listeria welshimeri, sac: Staphylococcus
aureus, sep: Staphylococcus epidermidis.
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Distance measure m7 Distance measure m8
Figure A.11.: Clustering dendrograms of various organisms based on a subpathway of the KEGG lysine
biosynthesis for distance measure m7 and average (A) and complete (B) linkage agglomerative clustering,
as well as the Ward clustering method (C), and distance measure m8 and average (D) and complete
(E) linkage agglomerative clustering, as well as the Ward clustering method (F). The red line indicates
where the dendrogram is cut in order to yield the classification. aci: Acinetobacter, blo: Bifidobacterium
longum, cac: Clostridium acetobutylicum, ctc: Clostridium tetani, cgl: Corynebacterium glutamicum,
efa: Enterococcus faecalis, lpl: Lactobacillus plantarum, lwe: Listeria welshimeri, sac: Staphylococcus
aureus, sep: Staphylococcus epidermidis.
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Figure A.12.: Clustering dendrograms of various organisms based on a subpathway of the KEGG lysine
biosynthesis for distance measure m9 and average (A) and complete (B) linkage agglomerative clustering,
as well as the Ward clustering method (C), and distance measure m10 and average (D) and complete
(E) linkage agglomerative clustering, as well as the Ward clustering method (F). The red line indicates
where the dendrogram is cut in order to yield the classification. aci: Acinetobacter, blo: Bifidobacterium
longum, cac: Clostridium acetobutylicum, ctc: Clostridium tetani, cgl: Corynebacterium glutamicum,
efa: Enterococcus faecalis, lpl: Lactobacillus plantarum, lwe: Listeria welshimeri, sac: Staphylococcus
aureus, sep: Staphylococcus epidermidis.
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Distance measure m11 Distance measure m12
Figure A.13.: Clustering dendrograms of various organisms based on a subpathway of the KEGG
lysine biosynthesis for distance measure m11 and average (A) and complete (B) linkage agglomerative
clustering, as well as the Ward clustering method (C), and distance measure m12 and average (D)
and complete (E) linkage agglomerative clustering, as well as the Ward clustering method (F). The red
line indicates where the dendrogram is cut in order to yield the classification. aci: Acinetobacter, blo:
Bifidobacterium longum, cac: Clostridium acetobutylicum, ctc: Clostridium tetani, cgl: Corynebacterium
glutamicum, efa: Enterococcus faecalis, lpl: Lactobacillus plantarum, lwe: Listeria welshimeri, sac:
Staphylococcus aureus, sep: Staphylococcus epidermidis.
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Distance measure m1
Figure A.14.: Clustering dendrograms of five Corynebacteria based on the overall metabolic network
for distance measure m1 and average (A) and complete (B) linkage agglomerative clustering as well
as the Ward clustering method (C). The red line indicates where the dendrogram is cut in order to
yield the classification. cdi: C. diphtheriae, cef: C. efficiens, cgl: C. glutamicum, cjk: C. jeikeium, cur:
C. urealyticum.
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